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Introduc4on



Compact Binary

• A compact binary: A binary system composed of  
compact	objects, such as a black hole (BH),  
a neutron star (NS), (and/or a white dwarf)



Black hole

• A region of the space-Dme where 
anything, including lights, can not 
escape for its strong gravity.  
The surface of the region is called  
the Event horizon. 

• Black hole can have only three physical 
parameters;  
The mass,  
spin	angular	momentum, 
and charge.  
For astronomical situaDons, the charge 
is consider to be neutralized.

ref) U. Kraus (2014)



Neutron star

• A neutron star is an extremely dense  
star formed as the result of the 
collapse of a massive star. 

• Most of them are observed as pulsars, 
which are rapidly rotaDng, highly 
magneDzed neutron stars,  
emiNng a strong beams. 

• 1-2Msun, typically ~1.4 Msun, ~10 km

ref) http://essayweb.net/

http://essayweb.net/


common feature of models that include the appearance of ‘exotic’
hadronic matter such as hyperons4,5 or kaon condensates3 at densities
of a few times the nuclear saturation density (ns), for example models
GS1 and GM3 in Fig. 3. Almost all such EOSs are ruled out by our
results. Our mass measurement does not rule out condensed quark
matter as a component of the neutron star interior6,21, but it strongly
constrains quark matter model parameters12. For the range of allowed
EOS lines presented in Fig. 3, typical values for the physical parameters
of J1614-2230 are a central baryon density of between 2ns and 5ns and a
radius of between 11 and 15 km, which is only 2–3 times the
Schwarzschild radius for a 1.97M[ star. It has been proposed that
the Tolman VII EOS-independent analytic solution of Einstein’s
equations marks an upper limit on the ultimate density of observable
cold matter22. If this argument is correct, it follows that our mass mea-
surement sets an upper limit on this maximum density of
(3.74 6 0.15) 3 1015 g cm23, or ,10ns.

Evolutionary models resulting in companion masses .0.4M[ gen-
erally predict that the neutron star accretes only a few hundredths of a
solar mass of material, and result in a mildly recycled pulsar23, that is
one with a spin period .8 ms. A few models resulting in orbital para-
meters similar to those of J1614-223023,24 predict that the neutron star
could accrete up to 0.2M[, which is still significantly less than the
>0.6M[ needed to bring a neutron star formed at 1.4M[ up to the
observed mass of J1614-2230. A possible explanation is that some
neutron stars are formed massive (,1.9M[). Alternatively, the trans-
fer of mass from the companion may be more efficient than current
models predict. This suggests that systems with shorter initial orbital
periods and lower companion masses—those that produce the vast
majority of the fully recycled millisecond pulsar population23—may
experience even greater amounts of mass transfer. In either case, our
mass measurement for J1614-2230 suggests that many other milli-
second pulsars may also have masses much greater than 1.4M[.
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Figure 3 | Neutron star mass–radius diagram. The plot shows non-rotating
mass versus physical radius for several typical EOSs27: blue, nucleons; pink,
nucleons plus exotic matter; green, strange quark matter. The horizontal bands
show the observational constraint from our J1614-2230 mass measurement of
(1.97 6 0.04)M[, similar measurements for two other millisecond pulsars8,28

and the range of observed masses for double neutron star binaries2. Any EOS
line that does not intersect the J1614-2230 band is ruled out by this
measurement. In particular, most EOS curves involving exotic matter, such as
kaon condensates or hyperons, tend to predict maximum masses well below
2.0M[ and are therefore ruled out. Including the effect of neutron star rotation
increases the maximum possible mass for each EOS. For a 3.15-ms spin period,
this is a =2% correction29 and does not significantly alter our conclusions. The
grey regions show parameter space that is ruled out by other theoretical or
observational constraints2. GR, general relativity; P, spin period.
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NS equaDon of state (EoS)

• The NS radius / maximum NS mass  
is sensiDve to the equaDon of state 
(EoS) of NS, which is sDll not 
comprehended yet. 

• Precise measurement of the  
NS radius / maximum NS mass 
provides us the informaDon of the 
NS EoS.

ref) P. Demorest et. al. (2010)



Gravitational waves (GWs)

• Gravitational waves are the ripples 
of curvature that propagate at the 
speed of light, and their existence 
is predicted by general relativity. 

• The binary system composed of 
compact objects, such as NS-NS, 
BH-NS and BH-BH binary, are  
the efficient sources of 
gravitational waves.

http://www.amnh.org/
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Compact binary mergers
• Compact binaries efficiently emit gravitaDonal waves shrinking their 

orbital separaDon, and the objects eventually merge  
→ compact	binary	mergers 

• GravitaDonal waveform from a binary merger contains  
rich physical informaDon of the source  
 (masses, spins, distance, inclinaDon, etc…) 

Ref:	K.	Hotokezaka	et	al.	2013



GravitaDonal waves from  
a compact binary merger (leading order)

a
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:energy	loss	via	GW	emission

fGW = 2f
<latexit sha1_base64="nd63f4+XpmwWhil9RIGGrWK0ZwE=">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</latexit>

:GW	frequency

Mchirp = m⌘3/5
<latexit sha1_base64="eDx9D0TkoqzGYRBL215MA8iJ9LE=">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</latexit>

:	chirp	mass

“Chirp	signal”

|h| ⇡ 2⇡2/3M5/3

D
f2/3
GW

<latexit sha1_base64="hi30XJgcdfV18FiCCQA95xRb9cA=">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</latexit>

Kepler’s	law

D
<latexit sha1_base64="8eSQWchmR3f/b2eGJyudXC45MVg=">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</latexit>

:	luminosity	distance

Quadrupole	formula

dfGW

dt
=

96

5
⇡8/5M5/3

chirpf
11/3
GW

<latexit sha1_base64="Mm0hZMAaM/oh8SiMjd6dEL3Vqas=">AAACvHichVHLahRBFD1pX3F8ZNSN4GZwiLiaVCcZjYISdKEbIQ8nE0hnhu6a6qSYflFdMxCL+gF/wIUrBRHxG1y58QdcZO1K1FUENy68090oGtTbdN1Tp+65daoqyCKZa8b2p5wjR48dPzF9snbq9JmzM/Vz5zfydKS46PA0StVm4OcikonoaKkjsZkp4cdBJLrB8O5kvTsWKpdp8lDvZWI79ncSGUrua6L69a4XKp+bQdg3noob97rWmoG2t0r6xjVr2tbLZM8szbWt8bgfNR7YspbvSpXZnmnPLdiwZ1yX8s8u/XqTtVgRjcPArUATVayk9ZfwMEAKjhFiCCTQhCP4yOnbgguGjLhtGOIUIVmsC1jUSDuiKkEVPrFDGndotlWxCc0nPfNCzWmXiH5FygZm2Xv2ih2wd+w1+8i+/7WXKXpMvOxRDkqtyPozjy+uf/uvKqassftL9U/PGiGWCq+SvGcFMzkFL/XjR08O1m+uzZor7Dn7RP6fsX32lk6QjL/yF6ti7Slq9ADun9d9GGzMt9yF1vzqYnP5TvUU07iEy7hK930dy7iPFXRo3zf4gM/44tx2Bs7QictSZ6rSXMBv4Yx/ADDIrFI=</latexit>



PostNewtonian expansion

• 0PN: chirp mass: 

• 1PN: symmetric mass: 

• 1.5PN: spin:  

• 5PN:	9dal	deformability:

h = Aei�GW
<latexit sha1_base64="Sl6UBNMJeIjAtg53jFX8gHw2xwA=">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</latexit>

PostNewtonian	expansion:

x := (⇡mfGW)2/3 ⇡
⇣m
a

⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="5ukixomBiY+4WocZTssLm3heWig=">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</latexit>

PostNewtonian	Parameter:

dx

dt
=

64⌘

5
x5

�
1 + a1x+ a1.5x

1.5 + a2x
2 + · · ·

�
<latexit sha1_base64="iFVePBYPqFiLLzUms9/Kv4Lb37k=">AAACvHichVHLahRBFD1pX8n4yBg3gWwah0gkMFSPGSOCEpKNyzycTCCdDNXVNZNi+kV3zTCx6R/wB1y4SkAk+A2u3PgDLrJ2JeoqghsX3uluEA3qLaruvafuuXWqyok8lWjGTieMCxcvXb4yOVW5eu36jenqzZntJBzEQrZE6IXxjsMT6alAtrTSntyJYsl9x5Ntp7823m8PZZyoMHiqDyO55/NeoLpKcE1Qp9q2uzEXqTvKUldnj4rs/pItNc/SZjbab9qe7OoFa5F3LHNkkkutejMzR/uFJ6BBScNctIUb6sSOVe9A3+1Ua6zOcjPPB1YZ1FDaelh9DRsuQggM4EMigKbYA0dCYxcWGCLC9pASFlOk8n2JDBXiDqhKUgUntE9rj7LdEg0oH/dMcragUzyaMTFNzLMP7ISdsffsDfvEfvy1V5r3GGs5JO8UXBl1pp/Pbn3/L8snr3Hwi/VPzRpdPMi1KtIe5cj4FqLgD5+9ONt6uDmf3mHH7DPpP2Kn7B3dIBh+E6825OZLVOgDrD+f+3yw3ahb9+qNjaXaymr5FZOYw20s0HsvYwVPsI4WnfsWH/EFX43Hhmv0Db8oNSZKzi38ZsbwJ1p3qgw=</latexit>

A(x) =
2m⌘

D
x
�
A0 +A0.5x

0.5 +A1x+A1.5x
1.5 +A2x

2 + · · ·
�

<latexit sha1_base64="pz42fhMP/T/Vf363kSmBYqJsR64=">AAACw3ichVHNShxBEK4dY2JWE1e9BHIZsigrwlIzSVAEYTc/kKM/WRUcHWba3rXZ+aOnd1kzzAvkBXLIKYEQQh4jOeQFcvAR1OMKuXiwZnZAEklSTXdVfV1f9dfdbuSJWCGelLSxW+O370zcLU9O3bs/XZmZ3Y7DnmS8xUIvlLuuE3NPBLylhPL4biS547se33G7z7P9nT6XsQiD1+o44vu+0wlEWzBHEWRXDpq1weKa1ZYOS0zf4spJkxfpwPJ4W9WaNi417QTrT1N9cJB7yg19oGewUcC5J8CkxNSXLHYYqtiSonOkFu1KFeuYm34zMIqgCoWth5XPYMEhhMCgBz5wCEBR7IEDMY09MAAhImwfEsIkRSLf55BCmbg9quJU4RDapbVD2V6BBpRnPeOczegUj6Ykpg7z+BO/4BB/4Fc8xcu/9kryHpmWY/LuiMsje/rtg61f/2X55BUcXbP+qVlBG1ZyrYK0RzmS3YKN+P0374Zbq5vzyQJ+xHPS/wFP8BvdIOhfsE8bfPM9lOkDjD+f+2awbdaNx3Vz40m18az4igl4CI+gRu+9DA14BevQonO/wxkM4UJ7qXU1qalRqVYqOHPwm2npFR4cqoc=</latexit>

Mchirp = m⌘3/5
<latexit sha1_base64="eDx9D0TkoqzGYRBL215MA8iJ9LE=">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</latexit>

⌘ =
m1m2

(m1 +m2)2
<latexit sha1_base64="UieViuDOybGxMZpHKJzUilKwZIQ=">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</latexit>

�i =
Si

m2
i

<latexit sha1_base64="fVR9MSsa4Fz+JYE+qjLyPkpA5HI=">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</latexit>

⇤i
<latexit sha1_base64="uekPFmUHqTAVUXkURxXaMsZml5Q=">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</latexit>

※Note	that	amplitude	factors	depend  
	on	the	inclina4on	angle

A+
0 = �(1 + cos2i)

<latexit sha1_base64="LWgpgDGJgn/e3mAJXpUjY/+8Tz8=">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</latexit>

A⇥
0 = �2cos2i

<latexit sha1_base64="FWulxzX58UppbD1pedQvSwFyJJQ=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="cMsnQR7VcGoytkse1+/apUcdl20=">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</latexit>

L

J=L+SBH

・The angular velocity of the orbital precession is always smaller by an order of 
magnitude than the angular velocity of the orbital motion in the simulation.

!prec⌧⌦orb

(e.g. Schmidt et al. 2012)

Precessing Frame

The instantaneous orbital axis can be determined by finding the direction 
that the energy flux of gravitational waves become the maximum.

→ The waveform observed from the observer which always faces the instantaneous orbital 
plane may be similar to the one which can be obtained from non-precessing binary. 
( Precessing Frame waveforms : BH-BH)



DetecDng gravitaDonal waves
• GravitaDonal waves are detected by measuring  

the change of the distance by laser interferometer

plus	mode cross	mode

Polariza4ons	of	GW hTT
ij (t)
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transverse-traceless condition as,

hTT
µ⌫ (z, t) =

0

BB@

0 0 0 0
0 h+ h⇥ 0
0 h⇥ �h+ 0
0 0 0 0

1

CCA e�i(!t�kzz). (A.6)

Here, h+ and h⇥ are called the plus mode and the cross mode, respectively, which are the polarization
modes of gravitational waves.

The gravitational-wave radiation by the motion of the matter can be evaluated by considering Eq. (A.5)
with non-zero Tµ⌫ . Let us consider the case that the matter exist in the region inside the radius R and we
observe gravitational waves at su�ciently large distance r from the matter (r � R). Let us also consider
the case that the motion of the matter v is much smaller than the speed of light. Eq. (A.5) can be solved
by using retarded potential as

 µ⌫(t,x) = 4

Z
d3x0 Tµ⌫(tret,x0)

|x � x0| , (A.7)

where tret = t � |x � x0|. Then, expanding Eq. (A.7) by x0/r up to the leading order,

 µ⌫(t,x) =
4

r

Z
d3x0Tµ⌫(tret,x

0). (A.8)

The (0, 0) and (0, i) components of Eq. (A.8) are written as,

M =
4

r

Z
d3xT00 =

Z
d3x⇢, (A.9)

Pi =
4

r

Z
d3xT0i =

Z
d3x⇢vi, (A.10)

where ⇢ is the energy density of the matter. These two quantities are the total mass and the total linear
momentum of the system, which are the constants of motion. Therefore, there are no gravitational waves
in the (0, 0) and (0, i) components. We can rewrite Eq. (A.8) by using @µTµ⌫ = 0 as,

 ij =
2Ïij

r
, (A.11)

Iij =

Z
d3x⇢

✓
xixj � 1

3
r2�ij

◆
. (A.12)

As we showed above, gravitational waves are contained in the transverse-traceless components of the
metric perturbation. In the far zone (r � R), gravitational waves are expected to be radiated in radial
direction n = x/r. Thus, we can extract gravitational waves from  µ⌫ by multiplying a projection matrix,

hTT
ij =

✓
PikPjl � 1

2
PijPkl

◆
hkl, (A.13)

where

Pij := �ij � ninj . (A.14)

Then, gravitational waves are determined as

hTT
ij =

2ÏTT

ij

r
, (A.15)

ITT
ij =

✓
PikPjl � 1

2
PijPkl

◆
Ikl. (A.16)
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For	face-on	waves:



GravitaDonal wave detectors

• GW sources for ground-based GW detectors 

• Compact	binary	mergers	
• Core collapse Super Novae 

• RotaDng Neutron stars 

• Primordial GW (InflaDon)  

• Cosmic Strings

advanced	LIGO

advanced	Virgo
KAGRA

hZps://www.ligo.caltech.edu/

hZp://gwcenter.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/hZp://www.virgo-gw.eu/

Livingston

Hanford

http://gwcenter.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
http://www.virgo-gw.eu/


GravitaDonal wave events
• Compact binary mergers are among  

the main targets of ground-based 
gravitaDonal-wave detectors,  
such as LIGO, Virgo, and KAGRA 

• Since 14th of September 2015,  
many GW events have been detected 

• Binary BH (BBH; BH-BH) 

• GW150914, GW151012, 
GW151226, GW170104, 
GW170608, GW170809, 
GW170814, GW170817, 
GW170818, GW170823 

• Binary	NS	(BNS;	NS-NS)  
GW170817

properties of space-time in the strong-field, high-velocity
regime and confirm predictions of general relativity for the
nonlinear dynamics of highly disturbed black holes.

II. OBSERVATION

On September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC, the LIGO
Hanford, WA, and Livingston, LA, observatories detected

the coincident signal GW150914 shown in Fig. 1. The initial
detection was made by low-latency searches for generic
gravitational-wave transients [41] and was reported within
three minutes of data acquisition [43]. Subsequently,
matched-filter analyses that use relativistic models of com-
pact binary waveforms [44] recovered GW150914 as the
most significant event from each detector for the observa-
tions reported here. Occurring within the 10-ms intersite

FIG. 1. The gravitational-wave event GW150914 observed by the LIGO Hanford (H1, left column panels) and Livingston (L1, right
column panels) detectors. Times are shown relative to September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC. For visualization, all time series are filtered
with a 35–350 Hz bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside the detectors’ most sensitive frequency band, and band-reject
filters to remove the strong instrumental spectral lines seen in the Fig. 3 spectra. Top row, left: H1 strain. Top row, right: L1 strain.
GW150914 arrived first at L1 and 6.9þ0.5

−0.4 ms later at H1; for a visual comparison, the H1 data are also shown, shifted in time by this
amount and inverted (to account for the detectors’ relative orientations). Second row: Gravitational-wave strain projected onto each
detector in the 35–350 Hz band. Solid lines show a numerical relativity waveform for a system with parameters consistent with those
recovered from GW150914 [37,38] confirmed to 99.9% by an independent calculation based on [15]. Shaded areas show 90% credible
regions for two independent waveform reconstructions. One (dark gray) models the signal using binary black hole template waveforms
[39]. The other (light gray) does not use an astrophysical model, but instead calculates the strain signal as a linear combination of
sine-Gaussian wavelets [40,41]. These reconstructions have a 94% overlap, as shown in [39]. Third row: Residuals after subtracting the
filtered numerical relativity waveform from the filtered detector time series. Bottom row:A time-frequency representation [42] of the
strain data, showing the signal frequency increasing over time.

PRL 116, 061102 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
12 FEBRUARY 2016

061102-2

BH-BH

BNS	(NS-NS)

Ref:	B.P.Abbot	et	al.	2016

・GW150914	(The	first	GW	event)

BH-NS

NS	Binary
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Parameter esDmaDon 
(intuiDve picture)

• Physical informaDon is extracted from the signal  
by the comparison with theoreDcal waveform templates

Ref:	Gravita4onal	Wave	Open	Science	Center	(hZps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiQtwPn6kfw)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiQtwPn6kfw
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signal waveform	template
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detector	noise	spectrum

posterior

prior

likelihood
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Figure 3 shows the general situation, where the basis vectors ↵̂ and �̂ are rotated by an angle  
from the basis used in the left-hand panel. The polarization tensors on this new basis,

✏+ = (↵̂⌦ ↵̂� �̂ ⌦ �̂), ✏⇥ = (↵̂⌦ �̂ + �̂ ⌦ ↵̂), (53)

are found by the following transformation from the previous ones:

✏+ = e+ cos 2 + e⇥ sin 2 ,

✏⇥ = �e+ sin 2 + e⇥ cos 2 . (54)

Then one can write Equation (51) as

�L(t)
L

= F+(✓, �,  )h+(t) + F⇥(✓, �,  )h⇥(t), (55)

where F+ and F⇥ are the antenna pattern functions for the two polarizations defined on the
sky-plane basis by

F+ ⌘ d : e+, F⇥ ⌘ d : e⇥. (56)

Using the geometry in the right-hand panel of Figure 3, one can show that

F+ =
1
2

�
1 + cos2 ✓

�
cos 2� cos 2 � cos ✓ sin 2� sin 2 ,

F⇥ =
1
2

�
1 + cos2 ✓

�
cos 2� sin 2 + cos ✓ sin 2� cos 2 . (57)

Figure 3: The relative orientation of the sky and detector frames (left panel) and the e↵ect of a rotation
by the angle  in the sky frame (left panel).

These are the antenna-pattern response functions of the interferometer to the two polarizations
of the wave as defined in the sky plane [359]. If one wants the antenna pattern referred to the

Living Reviews in Relativity
http://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2009-2

Ref:	Sathyaprakash&	Schutz	2009
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Inspiral phase: 
Tidal deformaDon

• GravitaDonal waveform from a binary 
merger contains  
rich physical informaDon of the source  
(masses, spins, distance, inclinaDon, etc…)  

• In parDcular, if	the	binary	contains	a	NS,  
the informaDon of the internal structure  
 of the NS can be extracted 

• During the inspiral, a NS is deformed by 
the Ddal force of the companion object. 
DeformaDon of a NS (s) accelerates the 
orbital shrinking, and modifies 
gravitaDonal waveforms

��Tidal
GW (t)

Modification in the GW phase 

Tidal deformation

19



Tidal deformability

• From the observed waveforms, the	%dal	deformability of a NS can be extracted 

• The Ddal deformability reflects the internal structure of a NS, and its measurement 
can be used to constrain the	NS	equa9on	of	state	(EOS)

（dimensionless）tidal deformability
Quadrupole moment tidal field

Qij = ��Eij = ��@i@j�
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FIG. 3. (a) The mass-radius relation for the matched causal EOS with ϵmatch = ϵnuc and for candidate neutron-star equations
of state that display the range of uncertainty in stiffness.
(b) Tidal deformability versus mass for stars based on the same EOSs. The top solid curve, displaying the tidal deformability
of stars based on the matched causal EOS, is an upper limit set by causality on tidal deformability. Stars based on softer EOSs
have smaller tidal deformabilities.
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FIG. 4. The dimensionless tidal deformability Λ is plotted against mass for several EOSs. For any given mass, the Matched
Causal EOS places an upper limit on the value of Λ.

sponding to a smaller orbital (and gravitational wave)
frequency. A neutron star with high tidal deformability
therefore has fewer cylces during which to accumulate
phase relative to a point-particle. As a result, the effect
of MNS on |∆Φ(fcutoff)| is complicated, and depends on
EOS and the parameters of the binary.
Nevertheless, stiffer EOSs result in larger values of

|∆Φ| for given neutron star masses or mass ratios. As
can be seen in Fig. 5, |∆Φ(fcutoff)| decreases with mass

ratio for all EOSs. On the other hand, |∆Φ(fcutoff)| has
complicated behavior with respect to neutron star mass
for all EOSs when the spin of the companion black hole
is zero (Fig. 6). In addition, one can see in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 that |∆Φ(fcutoff)| increases with the stiffness of
the EOS, and is largest for our EOS, but only by a few
radians at most. Here, based on our estimate of ∆Φ, the
constraint set by causality is remarkably strong, stronger
than the already stringent constraint on Λ: ∆Φmax(M)

Ref)	Oeveren	&	Friedman		2017



Effect of Ddal deformaDon

• Radius & Tidal deformability  
15H>125H>H>HB>B

Ref)	Kiuchi,	KK	et	al.	2017

quadrupole	formula

x := (⇡mfGW)2/3 ⇡
⇣m
a

⌘
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PostNewtonian	Parameter:

4dal	correc4on
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• Physical informaDon is extracted from observed gravitaDonal 
waves by the comparison with theoreDcal templates  
→ an	accurate	waveform	templates	are	crucial	for	
parameter	es9ma9on 

• The waveforms	including	the	9dal	effects are analyDcally 
derived  by post-Newtonian (PN) calculaDon  
(and by the EffecDve-One-Body formalism)  

• Newtonian (Flanagan et al. 2008) 
• 1 PN (Vines et al. 2011) 
• 2.5 PN (Damour et al. 2012) 
• Self force informed resum. (Bernuzzi et al. 2015, 2018) 
• Dynamical Dde (Hinderer et al. 2016, Lackey et al. 2018) 

• Tidal	effects	become	significant	in	the	last	part	of	the	
inspiral.	However,	the	model	based	on	PN	calcula9on	
would	not	be	accurate	just	before	the	merger.

GW templates for NS binaries

Predic4on	by	numerical	simula4ons	is	important	for	modeling	the	4dal	correc4on  
(at	least	needed	to	be	checked)

ref)	De	et	al.	2018
2

Parameter estimation methods—To measure the source
parameters for GW170817, we performed parameter es-
timation on the Advanced LIGO-Virgo data available at
the LIGO Open Science Center [7, 8]. Our analysis was
performed with the PyCBC Inference software [9, 10] and
the parallel-tempered emcee sampler [11, 12] for sampling
over the parameter space using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) techniques [13].

The LOSC data files include a post-processing noise
subtraction performed by the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration
[8, 14]. The LOSC documentation states that these data
have been truncated to remove tapering effects due to the
cleaning process [8], however the LOSC data shows evi-
dence of tapering after GPS time 1187008900 in the LIGO
Hanford detector. To avoid any contamination of our re-
sults we do not use any data after GPS time 1187008891.
The power spectral density (PSD) used to construct the
likelihood was calculated using Welch’s method [15] with
16 second Hann-windowed segments (overlapped by 8 s)
taken from GPS time 1187007048 to 1187008680. The
PSD estimate is truncated to 8 s length in the time domain
using the method described in Ref. [16]. The gravitational-
wave data used in the likelihood is taken from the interval
1187008691 to 1187008891.

Ref. [17] found that choice of the low-frequency cut-
off can have an effect on the measurement of the neutron
star tidal deformability and used a different power spec-
tral density estimation technique to that used in our anal-
ysis [18]. We investigated the effect of changing our esti-
mate of the power spectral density with the power spectral
density released as supplemental materials to Ref. [17]. We
find that the change in parameter measurements is smaller
than the statistical errors, and conclude that the choice of
power spectral density estimation technique does not af-
fect our results. To investigate the choice of low-frequency
cutoff, we computed the measurabilities of the chirp mass
M, signal-to-noise ratio ⇢, and binary deformability ⇤̃ in
the frequency range 10-2000 Hz. These are defined as the
integrand as a function of frequency of the noise moment
integrals I10, I0, and I�10 (see Ref. [19]) and shown in
Fig. 3. It can be seen that the signal-to-noise ratio is non-
zero down to a frequency of ⇠ 20 Hz for all the three de-
tectors. While detector sensitivity at this frequency does
not affect the measurability of ⇤̃, it does affect the measur-
ability of the chirp mass M. We repeated our analyses at
25 Hz, 23 Hz, and 20 Hz, and found an improvement in the
M measurement when extending until the low-frequency
cutoff was 20 Hz. Consequently, we evaluated the likeli-
hood from a low-frequency cutoff of 20 Hz to the Nyquist
frequency of 2048 Hz. The improved measurement of M
eliminates regions of higher ⇤̃ values from the posterior
probability densities, and hence better constrains the mea-
surement of this parameter, as shown in Fig 6.

The templates for the waveforms used in our parame-
ter estimation analysis are generated using the restricted

FIG. 3. Measurability [19] of the chirp mass M, SNR ⇢ and bi-
nary deformability ⇤̃ in the frequency range 10 Hz - 2000 Hz.
Each detector’s parameter measurability is scaled to the maxi-
mum frequency to show the relative accumulation of measure-
ment over the detector’s frequency band. Note that between de-
tectors, L1 is more sensitive than H1, which is more sensitive
than V1. Measurability of chirp mass is accumulated primarily
at low frequencies, whereas measurability of tidal deformability
is accumulated at higher frequencies. We extend computation of
the likelihood down to 20 Hz where the measured signal-to-noise
ratio (the logarthim of the likelihood) drops to zero in all three
detectors.

TaylorF2 waveform model, a Fourier domain waveform
model generated using stationary phase approximation. We
use the implementation from the LIGO Algorithm Library
(LAL) [20] accurate to 3.5 post-Newtonian (pN) order in
orbital phase [21], 2.0 pN order in spin-spin, quadrupole-
monopole and self-spin interactions[22, 23], and 3.5 pN
order in spin-orbit interactions [24]. The tidal corrections
enter at the 5 pN and 6 pN orders [25]. The waveforms are
terminated at twice the orbital frequency of a test particle
at the innermost stable circular orbit of a Schwarzschild
black hole of mass M = m1 + m2, where m1,2 are
the masses of the binary’s component stars. The Tay-
lorF2 model assumes that the spins of the neutron stars are
aligned with the orbital angular momentum. Binary neu-
tron stars formed in the field are expected to have small
spins, and precession of the binary’s orbital plane is not
significant [26].



Numerical RelaDvity simulaDons
• Numerical-rela9vity	(NR)	simula9on is the unique 

method to predict dynamics and gravitaDonal waves  
in the late inspiral & merger phase.  
 
 
 
 
 

• Performing	high-resolu9on	NR	simula9ons,	
waveforms	calcula9on	with	sub-radian	phase	
errors	are	achieved.	

• The phase difference larger than 
 ~1 rad is found between recent TEOB waveforms 
(SEOBNRv2T) and NR results for the case that Λ~850 

• See also Dietrich et al. 2016, Foucart et al. 2018,  
Haas et al. 2016 for recent high precision NR 
simulaDons for NS binary mergers 

phase	at	the	4me	of	the	peak	amplitude

1.21-1.51	M_sun
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refer to as the peak phase). We assume that the peak
phase for the run with the grid resolution N is written

as

�peak (N) = �peak (1)���peak (182)

✓
182

N

◆p

, (C1)

where �peak (1), ��peak (182), and p denote the peak
phase for the continuum limit, the error of the peak phase
for N = 182 run due to the finite grid spacing, and the
convergence order, respectively. The di↵erence of the
peak phase between N = 182 run and the other resolu-
tion runs can be written as

�peak (182)� �peak (N) = ��peak (182)

✓
182

N

◆p

� 1

�
,

(C2)

and we determine ��peak (182) and p by fitting the data
obtained by the simulations.

Figure 15 plots the di↵erence of the peak phase be-
tween N = 182 run and the other resolution runs as a
function of ��peak (182)

⇥�
182
N

�p � 1
⇤
employing the val-

ues of ��peak (182) and p determined for each binary
neutron star model. Figure 15 shows that the nearly con-
vergent result is likely to be achieved for all the cases, and
the order of the convergence is likely to be about 2 � 4.
However, the slight deviation of the data points from the
fitting function, Eq. (C2), is also found irrespective of
the value of N . This suggests that the error of ⇡ 0.1
rad which does not converge monotonically with the im-
provement of the grid resolution is present in the data.
For the equal-mass model with 1.25-1.25 M�, the conver-
gence order is larger than 4 for some cases, and this may
be due to the irregular error: Because the di↵erence of
the peak phase between N = 182 run and the other reso-
lution runs is typically smaller for the equal-mass model
with 1.25-1.25 M�, the fit can be a↵ected more strongly
by the irregular error than for the other mass models.
According to the determined values of ��peak (182), the
error of the peak phase for N = 182 run due to the finite
grid spacing is about 0.1–0.5 rad. Considering the pres-
ence of the irregular error, we conservatively conclude
that the phase error stemming from the finite grid spac-
ing is 0.2–0.6 rad. In particular, it is smaller than 0.3 rad
for the equal-mass models with 1.25-1.25M�, which are
used for determining the model parameters.

To quantify how the phase error due to the finite grid
spacing a↵ects our analysis, we also calculate the distin-
guishability between the hybrid waveforms derived em-
ploying the numerical-relativity waveforms of N = 182
and 150 runs. We find that the value of the distinguisha-
bility is always much smaller than 0.1 for the signal-
to-noise ratio 50. This indicates that the phase error
of numerical-relativity waveforms due to the finite grid
spacing has only a minor e↵ect on the results of the anal-
ysis performed in this paper.
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Here, A
2,2
NR

and �NR denote the amplitude and phase
of gravitational waves for the numerical-relativity data,
respectively. A

2,2
TEOB

and �TEOB denote those by the
TEOB formalism. For calculating the correlation, we
employ the time domain NR waveforms of 20ms  tret 
40ms. The corresponding gravitational-wave frequency
at tret = 20 and 40ms is ⇡ 410 and 500Hz, respectively.

The reason that we choose the rather late-time NR
waveforms of 20ms  tret  40ms for the correlation Ic

is as follows: In the early stage of the numerical evolution
with tret . 15ms, the frequency of gravitational waves al-
ways has an irregular modulation (see Appendix A). For
precisely comparing the NR waveforms with those by the
TEOB approach, such modulation, even if its amplitude
is not very large, introduces the uncertainty in matching.
To remove such uncertainty, we discard the waveforms in

TABLE III. �NR ��TEOB at t = tpeak in units of radian for
the equal-mass models with N = 182 and 150, and for the
unequal-mass models with N = 150.

EOS (⌘, N) = (0.250, 182) (0.250, 150) (0.247, 150)

B 0.1 0.3 0.2

HB 0.3 0.6 0.4

H 0.7 0.9 0.7

125H 1.0 1.1 1.1

15H 1.3 1.3 1.3

the early stage. We note that even for tret � 20ms, there
are & 22 wave cycles (& 11 orbits) in our numerical data.
We confirmed that the choice of the time-window of the
matching does not significantly a↵ect the following result.
In Figs. 5 and 6, we compare the NR waveforms

with the TEOB waveforms. In Table III, we also list
�NR��TEOB at the moment that the gravitational-wave
amplitude reaches the peak (referred to as tpeak in the fol-
lowing). Figures 5 and 6 show that up to tpeak�3ms, the
TEOB waveforms well reproduce the NR waveforms irre-
spective of the EOS and mass ratio: In particular for the
models for which the compactness is large and the tidal
deformability is small (e.g., for B EOS), the agreement
is quite good even at t = tpeak � 1ms, and the disagree-
ment in the gravitational-wave phase is within 0.3 rad up
to tpeak, which is within the uncertainty due to the phase
error.

On the other hand, for the models for which the com-
pactness is relatively small (e.g., for 125H and 15H EOS),
agreement between the NR and TEOB waveforms be-
comes poor for the last few ms prior to tpeak, leading to
a phase disagreement of & 1 rad, which is greater than
the uncertainty due to the phase error (see Table III).
The interpretation for this is described as follows: For
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Gµ⌫ =
8⇡G

c4
Tµ⌫ rµT

µ⌫ = 0rµ (⇢u
µ) = 0

P = P (⇢), P (⇢, T, Ye), · · ·

Einstein’s	equa4on Euler	equa4on

Equa4on	of	state	(EOS) *neither	MHD	nor	neutrino	radia4on  
	are	not	considered	in	these	simula4ons



NS-NS waveform model
• Based	on	our	latest	numerical-rela4vity	waveforms,	 

a	waveform	model	for	NS-NS	mergers	is	derived	

• A	NS-NS	GW	model	is	also	derived	in	Dietrich	et	al.	
2017	,	2019	based	on	different	NR	waveforms	and	
TidalEOB	waveforms	

• Though	their	and	our	models	are	derived	independently,	 
two	models	give	almost	consistent	results
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FIG. 4. The di↵erence between the tidal-part phase of the
hybrid waveforms and the tidal-part phase model described
in Eq. (2.15) for the equal-mass cases, where the phases
are aligned for 10Hz  f  1000Hz employing Eqs. (2.12)
and (2.13).

is as large as 0.08 rad for f ⇡ 1000Hz. However, it is
smaller than the phase error in the numerical-relativity
waveforms associated with the finite-di↵erencing [29].

2. Unequal-mass cases

Next, we extend the tidal-part phase model of
Eq. (2.15) to unequal-mass cases. Considering the depen-
dence on the symmetric mass ratio, the 1 PN order tidal
correction to the phase can be written in terms of the
symmetric and anti-symmetric contributions of neutron-
star tidal deformation as [19]

 1PN
tidal =
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FIG. 5. The di↵erence between the tidal-part phase of the
hybrid waveforms and the tidal-part phase model described
in Eq. (2.21) for the unequal-mass cases. Here, the phases
are aligned for 10Hz  f  1000Hz employing Eqs. (2.12)
and (2.13).

respectively. We refer to ⇤̃ as the binary tidal deforma-
bility. For realistic cases, the tidal contributions to the
gravitational-wave phase are dominated by the contribu-
tions from the ⇤̃ terms [19]. Assuming that the contribu-
tions from the �⇤̃ terms and those from the higher-order
terms are always sub-dominant in the tidal part of the
phase, we extend the formula of Eq. (2.15) by replacing
3/32 to 3/128⌘ [38] and ⇤ to ⇤̃ as

 tidal =
3

128⌘


�39

2
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(2.21)

where the values in Eq. (2.17) are used for a and p.
Figure 5 shows the phase di↵erence between the hybrid

waveforms and the tidal-part phase model described in
Eq. (2.21) for the unequal-mass cases. Here, two phases
are again aligned for 10Hz  f  1000Hz employing
Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). Although the fitting parameters
are determined only by employing the hybrid waveform
of 15H125-125, Eq. (2.17), we find that the phase error
is always smaller than ⇡ 0.07 rad for these unequal-mass
cases.

D. Tidal part model for the gravitational-wave
amplitude

We derive the tidal-part amplitude model in the same
approach as we took for the phase model: First, we derive
the tidal-part amplitude model for the hybrid waveforms
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is as large as 0.08 rad for f ⇡ 1000Hz. However, it is
smaller than the phase error in the numerical-relativity
waveforms associated with the finite-di↵erencing [29].

2. Unequal-mass cases

Next, we extend the tidal-part phase model of
Eq. (2.15) to unequal-mass cases. Considering the depen-
dence on the symmetric mass ratio, the 1 PN order tidal
correction to the phase can be written in terms of the
symmetric and anti-symmetric contributions of neutron-
star tidal deformation as [19]
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in Eq. (2.21) for the unequal-mass cases. Here, the phases
are aligned for 10Hz  f  1000Hz employing Eqs. (2.12)
and (2.13).

respectively. We refer to ⇤̃ as the binary tidal deforma-
bility. For realistic cases, the tidal contributions to the
gravitational-wave phase are dominated by the contribu-
tions from the ⇤̃ terms [19]. Assuming that the contribu-
tions from the �⇤̃ terms and those from the higher-order
terms are always sub-dominant in the tidal part of the
phase, we extend the formula of Eq. (2.15) by replacing
3/32 to 3/128⌘ [38] and ⇤ to ⇤̃ as

 tidal =
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128⌘
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where the values in Eq. (2.17) are used for a and p.
Figure 5 shows the phase di↵erence between the hybrid

waveforms and the tidal-part phase model described in
Eq. (2.21) for the unequal-mass cases. Here, two phases
are again aligned for 10Hz  f  1000Hz employing
Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). Although the fitting parameters
are determined only by employing the hybrid waveform
of 15H125-125, Eq. (2.17), we find that the phase error
is always smaller than ⇡ 0.07 rad for these unequal-mass
cases.

D. Tidal part model for the gravitational-wave
amplitude

We derive the tidal-part amplitude model in the same
approach as we took for the phase model: First, we derive
the tidal-part amplitude model for the hybrid waveforms
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the tidal part of the gravitational-wave phase computed
from the hybrid waveforms,  Hybrid

tidal (=  Hybrid �  pp,
where  Hybrid is the phase of the hybrid waveforms), for
the equal-mass binaries normalized by the 2.5 PN order
(equal-mass) tidal-part phase given by2 [12]

 2.5PN
tidal =

3

32
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3115
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,

(2.14)

where x = (⇡m0f)
2/3 is a dimensionless PN parame-

ter, and ⇤ = ⇤1 = ⇤2 for the equal-mass cases. We
note that the tidal-part phase of the hybrid waveforms
in Fig. 2 is aligned with the 2.5 PN order tidal-part
phase given by Eq. (2.14) for 10Hz  f  50Hz employ-
ing Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). We find that the tidal-part
phase of the hybrid waveforms deviates significantly from
the 2.5 PN order tidal-part phase in the high-frequency
range, f & 500Hz (x & 0.075 for m0 = 2.7M�), and the
deviation depends non-linearly on ⇤ (note the quantities
shown in Fig. 2 are already normalized by ⇤). This indi-
cates that the non-linear contribution of ⇤ is appreciably
present in  Hybrid

tidal for the high-frequency range.
In Fig. 3, we plot the relative deviation of the

tidal-part phase of the hybrid waveforms from the 2.5

2 Strictly speaking, this formula is not complete up to the 2.5 PN
order because the 2 PN order tidal correction to gravitational-
radiation reaction is neglected. We overlook such correction in
this work because it is expected to be sub-dominant [12].

PN order tidal-part phase normalized by ⇤2/3, i.e.,
( Hybrid

tidal / 2.5PN
tidal � 1)/⇤2/3. Figure 3 clearly shows that

the relative deviation can be well approximated by a
power law in x. Furthermore, it shows that the relative
deviation is approximately proportional to ⇤2/3 because
all the curves align. We note that, exceptionally, the rela-
tive deviation for the B equation of state shows a slightly
di↵erent trend from the other cases. The reason for this is
that the tidal deformability is so small that its e↵ect can-
not be accurately extracted from the numerical-relativity
waveform for such a soft equation of state.
To correct this deviation, we extend the 2.5 PN order

tidal-part phase formula of Eq. (2.14) by multiplying a
non-linear correction to ⇤ as

 em
tidal =

3

32


�39

2
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⌘�
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x2 � 4283

1092
⇡x5/2

�
,

(2.15)

where a and p are fitting parameters. We note that the
exponent of the nonlinear term in ⇤, p, is deduced to be
⇡ 2/3 even if it is also set to be a fitting parameter and
determined by employing several hybrid waveforms. The
fitting parameters, a and p, are determined by minimiz-
ing

I 00 =

Z fmax

fmin

��� Hybrid
tidal (f)� em

tidal (f)� 2⇡ft0 + �0

���
2
df,

(2.16)

where t0 and �0 are parameters that correspond to the
degrees of freedom for choosing the time and phase ori-
gins. Thus, we minimize I 00 for the four parameters, a,
p, t0, and �0. The fitting is performed for fmin = 10Hz
and fmax = 1000Hz.
We use the hybrid waveform of 15H125-125 for deter-

mining the fitting parameters because the non-linear con-
tribution of ⇤ is most significant for this among the bi-
nary neutron star models employed in this work. Then
we obtain

a = 12.55,

p = 4.240. (2.17)

Figure 4 shows the phase di↵erence between the tidal-
part of the hybrid waveforms and the tidal-part phase
model of Eq. (2.15) for the equal-mass cases, where two
phases are aligned for 10Hz  f  1000Hz employing
Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). Although the fitting parameters
are determined by employing only the hybrid waveform
of 15H125-125 as a reference, we find that the error in
the tidal-part phase model, Eq. (2.15), is always smaller
than 0.05 rad except for 15H135-135. This result indi-
cates that there is only a small di↵erence between the
waveform models determined from di↵erent hybrid wave-
forms (see Appendix D). The phase error for 15H135-135
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2. Frequency domain phase

As in Ref. [54] we will employ the stationary phase
approximation (SPA), discussed in, e.g., [18], to derive
the tidal phase contribution  T in the frequency domain,
i.e., we solve

d2 T (!)

d!2
=

1

!

d�T (!)
d!

(16)

to obtain  T . Although �T is given explicitly, we solve
Eq. (16) numerically and approximate the result with a
Padé approximant similar to Eqs. (11) and (12):

 T (x) = �Te↵
39

16⌫
x5/2P̃NRTidalv2(x) , (17)

with

P̃NRTidalv2(x) =
1 + ñ1x+ ñ3/2x

3/2
+ ñ2x

2
+ ñ5/2x

5/2
+ ñ3x

3

1 + d̃1x+ d̃3/2x3/2 + d̃2x2
,

(18)
and

ñ1 = c̃1 + d̃1, (19a)

ñ3/2 =
c̃1c̃3/2 � c̃5/2 � c̃3/2d̃1 + ñ5/2

c̃1
, (19b)

ñ2 = c̃2 + c̃1d̃1 + d̃2, (19c)

d̃3/2 = �
c̃5/2 + c̃3/2d̃1 � ñ5/2

c̃1
, (19d)

where the known coefficients are:

c̃1 =
3115

1248
, c̃3/2 = �⇡, (20a)

c̃2 =
28024205

3302208
, c̃5/2 = �

4283⇡
1092

. (20b)

and the fitting coefficients are:

ñ5/2 = 90.550822, ñ3 = �60.253578, (21a)

d̃1 = �15.111208, d̃2 = 8.0641096. (21b)

FIG. 5. Absolute magnitude of the tidal phase difference
between frequency domain approximants and the NRTidalv2

model. The vertical dashed line represents 1000 Hz, the fre-
quency up to which the Kawaguchi et al. model was cali-
brated, and the solid line marks the merger frequency of the
SLy setup we consider.

FIG. 6. Frequency domain waveform amplitude. Top panel:
We show the BBH and BNS hybrids’ amplitudes as well as
the BBH amplitude augmented with the 6PN tidal terms pre-
sented in Eq. (22). Bottom panel: amplitude differences with
the raw data in black and the smoothed data as a blue dashed
line. The final NRTidalv2 fit is shown in red. The vertical
dashed lines refer to 1000 Hz and to the merger frequency of
the BNS hybrid respectively.

We present the final tidal phase contribution in the
frequency domain in Fig. 4 for a number of different GW
approximants. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding phase dif-
ferences with respect to the NRTidalv2 model on a double
logarithmic scale.

B. Tidal amplitude corrections

The extraction of binary properties relies mostly on
the GW phase, which makes an accurate description of  
the primary target of GW modeling. However, a realistic
estimate of the GW amplitude is also of importance, e.g.,
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by [2, 13, 36]

A
1PN
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r
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96
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2
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⇤x�7/4

✓
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16
x
5 � 449

64
x
6

◆
, (2.22)

where De↵ is the e↵ective distance to the binary (see
Ref. [36] for its definition). To take the higher PN order
tidal e↵ects into account, we add a polynomial term to
Eq. (2.22) as

A
em
tidal =

r
5⇡

96

m
2
0

De↵
⇤x�7/4

✓
�27

16
x
5 � 449

64
x
6 + bx

q

◆
,

(2.23)

where b and q are the fitting parameters. We determine
b and q by minimizing

I
000 =

Z fmax

fmin

���AHybrid
tidal (f)�A

em
tidal (f)

���
2
df, (2.24)

where A
Hybrid
tidal is the tidal-part amplitude of the hy-

brid waveforms, fmin and fmax are set to be 10Hz and
1000Hz, respectively. Employing the hybrid waveform
of 15H125-125 as a reference, we obtain b = �4251 and
q = 7.890.

As in the wave-phase model, we extend Eq. (2.23) to
unequal-mass cases by replacing the leading order coef-
ficient,

p
5⇡/96, and ⇤ to

p
5⇡⌘/24 and ⇤̃, respectively,

as

Atidal =

r
5⇡⌘

24

m
2
0

De↵
⇤̃x�7/4

✓
�27

16
x
5 � 449

64
x
6 + bx

q

◆
.

(2.25)

Figure 6 shows the relative error of the tidal-part wave-
amplitude model defined by (AHybrid

tidal � Atidal)/AHybrid,
where A

Hybrid is the amplitude of the hybrid waveforms.
For ⇤̃  850, the relative error of the tidal-part wave-
amplitude model is always smaller than 10%. The rela-
tive error is larger for ⇤̃ � 850, and in particular, it is
larger than 15% for 15H135-135 and 15H121-151. How-
ever, such large errors are only present for f & 900Hz,
and they have only minor e↵ects on the accuracy of our
waveform model as is shown in the next section.

III. VALIDITY OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

We constructed a frequency-domain gravitational-
waveform model for binary neutron stars by employing
the tidal-part and point-particle part models of gravi-
tational waves derived in the previous section and Ap-
pendix A, respectively, as

h̃model = h̃model

⇣
f ;Mc, ⌘, ⇤̃,�0, t0, De↵

⌘
(3.1)

= (ATF2+ +Atidal) e
�i( TF2++ tidal).

This waveform model has 6 parameters, {✓i}6i=1 =n
Mc, ⌘, ⇤̃,�0, t0, De↵

o
. In this section we check the va-

lidity of our waveform model assuming the hybrid wave-
forms as signals.

A. Distinguishability

To check the validity of our waveform model derived in
the previous section, we calculate the distinguishability
between our waveform model and the hybrid waveforms
supposing advanced LIGO as a fiducial detector. For this
purpose, we introduce an inner product and the norm of
the waveforms as

⇣
h̃1

���h̃2

⌘
= 4Re

"Z fmax

fmin

h̃1 (f) h̃⇤
2 (f)

Sn (f)
df

#
, (3.2)

and

⇢ = ||h̃|| =
r⇣

h̃

���h̃
⌘
, (3.3)

respectively, where Sn denotes the one-sided noise spec-
trum density of the detector. The distinguishability be-
tween two waveforms, h̃1 and h̃2, is defined by [17, 49]

�⇢

⇣
h̃1, h̃2

⌘
= min

�0,t0
||h̃1 � h̃2 (�0, t0) ||, (3.4)
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where De↵ is the e↵ective distance to the binary (see
Ref. [36] for its definition). To take the higher PN order
tidal e↵ects into account, we add a polynomial term to
Eq. (2.22) as

A
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where b and q are the fitting parameters. We determine
b and q by minimizing

I
000 =

Z fmax

fmin

���AHybrid
tidal (f)�A

em
tidal (f)

���
2
df, (2.24)

where A
Hybrid
tidal is the tidal-part amplitude of the hy-

brid waveforms, fmin and fmax are set to be 10Hz and
1000Hz, respectively. Employing the hybrid waveform
of 15H125-125 as a reference, we obtain b = �4251 and
q = 7.890.

As in the wave-phase model, we extend Eq. (2.23) to
unequal-mass cases by replacing the leading order coef-
ficient,

p
5⇡/96, and ⇤ to

p
5⇡⌘/24 and ⇤̃, respectively,

as
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Figure 6 shows the relative error of the tidal-part wave-
amplitude model defined by (AHybrid

tidal � Atidal)/AHybrid,
where A

Hybrid is the amplitude of the hybrid waveforms.
For ⇤̃  850, the relative error of the tidal-part wave-
amplitude model is always smaller than 10%. The rela-
tive error is larger for ⇤̃ � 850, and in particular, it is
larger than 15% for 15H135-135 and 15H121-151. How-
ever, such large errors are only present for f & 900Hz,
and they have only minor e↵ects on the accuracy of our
waveform model as is shown in the next section.

III. VALIDITY OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

We constructed a frequency-domain gravitational-
waveform model for binary neutron stars by employing
the tidal-part and point-particle part models of gravi-
tational waves derived in the previous section and Ap-
pendix A, respectively, as

h̃model = h̃model

⇣
f ;Mc, ⌘, ⇤̃,�0, t0, De↵

⌘
(3.1)

= (ATF2+ +Atidal) e
�i( TF2++ tidal).

This waveform model has 6 parameters, {✓i}6i=1 =n
Mc, ⌘, ⇤̃,�0, t0, De↵

o
. In this section we check the va-

lidity of our waveform model assuming the hybrid wave-
forms as signals.

A. Distinguishability

To check the validity of our waveform model derived in
the previous section, we calculate the distinguishability
between our waveform model and the hybrid waveforms
supposing advanced LIGO as a fiducial detector. For this
purpose, we introduce an inner product and the norm of
the waveforms as

⇣
h̃1

���h̃2

⌘
= 4Re

"Z fmax

fmin

h̃1 (f) h̃⇤
2 (f)

Sn (f)
df

#
, (3.2)

and

⇢ = ||h̃|| =
r⇣

h̃

���h̃
⌘
, (3.3)

respectively, where Sn denotes the one-sided noise spec-
trum density of the detector. The distinguishability be-
tween two waveforms, h̃1 and h̃2, is defined by [17, 49]

�⇢

⇣
h̃1, h̃2

⌘
= min

�0,t0
||h̃1 � h̃2 (�0, t0) ||, (3.4)
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respectively, where Sn denotes the one-sided noise spec-
trum density of the detector. The distinguishability be-
tween two waveforms, h̃1 and h̃2, is defined by [16, 51]

�⇢
⇣
h̃1, h̃2

⌘
= min

�0,t0
||h̃1 � h̃2 (�0, t0) ||, (3.4)

where �0 and t0 are arbitrary phase and time shifts of the
waveforms, respectively. We also define the mismatch (or
unfaithfulness) between two waveforms, h̃1 and h̃2, by

F̄ = 1�max
�0,t0

⇣
h̃1

���h̃2 (�0, t0)
⌘

||h̃1|| ||h̃2||
. (3.5)

Throughout this paper, we employ the noise spectrum
density of the ZERO DETUNED HIGH POWER configuration
of advanced LIGO [52] for Sn. The lower and upper
bounds of the integration in Eq. (3.2) are set to be 10Hz
and 1000Hz, respectively. We note that ⇢ corresponds
to the signal-to-noise ratio [50], and �⇢ = 1 indicates
that two waveforms are distinguishable approximately at
the 1� level [51]. The signal-to-noise ratio and the distin-
guishability are proportional to the inverse of the e↵ective
distance, De↵ .

In Table III, we summarize the distinguishability be-
tween our waveform model and the hybrid waveforms.
Here, the signal-to-noise ratio is always fixed to be 50 by
adjusting De↵ because the tidal deformability is clearly
measurable only for events with a high signal-to-noise ra-
tio. For comparison, we also compute the distinguisha-
bility of the SEOBNRv2T waveforms and PN waveform
models with respect to the hybrid waveforms. For the
tidal part of the PN waveform models, we employ the
2.5 PN order phase and the 1 PN order amplitude for-
mulas given by [11, 12, 36]

 2.5PN0

tidal =
3

128⌘

✓
�39

2
⇤̃

◆
x5/2

⇥

1 +

3115

1248
x� ⇡x3/2 +

28024205

3302208
x2 � 4283

1092
⇡x5/2

�
,

(3.6)

and

A1PN0

tidal =

r
5⇡⌘

24

m2
0

De↵
⇤̃x�7/4

✓
�27

16
x5 � 449

64
x6

◆
, (3.7)

respectively.3 “PNtidal(TF2)” and “PNtidal(TF2+)” in
Table III denote PN waveform models employing Tay-
lorF2 and TF2+ (see Appendix A) as the point-particle

3 We note that, for Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), the dependence on the
mass ratio is considered only up to the leading order for simplic-
ity. This can be justified by the fact that the asymmetric-tidal
correction is expected to be sub-dominant [19]. Indeed, we find
that employing PN tidal formulas with full dependence on the
mass ratio changes the results in Table III only by . 10%.

parts of gravitational waves, respectively. Here, the 3.5
PN and 3 PN order formulas are employed for the phase
and amplitude, respectively, for the point-particle part of
TaylorF2 [38].
For all the cases, the distinguishability and the mis-

match between our waveform model and the hybrid wave-
forms are smaller than 0.25 and 1.1⇥ 10�5, respectively.
This means that the distinguishability of our waveform
model from the hybrid waveforms is smaller than unity
even for ⇢ = 200 in the frequency range of 10–1000Hz.
In Sec. IID, we found that the error of the tidal-part
amplitude model is relatively large for ⇤̃ � 850. Never-
theless, the results in Table III show that our waveform
model agrees with the hybrid waveforms in reasonable
accuracy.
The SEOBNRv2T waveforms also show good agree-

ments with the hybrid waveforms for ⇤̃ . 600. On the
other hand, the SEOBNRv2T waveforms have larger val-
ues of the distinguishability and the mismatch than our
waveform model for ⇤̃ & 700 with respect to the hy-
brid waveforms. The value of the distinguishability is
larger than 0.5 for the cases with the 15H equation of
state, and in particular, the distinguishability is ⇡ 0.8
for 15H125-125. These results are consistent with the
results of Refs. [26, 29] in which larger phase di↵erence
between the SEOBNRv2T waveforms and the numerical-
relativity waveforms is found for the larger values of ⇤̃.
We note that the SEOBNRv2T formalism is a time-
domain approximant, and thus, the computational costs
for data analysis would be higher than our frequency-
domain waveform model.
PN waveform models, PNtidal(TF2) and PNti-

dal(TF2+), show poor agreements with the hybrid wave-
forms. For PNtidal(TF2), the distinguishability and the
mismatch are always larger than 2 and 8⇥ 10�3, respec-
tively, and in particular, the distinguishability is larger
than 4 for 15H121-151, 15H116-158, and 15H125-125.
This large distinguishability is not only due to the lack
of higher-order terms in the tidal part but also due to
the lack of those terms in the point-particle part of PN-
tidal(TF2) waveforms. Indeed, the distinguishability of
PNtidal(TF2+) from the hybrid waveforms, which purely
reflects the di↵erence of PNtidal(TF2+) from the hybrid
waveforms in the tidal parts of gravitational waves, is
always smaller than that of PNtidal(TF2), and in partic-
ular, is as small as ⇠ 0.3 for the cases with the B equation
of state. However, even for PNtidal(TF2+), the distin-
guishability is larger than ⇡ 1.4 for ⇤̃ � 850. This indi-
cates that PN tidal formulas of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) are
not suitable for the data analysis if ⇤̃ & 850 and ⇢ & 35
no matter how the point-particle model is accurate.

B. Systematic error

Next, we estimate the systematic error of our wave-
form model in the measurement of binary parameters.
Employing the hybrid waveforms as hypothetical signals,

Mismatch:

6

TABLE II. Overview of the existing NRTidal approximants. The individual columns refer to: the name of the approximant,
the BBH baseline, the employed tidal phase, the employed spin-spin and cubic-in-spin contribution, employed tidal amplitude
corrections, and the incorporation of precession, as well as the computational time �Tfmin of the model to produce a single
waveform for a non-spinning, equal mass binary with individual masses MA,B = 1.35 and ⇤A,B = 400 on an Intel Xeon
E5-2630v3 processor for various starting frequencies.

LAL approximant name BBH baseline  T spin-spin cubic-in-spin tidal amp. precession �Tfmin
[s]

10 Hz 20 Hz 30 Hz 40 Hz

IMRPhenomD_NRTidal IMRPhenomD NRTidal up to 3PN (BBH) 7 7 7 2.55 0.29 0.14 0.07
IMRPhenomD_NRTidalv2 IMRPhenomD NRTidalv2 up to 3PN 7 7 7 2.54 0.29 0.14 0.07
SEOBNRv4_ROM_NRTidal SEOBNRv4_ROM NRTidal up to 3PN 7 7 7 3.39 0.40 0.18 0.09
SEOBNRv4_ROM_NRTidalv2 SEOBNRv4_ROM NRTidalv2 up to 3PN 7 7 7 3.34 0.40 0.18 0.09
IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal IMRPhenomPv2 NRTidal up to 3PN 7 7 3 7.30 0.90 0.43 0.21
IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2 IMRPhenomPv2 NRTidalv2 up to 3.5PN up to 3.5PN 3 3 8.56 1.06 0.51 0.28

In the following, we restrict the parameters
cA,B
1 , cA,B

3/2 , cA,B
2 , cA,B

5/2 to their equal-mass values (due to
the absence of a large set of high-quality unequal mass
NR data), and therefore, discard the superscripts A and
B. For this case, an effective representation of tidal
effects is obtained using

�T (x) = �T
e↵

13

8⌫
x5/2PNRTidalv2(x) , (11)

with the Padé approximant

PNRTidalv2(x) =
1 + n1x+ n3/2x

3/2
+ n2x

2
+ n5/2x

5/2
+ n3x

3

1 + d1x+ d3/2x3/2 + d2x2
.

(12)
To enforce consistency with the analytic PN knowledge

[Eqs. (6)-(7e)], some of the individual terms are restricted

n1 = c1 + d1, (13a)

n3/2 =
c1c3/2 � c5/2 � c3/2d1 + n5/2

c1
, (13b)

n2 = c2 + c1d1 + d2, (13c)

d3/2 = �
c5/2 + c3/2d1 � n5/2

c1
, (13d)

with

c1 =
3115

624
, c3/2 = �

5⇡
2
, (14a)

c2 =
28024205

1100736
, c5/2 = �

4283⇡
312

. (14b)

The remaining unknown 4 parameters are fitted to the
data:

n5/2 = 312.48173, n3 = �342.15498, (15a)
d1 = �20.237200, d2 = �5.361630. (15b)

Figure 3 shows our findings. We show as a gray shaded
region the parameter space in �T /T

e↵ covered by our sim-
ulations, where the gray dashed line refers explicitly to
the SLy configuration. Here we do not include any er-
ror estimate in the BBH hybrid used to extract the tidal
phase. In addition, we present the 6PN tidal contribu-
tion, which the old NRTidal approximant reduces to in

the low frequency limit; the 7.5PN contribution, which
the new NRTidalv2 reduces to in the low frequency limit;
and the 7PN contribution, which is the PN approximant
showing the best agreement to the NR data. We also
show the tidal phase given in Kawaguchi et al. [61],4
which has been calibrated to NR simulations up to a
frequency of 1000 Hz (thin dashed line). The model
of Ref. [61] loses validity outside its calibration region
and overestimates tidal effects at the moment of merger,
though this would not affect GW data analysis if a max-
imum frequency of 1000 Hz is employed, or the signal at
frequencies & 1000 Hz is sufficiently suppressed by the
detectors’ noise. In addition, we find good agreement be-
tween the Kawaguchi et al. fit and the new NRTidalv2 ap-
proximation below 1000 Hz. We also show the estimated
tidal phase extracted by comparing our BBH hybrid with
a tidal EOB waveform computed for our SLy configura-
tion using the TEOBResumS [40] model. The tidal phase
estimate of the TEOBResumS model is slightly less attrac-
tive for frequencies around 1000 Hz, but more attrac-
tive at higher frequencies. Finally, the original NRTidal
model is shown as a green line. The tidal contribution
is overestimated at about f ⇠ 1000 Hz, and later un-
derestimated. This oscillatory behavior has been seen
before, e.g., [27, 34, 54], and could potentially lead to bi-
ases in the estimate of tidal effects from GW signals [35].
For both NRTidal and NRTidalv2 the growth of the tidal
phase around merger is much smaller than for any other
approximant, which generally reduces possible patholo-
gies in more extreme regions of the parameters, e.g.,
a cancellation of the point-particle and attractive tidal
phase close to merger. As expected the NRTidalv2 model
stays within the gray shaded region and, thus, close to
the numerical relativity dataset used for the calibration.

4 We obtain the time domain tidal phase approximant from the
frequency domain expression given in Ref. [61] using the station-
ary phase approximation.
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with total mass of the binary, and fs is the sampling rate
of data. We set fs = 4096 Hz. The former choice is
made because the TF2+ KyotoTidal model is calibrated
in the frequency range of 10-1000 Hz. The latter choice

corresponds to the assumption that the inspiral stage is
terminated at the smaller of fISCO and fs/2. In this
work, we represent the latter choice by fmax = 2048 Hz
for simplicity.

Model name Point-particle part Tidal part
Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase

TF2 PNTidal 3PN 3.5PN 5+1PN 5+2.5PN
TF2+ PNTidal 6PN 6PN 5+1PN 5+2.5PN

TF2+ KyotoTidal 6PN 6PN Polynomial Nonlinear
TF2+ NRTidal 6PN 6PN - Padé approximation
TF2+ NRTidalv2 6PN 6PN Padé approximation Padé approximation

TABLE I. Waveform models used to reanalyze GW170817. Our reference model, the TF2+ KyotoTidal model incorporates
TF2+, as the point-particle and spin parts, and NR calibrated tidal e↵ects. The TF2 approximant employs the 3.5PN- and 3PN-
order formulas for the phase and amplitude, respectively as the point-particle part, and treats aligned spins and incorporates
3.5PN-order formula in spin-orbit interactions, 2PN-order formula in spin-spin, and self-spin interactions. TF2+ is the TF2

approximant supplemented with phenomenological higher-order PN terms calibrated by SEOBNRv2 for the point-particle part.
The TF2+ NRTidal model is another model whose tidal e↵ects are calibrated by NR. The TF2+ NRTidalv2 model is the upgrade
of the TF2+ NRTidal model. The TF2 PNTidal and TF2+ PNTidal models employ the PN tidal-part phase formula.

B. Waveform models for inspiraling BNSs

We use di↵erent analytic frequency-domain waveform
models for the inspiral phase. The features of each wave-
form model are summarized in Table I. The Fourier trans-
form of the gravitational waveform can be written as

h̃(f) = A(f)ei (f)
, (2)

where the amplitude A(f) and the phase  (f) can be
decomposed into the point-particle evolution, the spin
e↵ects, and the tidal e↵ects as

A(f) = Apoint�particle(f) +Aspin(f) +Atidal(f), (3)

and

 (f) =  point�particle(f) + spin(f) + tidal(f). (4)

We use TaylorF2 [48, 49] (hereafter TF2) and phe-
nomenologically extended model of TF2, called TF2+ (see
Ref. [42] and below) as BBH baseline, which consists of
point-particle and spin parts. Here, the 3.5PN-order for-
mula for the phase and 3PN-order formulas for the ampli-
tude are employed as the point-paticle part of TF2 [50].
For TF2+, both the phase and amplitude of the point-
particle part are extended to the 6PN-order by fitting
the SEOBNRv2 model [51, 52].

All waveform models used in our parameter estima-
tion analyses assume that the spins of component stars
are aligned with the orbital angular momentum, and in-
corporate 3.5PN-order formula in couplings between the
orbital angular momentum and the component spins [53],
2PN-order formula in point-mass spin-spin, and self-spin
interactions [54, 55].

FIG. 1. Tidal phase in the frequency domain normalized
by the leading, Newtonian (relative 5PN-order) tidal phase
formula. Here, we use (m1, m2) = (1.35M�, 1.35M�). We
show ⇤̃ = 1000 (dot-dashed, blue), 400 (dashed, blue), and
100 (dotted, blue) for the KyotoTidal model. The NRTidal

model (solid, red), the NRTidalv2 model (solid, cyan), and
the 5+2.5PN-order tidal-part phase formula, PNTidal (solid,
green), are also presented, which are independent of ⇤̃ when
normalized by the leading tidal phase.

During the BNS inspiral, at the leading order, the in-
duced quadrupole moment tensor Qij is proportional to
the external tidal field tensor Eij as Qij = ��Eij . The
information about the NS EOS can be quantified by the
tidal deformability parameter � [28, 56]. The leading
order tidal contribution to the GW phase evolution (rel-
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TF2 PNTidal TF2+ PNTidal TF2+ KyotoTidal TF2+ NRTidal TF2+ NRTidalv2

Luminosity distance dL [Mpc] 40.0+7.3
�14.4 39.8+7.5

�14.7 39.9+7.3
�14.6 39.9+7.4

�14.5 39.6+7.7
�14.6

Binary inclination ✓JN [degree] 147+24
�32 146+24

�27 147+24
�28 147+24

�27 146+25
�27

Detector-frame chirp mass Mdet [M�] 1.1975+0.0001
�0.0001 1.1975+0.0001

�0.0001 1.1975+0.0001
�0.0001 1.1975+0.0001

�0.0001 1.1975+0.0001
�0.0001

Source-frame chirp mass M [M�] 1.187+0.004
�0.002 1.187+0.004

�0.002 1.187+0.004
�0.002 1.187+0.004

�0.002 1.187+0.004
�0.002

Primary mass m1 [M�] (1.36, 1.59) (1.36, 1.58) (1.36, 1.58) (1.36, 1.59) (1.36, 1.58)
Secondary mass m2 M� (1.18, 1.37) (1.18, 1.37) (1.18, 1.37) (1.18, 1.37) (1.18, 1.37)
Total mass Mtot := m1 +m2 [M�] 2.74+0.04

�0.01 2.74+0.04
�0.01 2.74+0.04

�0.01 2.74+0.04
�0.01 2.74+0.04

�0.01

Mass ratio q := m2/m1 (0.74, 1.00) (0.74, 1.00) (0.75, 1.00) (0.75, 1.00) (0.75, 1)
E↵ective spin �e↵ 0.002+0.015

�0.009 0.003+0.015
�0.009 0.003+0.014

�0.008 0.002+0.015
�0.008 0.003+0.014

�0.0008

TABLE II. 90% credible interval of the luminosity distance dL, the binary inclination ✓JN, mass parameters, and the e↵ective
spin parameter �e↵ estimated using di↵erent waveform models. We show 10%-100% regions of the mass ratio with the upper
limit q = 1 imposed by definition, and those of m1 and m2 are given accordingly. We give symmetric 90% credible intervals,
i.e., 5%-95%, for the other parameters with the median as a representative value.

FIG. 3. Marginalized posterior PDFs of binary tidal deformability, ⇤̃, estimated by di↵erent waveform models, for both
fmax = 1000 Hz (left panel) and 2048 Hz (right panel). The blue, cyan, red, green, and orange curves correspond to the
TF2+ KyotoTidal, TF2+ NRTidalv2, TF2+ NRTidal, TF2+ PNTidal, and TF2 PNTidal models, respectively. The corresponding
90% credible intervals are presented in Table III.

B. Posterior of binary tidal deformability

Before presenting our results obtained with various
waveform models, we first compare our results obtained
by using the restricted TF2 model that incorporates the

5+1PN-order tidal-part phase with those from the LIGO-
Virgo analysis [15] as a sanity check. While our re-
sult of 90% credible symmetric (highest posterior density
(HPD)) interval on ⇤̃ is 347+564

�243
(347+453

�295
) for restricted

TF2 with 5+1PN-order tidal-part phase, low-spin prior

GW170817
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Mass ejecDon (NS-NS)

A	frac4on	of	NS	material	would	be	ejected	from	the	system	during	the	merger. 
(e.g.	Hotokezaka	et	al.	2013;	Bauswein	et	al.	2013;	Sekiguchi	et	al.	2016;	Radice	et	al.	2016;	Dietrich	et	al.	2017;	Bovard	et	al.	2017)

Ref:	Y.	Sekiguchi	et	al.	2015

Shock	hea4ng	driven

Tidal	torque	driven
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FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for the ↵ parameter. The black-dashed horizontal lines are the time-averaged values for the 12.5
m run in Table I.
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Turbulence	in	the	contact	surface→amplifica4on	of	magne4c	field	
→The	remnant	NS	and	accre9on	torus	would	be	highly	magne9zed.

Ref:	K.	Kiuchi	et	al.	2015,	2017	
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Post-merger mass ejecDon

Mass	ejec4on	from	the	remnant	torus	would	occur	 
driven	by	amplified	magne4c	fields	or	effec4ve	viscous	hea4ng	due	to	magne4c	turbulence 

	(see	also	e.g.	Siegel	et	al.	2018,	Fernandez	et	al.2018	for	GRMHD	simula4ons)

Viscous	GRRHD	simula4on	for	merger	remnant		 
(Ref:	S.	Fujibayashi	et	al.	2018)



RelaDvisDc jets

• RelaDvisDc jets could be launched 
from the BH accreDon torus system 
formed aner the merger 

• global structure of the magneDc 
fields would play an important role 

• contribuDon from neutrino pair 
annihilaDon seems to be sub-
dominant

the grid setup in our simulations in Table I. In the highest-
resolution run, we use 32,768 CPUs.
As initial data, we prepare a BH-NS binary in quasie-

quilibrium using the method of Ref. [41]. We model the NS
by the Akmal-Pandhalipande-Ravenhall equation of state
(EOS) [42], which is compatible with a maximum neutron
star mass ≥ 2M⊙ as required by current observational
constraints [43,44]. We set the NS mass, the mass ratio of
BH to NS, and the dimensionless aligned spin of BH, χ, to
be 1.35M⊙, 4, and 0.75, respectively. The initial orbital
angular velocity is Gm0Ω=c3 ¼ 0.056, where G is the
gravitational constant, m0 is the sum of BH and NS
gravitational mass in isolation, and c is the speed of light.
With these parameters, a massive accretion torus is formed
after tidal disruption [8,25].
The initial magnetic-field configuration is given in terms

of the vector potential as [45]

Aj ¼ ð−ðy − yNSÞδxj þ ðx − xNSÞδyjÞAb maxðP − Pc; 0Þ2;

where xNS and yNS denote the coordinate center of the NS,
P is the pressure, Pc ¼ Pðρ ¼ 0.04ρmaxÞ, and j ¼ x; y, and
z. ρmax is the maximum rest-mass density and we set Ab
such that the initial maximum magnetic-field strength is
1015 G. Even if we start a simulation with this ad hoc
localized seed magnetic field, the resulting torus surround-
ing the remnant BH comes to be in a turbulencelike state
and a global magnetic field is naturally formed eventually.

The magnetic-field strength is chosen so that the wave-
length of the fastest growing mode of the nonaxisymmetric
MRI is larger than 10Δximax. We note that the resulting
turbulencelike state should not depend critically on the
initial magnetic-field configuration and strength as long as
the MRI is resolved [46] (see also Ref. [47] for the
discussion of the dependence of the saturation amplitude
on the initial field configuration). The EOS is parametrized
by a piecewise polytrope [48] and a gamma-law EOS is
added during the simulation to capture shock heating
effects with thermal gamma of 1.8. Another choice of
thermal gamma could affect the amount of the torus wind.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows snapshots of the rest-mass density profile
with the magnetic-field lines. Before swallowed by the BH,
the NS is tidally disrupted. A part of NS matter sub-
sequently forms an accretion torus around the remnant BH
with mass of ≈0.13M⊙ at ≈10 ms after the tidal disruption.
The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability develops in the contact
interfaces of the wound spiral arm because of the presence
of shear motion shown in Fig. 1(a) and the vortices are
generated subsequently enhancing the magnetic-field
energy. In addition, the nonaxisymmetric MRI activates
amplification of the magnetic-field strength [49] [Fig. 1(b)].
The mass accretion is enhanced by turbulencelike motion
that is generated by these magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
instabilities as well as by the gravitational torque exerted by
the nonaxisymmetric structure of the accretion torus [see
Fig. 1(c) and visualization in Ref. [50]].
Figure 2 plots the ejecta mass, torus mass, mass ac-

cretion rate onto the BH, and ratio of the magnetic-field
energy, EB, to internal energy, Eint, as functions of time. We
define the merger time tmrg to be the time at which the
gravitational-wave amplitude becomes maximal. The ejecta
are defined to be fluid elements that reside outside the BH
and have ut< −1 where utis the lower time component of
the four velocity. This criterion means that the fluid
elements are gravitationally unbounded. The primary

TABLE I. Grid setup for four different grid-resolution runs.
imax: The number of the refinement levels. ΔxðimaxÞ: The grid
spacing of the finest refinement level. N: The grid number in one
positive direction.

Model imax ΔxðimaxÞ [m] N

High 10 120 514
Middle 10 160 378
Normal 8 202 306
Low 8 270 224

FIG. 1 (color online). Snapshots of the rest-mass density profile with the magnetic-field lines (a) just after tidal disruption, (b) at an
early phase of accretion torus, and (c) in the final phase. The isosurfaces for 1011, 1010, and 109 g=cm3 are denoted by yellow, green, and
blue. The magnetic-field lines are shown by the white curves. In the middle panel, the isosurfaces are drawn for the three-quarter region.
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discussion of the dependence of the saturation amplitude
on the initial field configuration). The EOS is parametrized
by a piecewise polytrope [48] and a gamma-law EOS is
added during the simulation to capture shock heating
effects with thermal gamma of 1.8. Another choice of
thermal gamma could affect the amount of the torus wind.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows snapshots of the rest-mass density profile
with the magnetic-field lines. Before swallowed by the BH,
the NS is tidally disrupted. A part of NS matter sub-
sequently forms an accretion torus around the remnant BH
with mass of ≈0.13M⊙ at ≈10 ms after the tidal disruption.
The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability develops in the contact
interfaces of the wound spiral arm because of the presence
of shear motion shown in Fig. 1(a) and the vortices are
generated subsequently enhancing the magnetic-field
energy. In addition, the nonaxisymmetric MRI activates
amplification of the magnetic-field strength [49] [Fig. 1(b)].
The mass accretion is enhanced by turbulencelike motion
that is generated by these magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
instabilities as well as by the gravitational torque exerted by
the nonaxisymmetric structure of the accretion torus [see
Fig. 1(c) and visualization in Ref. [50]].
Figure 2 plots the ejecta mass, torus mass, mass ac-

cretion rate onto the BH, and ratio of the magnetic-field
energy, EB, to internal energy, Eint, as functions of time. We
define the merger time tmrg to be the time at which the
gravitational-wave amplitude becomes maximal. The ejecta
are defined to be fluid elements that reside outside the BH
and have ut< −1 where utis the lower time component of
the four velocity. This criterion means that the fluid
elements are gravitationally unbounded. The primary

TABLE I. Grid setup for four different grid-resolution runs.
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spacing of the finest refinement level. N: The grid number in one
positive direction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Snapshots of the rest-mass density profile with the magnetic-field lines (a) just after tidal disruption, (b) at an
early phase of accretion torus, and (c) in the final phase. The isosurfaces for 1011, 1010, and 109 g=cm3 are denoted by yellow, green, and
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(EOS) [42], which is compatible with a maximum neutron
star mass ≥ 2M⊙ as required by current observational
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be 1.35M⊙, 4, and 0.75, respectively. The initial orbital
angular velocity is Gm0Ω=c3 ¼ 0.056, where G is the
gravitational constant, m0 is the sum of BH and NS
gravitational mass in isolation, and c is the speed of light.
With these parameters, a massive accretion torus is formed
after tidal disruption [8,25].
The initial magnetic-field configuration is given in terms

of the vector potential as [45]
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where xNS and yNS denote the coordinate center of the NS,
P is the pressure, Pc ¼ Pðρ ¼ 0.04ρmaxÞ, and j ¼ x; y, and
z. ρmax is the maximum rest-mass density and we set Ab
such that the initial maximum magnetic-field strength is
1015 G. Even if we start a simulation with this ad hoc
localized seed magnetic field, the resulting torus surround-
ing the remnant BH comes to be in a turbulencelike state
and a global magnetic field is naturally formed eventually.

The magnetic-field strength is chosen so that the wave-
length of the fastest growing mode of the nonaxisymmetric
MRI is larger than 10Δximax. We note that the resulting
turbulencelike state should not depend critically on the
initial magnetic-field configuration and strength as long as
the MRI is resolved [46] (see also Ref. [47] for the
discussion of the dependence of the saturation amplitude
on the initial field configuration). The EOS is parametrized
by a piecewise polytrope [48] and a gamma-law EOS is
added during the simulation to capture shock heating
effects with thermal gamma of 1.8. Another choice of
thermal gamma could affect the amount of the torus wind.
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with the magnetic-field lines. Before swallowed by the BH,
the NS is tidally disrupted. A part of NS matter sub-
sequently forms an accretion torus around the remnant BH
with mass of ≈0.13M⊙ at ≈10 ms after the tidal disruption.
The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability develops in the contact
interfaces of the wound spiral arm because of the presence
of shear motion shown in Fig. 1(a) and the vortices are
generated subsequently enhancing the magnetic-field
energy. In addition, the nonaxisymmetric MRI activates
amplification of the magnetic-field strength [49] [Fig. 1(b)].
The mass accretion is enhanced by turbulencelike motion
that is generated by these magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
instabilities as well as by the gravitational torque exerted by
the nonaxisymmetric structure of the accretion torus [see
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define the merger time tmrg to be the time at which the
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Ref:	K.	Kiuchi	et	al.	2015

Ref:	M.	Ruiz	et	al.	20162 Ruiz, Lang, Paschalidis & Shapiro

Fig. 1.— Snapshots of the rest-mass density, normalized to its initial maximum value ⇢0,max = 5.9⇥1014(1.625M�/MNS)2 g cm�3 (log
scale), at selected times for the P case. Arrows indicate plasma velocities, and white lines show the B-field structure. The bottom middle
and right panels highlight the system after an incipient jet is launched. Here M = 1.47⇥ 10�2(MNS/1.625M�) ms = 4.43(MNS/1.625M�)
km.

we define an incipient jet as a collimated, mildly rela-
tivistic outflow which is at least partially magnetically
dominated (b2/(2⇢0) > 1, where b2 = B2/4⇡ and ⇢0 is
the rest-mass density). We find that the P configura-
tion launches an incipient jet. To study the impact of
the initial B-field geometry and to compare with previ-
ous studies, we also perform simulations where the field
is confined to the interior of the NSs (hereafter the I
model), keeping its strength at the stellar center the same
as in the P case. In contrast to BHNS systems, we find
that interior-only initial B fields also lead to jet forma-
tion in NSNSs. Throughout this work, geometrized units
(G = c = 1) are adopted unless otherwise specified.

2. METHODS

We use the Illinois GRMHD code, which is built on
the Cactus1 infrastructure and uses the Carpet2 code for
adaptive mesh refinement. We use the AHFinderDirect
thorn (Thornburg 2004) to locate apparent horizons.
This code has been thoroughly tested and used in the
past in di↵erent scenarios involving magnetized compact
binaries (see, e.g., Etienne et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2008);
Etienne et al. (2012b); Gold et al. (2014); and Gold et al.
(2014)). For implementation details, see Etienne et al.
(2010, 2012a) and Farris et al. (2012).
In all simulations we use seven levels of refinement with

two sets of nested refinement boxes (one for each NS), dif-
fering in size and resolution by factors of two. The finest
box around each NS has a half-side length of ⇠ 1.3RNS,
where RNS is the initial NS radius. For the I model, we
run simulations at two di↵erent resolutions: a “normal”
resolution (model IN), in which the finest refinement level
has grid spacing 0.05M = 227(MNS/1.625M�) m, and a
“high” resolution (model IH), in which the finest level
has spacing 0.03M = 152(MNS/1.625M�) m. For the
P model, we always use high resolution. These choices
resolve the initial NS equatorial diameter by ⇠ 120 and
⇠ 180 points, respectively. In terms of grid points per
NS diameter, our high resolution is close to the medium

1 http://www.cactuscode.org
2 http://www.carpetcode.org

TABLE 1
Summary of results

Case �L
a Brms

b Ṁ c Mdisk/M0
d ⌧disk e LEM

f

P 1.25 1016.0 0.33 1.0% 0.10 1051.3

IN 1.21 1015.8 0.54 1.1% 0.07 1050.9

IH 1.15 1015.7 0.77 1.5% 0.06 1050.7

a Maximum fluid Lorentz factor near the end of the simulation.
b rms value of the HMNS B field before collapse.
c Rest-mass accretion rate in units ofM�s�1 at t�tBH = 2100M ⇡
31(MNS/1.625M�) ms.
d Ratio of disk rest mass to initial total rest mass at t � tBH =
2100M ⇡ 31(MNS/1.625M�) ms.
e Disk lifetime Mdisk/Ṁ in (MNS/1.625M�) s.
f Poynting luminosity in erg s�1, time-averaged over the last
500M ⇠ 7.4(MNS/1.625M�) ms of the evolution after the jet is
well developed.

resolution used in Kiuchi et al. (2014), which covered the
initial stellar diameters by⇠ 205 points. We set the outer
boundary at 245M ⇡ 1088(MNS/1.625M�) km and im-
pose reflection symmetry across the orbital plane.
The quasiequilibrium NSNS initial data were generated

with the LORENE libraries.3 Specifically, we use the n =
1, irrotational case listed in Taniguchi & Gourgoulhon
(2002), Table III, M/R = 0.14 vs. 0.14, row 3, for which
the baryon mass of each NS is 1.625M�(k/296.6km2)1/2,
with k the polytropic constant. This same case was used
in Rezzolla et al. (2011). As in PRS, we evolve the initial
data up to the final two orbits prior to merger (t = tB),
at which point each NS is seeded with a dynamically
unimportant B field following one of two prescriptions:
i) The P case Fig. 1, upper left), for which we use

a dipolar B field corresponding to Eq. (2) in Pascha-
lidis et al. (2013). We choose the parameters I0 and
r0 such that the magnetic-to-gas-pressure ratio at the
stellar center is ��1 = 0.003125. The resulting B-field
strength at the NS pole measured by a normal observer
is Bpole ' 1.75 ⇥ 1015(1.625M�/MNS) G. While this B
field is astrophysically large, we choose it so that follow-
ing merger, the rms value of the field strength in the

3 http://www.lorene.obspm.fr

2 Ruiz, Lang, Paschalidis & Shapiro

Fig. 1.— Snapshots of the rest-mass density, normalized to its initial maximum value ⇢0,max = 5.9⇥1014(1.625M�/MNS)2 g cm�3 (log
scale), at selected times for the P case. Arrows indicate plasma velocities, and white lines show the B-field structure. The bottom middle
and right panels highlight the system after an incipient jet is launched. Here M = 1.47⇥ 10�2(MNS/1.625M�) ms = 4.43(MNS/1.625M�)
km.

we define an incipient jet as a collimated, mildly rela-
tivistic outflow which is at least partially magnetically
dominated (b2/(2⇢0) > 1, where b2 = B2/4⇡ and ⇢0 is
the rest-mass density). We find that the P configura-
tion launches an incipient jet. To study the impact of
the initial B-field geometry and to compare with previ-
ous studies, we also perform simulations where the field
is confined to the interior of the NSs (hereafter the I
model), keeping its strength at the stellar center the same
as in the P case. In contrast to BHNS systems, we find
that interior-only initial B fields also lead to jet forma-
tion in NSNSs. Throughout this work, geometrized units
(G = c = 1) are adopted unless otherwise specified.

2. METHODS

We use the Illinois GRMHD code, which is built on
the Cactus1 infrastructure and uses the Carpet2 code for
adaptive mesh refinement. We use the AHFinderDirect
thorn (Thornburg 2004) to locate apparent horizons.
This code has been thoroughly tested and used in the
past in di↵erent scenarios involving magnetized compact
binaries (see, e.g., Etienne et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2008);
Etienne et al. (2012b); Gold et al. (2014); and Gold et al.
(2014)). For implementation details, see Etienne et al.
(2010, 2012a) and Farris et al. (2012).
In all simulations we use seven levels of refinement with

two sets of nested refinement boxes (one for each NS), dif-
fering in size and resolution by factors of two. The finest
box around each NS has a half-side length of ⇠ 1.3RNS,
where RNS is the initial NS radius. For the I model, we
run simulations at two di↵erent resolutions: a “normal”
resolution (model IN), in which the finest refinement level
has grid spacing 0.05M = 227(MNS/1.625M�) m, and a
“high” resolution (model IH), in which the finest level
has spacing 0.03M = 152(MNS/1.625M�) m. For the
P model, we always use high resolution. These choices
resolve the initial NS equatorial diameter by ⇠ 120 and
⇠ 180 points, respectively. In terms of grid points per
NS diameter, our high resolution is close to the medium

1 http://www.cactuscode.org
2 http://www.carpetcode.org

TABLE 1
Summary of results

Case �L
a Brms

b Ṁ c Mdisk/M0
d ⌧disk e LEM

f

P 1.25 1016.0 0.33 1.0% 0.10 1051.3

IN 1.21 1015.8 0.54 1.1% 0.07 1050.9

IH 1.15 1015.7 0.77 1.5% 0.06 1050.7

a Maximum fluid Lorentz factor near the end of the simulation.
b rms value of the HMNS B field before collapse.
c Rest-mass accretion rate in units ofM�s�1 at t�tBH = 2100M ⇡
31(MNS/1.625M�) ms.
d Ratio of disk rest mass to initial total rest mass at t � tBH =
2100M ⇡ 31(MNS/1.625M�) ms.
e Disk lifetime Mdisk/Ṁ in (MNS/1.625M�) s.
f Poynting luminosity in erg s�1, time-averaged over the last
500M ⇠ 7.4(MNS/1.625M�) ms of the evolution after the jet is
well developed.

resolution used in Kiuchi et al. (2014), which covered the
initial stellar diameters by⇠ 205 points. We set the outer
boundary at 245M ⇡ 1088(MNS/1.625M�) km and im-
pose reflection symmetry across the orbital plane.
The quasiequilibrium NSNS initial data were generated

with the LORENE libraries.3 Specifically, we use the n =
1, irrotational case listed in Taniguchi & Gourgoulhon
(2002), Table III, M/R = 0.14 vs. 0.14, row 3, for which
the baryon mass of each NS is 1.625M�(k/296.6km2)1/2,
with k the polytropic constant. This same case was used
in Rezzolla et al. (2011). As in PRS, we evolve the initial
data up to the final two orbits prior to merger (t = tB),
at which point each NS is seeded with a dynamically
unimportant B field following one of two prescriptions:
i) The P case Fig. 1, upper left), for which we use

a dipolar B field corresponding to Eq. (2) in Pascha-
lidis et al. (2013). We choose the parameters I0 and
r0 such that the magnetic-to-gas-pressure ratio at the
stellar center is ��1 = 0.003125. The resulting B-field
strength at the NS pole measured by a normal observer
is Bpole ' 1.75 ⇥ 1015(1.625M�/MNS) G. While this B
field is astrophysically large, we choose it so that follow-
ing merger, the rms value of the field strength in the

3 http://www.lorene.obspm.fr
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Figure 3. Snapshots of the early evolution of the GRMHD model (slice y = 0), with each column corresponding to the time as labeled in the middle row
(the orbital time at the initial density peak is 3.3 ms, or 224rg/c). From top to bottom, rows correspond to electron fraction, neutrino number source term
� (equation 3), temperature, poloidal magnetic pressure, and toroidal magnetic pressure, respectively. The white contours correspond to mass densities of
106 g cm�3 (outer) and 109 g cm�3 (inner), and some magnetic field lines are shown in gray in the lower two rows. The gray hatched area corresponds to
regions excluded from our analysis for having high magnetization or a density close to the floor value (§2.4).

sible between GRMHD and hydrodynamic models given the dif-
ferent implementations of gravity (the GRMHD torus has an initial
rest mass ⇠ 10% higher than the hydrodynamic models).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Early disk evolution

The initial dynamics of the GRMHD model (B3d) is determined
primarily by the choice of initial field geometry. Since the earliest

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21

Ref:	R.	Fernandez	et	al.	2018



Post-merger waveforms (NS-NS)
• Post-merger waveforms would contain  

rich physical informaDon,  
such as the	evolu9on	of	the	merger	remnant and 

informa9on	of	high	density	part	of	NS	EoS 

• Challenging for both detecDon and  
waveform modeling 

• Complicated physical effects, such as MHD, thermal 
effect, and ν radiaDon, should be taken into account 
in the numerical simulaDons

3
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FIG. 1. The comparison of Fourier spectra of gravitational
waves from binary neutron stars with three di↵erent equations
of state and with two values of total mass. A(f), De↵ , and m0

denote the amplitude of the spectrum, the e↵ective distance
to the gravitational-wave source, and the total mass of the
binary, respectively. The vertical dashed line denotes f =
1000Hz.

the analysis in Sec. III and Sec. IV. The details and the
derivation of these point-particle models are presented in
Appendix A.

We note that, in this work, we focus only on gravita-
tional waves for f  1000Hz. The reason for this is that
the gravitational-wave spectra for f > 1000Hz would be
a↵ected by the post-merger waveforms: In Fig. 1, we
show the amplitude of the gravitational-wave spectra for
several binary neutron star models (see Sec. II A for the
details of binary neutron star models). Figure 1 shows
that the amplitude is no longer a monotonic function of
the gravitational-wave frequency for f & 1100Hz. This
suggests that both amplitude and phase of the spectra
are a↵ected by the waveforms after the merger that can
be modified by detailed physical e↵ects (see Appendix B
for a detailed analysis). Thus, we have to restrict our
attention to the frequency of f  1000Hz. In this work,
we also focus only on the case that the spins of neutron
stars are absent. We leave the extension of our waveform
model for the future task.

A. Time-domain hybrid waveforms

The hybrid waveforms employed for deriving and cal-
ibrating our waveform model in this paper are com-
posed of the high-frequency part (& 400Hz) and the low-
frequency part (. 400Hz). For the high-frequency parts,
we employ our latest numerical-relativity waveforms de-
rived partly in Ref. [29]. The simulations are performed
by using a numerical-relativity code, SACRA, in which
an adaptive-mesh-refinement (AMR) algorithm is imple-

mented (see Refs. [29] and [41] for details of the com-
putational setup). Binary neutron stars in quasi-circular
orbits with small eccentricity ⇠ 10�3 are numerically de-
rived for the initial conditions of the simulations using a
spectral-method library, LORENE [42], and an eccentricity-
reduction procedure described in Ref. [43].
We employ the numerical-relativity waveforms of bi-

nary neutron stars with m0 ⇡ 2.7M� and m0 = 2.5M�,
where m0 is the total mass of the binary at infinite sep-
aration. More precisely, equal-mass models with each
mass m1 = m2 = 1.35M� and 1.25M�, and unequal-
mass models with each mass (m1,m2) ⇡ (1.21, 1.51)M�
and (1.16, 1.58)M� are employed. We note that, for the
models with each mass (m1,m2) ⇡ (1.21, 1.51)M�, we
employ the results of the simulations of which grid resolu-
tions are improved from those presented in Ref. [29]. The
simulations for the new models are performed in the same
way as in Ref. [29]. The orbital angular velocity of the ini-
tial configuration, ⌦0, is chosen to bem0⌦0 ⇡ 0.0155 and
0.0150 for m0 ⇡ 2.7M� and m0 = 2.5M�, respectively.
Model parameters and grid configurations are summa-
rized in Table I. We note that the numerical-relativity
waveforms are expected to have a phase error by 0.2–
0.6 rad up to the time of peak amplitude (see Ref. [29]
and Appendix C for details of this estimation).
Five parameterized piecewise-polytropic equations of

state with two pieces [8, 16, 29, 44] are employed to
consider the cases for a wide range of binary tidal de-
formability, 300 . ⇤̃ . 1900. For any equations of state
employed in this paper, the maximum mass of spher-
ical neutron stars is larger than 2.0M�, which is the
approximate maximum mass among the observed neu-
tron stars to date [45, 46]. The radius and the dimen-
sionless tidal deformability of spherical neutron stars of
1.16, 1.21, 1.25, 1.35, 1.51, and 1.58M� are listed in Ta-
ble II. The 15H equation of state might be incompatible
with the observational results of GW170817 [3], because
the tidal deformability in this equations of state for the
neutron stars of mass 1.35–1.40,M� is larger than 1000.
However, the other equations of state are compatible with
the latest observational results.
For the low-frequency part, we employ the TEOB

waveforms of Refs. [26–28], which are currently among
the most successful approximants in which the tidal ef-
fects as well as higher PN e↵ects are taken into account.
There exist two types of the TEOB formalism depending
on the choice of point-particle baseline; the SEOBNRv2T
and SEOBNRv4T formalisms of which the point-particle
parts agree with the SEOBNRv2 and SEOBNRv4 for-
malisms [47], respectively. In this work, we employ the
SEOBNRv2T waveforms for the low-frequency part of
the hybrid waveforms. This is because the point-particle
baseline of the SEOBNRv2T formalism, i.e., the SEOB-
NRv2 formalism, is more suitable for deriving waveforms
for a non-spinning equal-mass binary (see Appendix A).
For each binary neutron star model in Table I, the

SEOBNRv2T waveforms are generated by specifying the
mass and dimensionless tidal deformability, ⇤i (i = 1, 2),

Ref:	K.	Kiuchi	et	al.	2017	,	KK	et	al.	2018
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Tidal disrupDon of NS (BH-NS)

• If	the	4dal	force	of	the	BH	exceeds	the	self-gravity	
of	the	NS,	the	NS	is	9dally	disrupted.		

• The	NS	should	be	4dally	disrupted	outside	the	
ISCO	of	the	BH	to	form	a	ejecta	or	remnant	torus,	
otherwise	en4re	NS	material	would	be	swallowed	
by	the	BH.	

• Whether	4dal	disrup4on	occurs	or	not 
	depend	on	the	binary	parameters.

mBH/mNS
<latexit sha1_base64="N0vnTgqeDtKzn1WVc5VPLBtiuMI=">AAACenichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qKiiC4KS0VRagTFRRXohtXotY+oJWQxKkG8yJJCxr6A/6AC1cKIupnuPEHXPgJ4rKCmy68TQOiRb3DzJw5c8+dMzOqY+iez9hLTOjq7unt6x+IDw4Nj4yKY+N5z666Gs9ptmG7RVXxuKFbPOfrvsGLjssVUzV4QT3ZbO0Xatz1dNva908dfmAqR5Ze0TXFJ0oWJ005KLtmYmOrvhDB7WxdFlMsw8JIdAIpAilEsWOLtyjjEDY0VGGCw4JP2IACj1oJEhgc4g4QEOcS0sN9jjripK1SFqcMhdgTGo9oVYpYi9atml6o1ugUg7pLygTS7JndsQZ7Yg/slTV/rRWENVpeTmlW21ruyKPnU9mPf1UmzT6Ov1R/evZRwWroVSfvTsi0bqG19bWzi0Z2bS8dzLBr9kb+r9gLe6QbWLV37WaX710iTh8g/XzuTpBfzEhLmcXd5dT6RvQV/ZhGErP03itYxxZ2kKNzA1zhHg+xppAU5oT5dqoQizQT+BbC8if6K5IV</latexit>
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Ejecta Morphology

• For	most	cases	with	  
,	the	dynamical	ejecta	from	a	BH-NS	
mergers	exhibits	a	crescent-like	shape	
confined	in	the	equatorial	plane.	  
(c.f.	quasi-spherical	for	NS-NS) 

• The	ejecta	expands	homologously	with  
	a	flat	velocity	distribu9on. 
(K.Kyutoku	et.	al	2015)

formed. For most of the simulations in this paper performed
with stiff EOSs andwith the canonical totalmass2:6–2:8M!,
we found that a long-lived HMNS is formed with its lifetime
much longer than its dynamical timescale "0:1 ms and its
rotation period "1 ms; the lifetime is longer than 10 ms for
most of themodels employed in this paper. In this section, we
pay attention to the case that such a HMNS is formed.

Figures 3–5 display snapshots of the density profiles in
the merger for models APR4-135135, APR4-120150, and

H4-120150, respectively. Figure 6 also displays the cen-
tral density as a function of time for the models with
m1 ¼ m2 ¼ 1:35M! (left), and m1 ¼ 1:2M! and m2 ¼
1:5M! (right). These figures show that a compact and
nonaxisymmetric object (proto HMNS) is formed in the
central region soon after the onset of the merger. The
shape and compactness of the HMNS depend strongly on
the EOS and mass ratio; e.g., the presence of the asym-
metric spiral arms found in the top panels of Figs. 4 and 5

FIG. 4 (color online). The same as Fig. 3, but for unequal-mass model APR4-120150. tmerge $ 10:3 ms for this model.
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of artificial atmosphere, which is inevitable in conserva-
tive hydrodynamics schemes. The atmospheric density is
at most 103g cm!3, and negligible for ejecta (see Fig. 1).
Indeed, we confirmed that ejecta properties depend very
weakly on the atmospheric density as far as it is suffi-
ciently low. Specifically, varying the atmospheric density
by an order of magnitude changes the ejecta properties
only by 10%–20%. Finally, we improve grid resolutions
by "20% so that the NS radius is covered by #50 grid
points in the highest resolution runs. The radius of the
ejecta is always covered by #50–60 grid points in the
equatorial plane, and #10 grid points in the perpendicu-
lar direction (see the next section). We perform simula-
tions with 3 different resolutions for selected models, and
estimate that ejecta properties are accurate within #10%
for many cases and within a factor of 2 for the worst
cases in which the ejecta mass is small. This accuracy is
sufficient for the purpose of this article, which mainly
discuss qualitative signatures. A convergence study will
be presented in a separate paper with detailed discussions
of our systematic simulations.

III. MASS EJECTION

When the NS is disrupted by the BH tidal field, a one-
armed spiral structure called the tidal tail is formed around
the BH. Although a large part of the tail eventually falls
back onto the remnant disk and BH, its outermost part
obtains a sufficient angular momentum and kinetic energy
to become unbound via hydrodynamic angular momentum
transport processes. Dynamical mass ejection from the BH-
NSmerger is driven dominantly by this tidal effect. We also
find that some material in the vicinity of the BH becomes
unboundwhen the tidal tail hits itself as it spirals around the
BH. This ejection may be ascribed to the shock heating, but
this shock-driven component is always subdominant.
Ejecta exhibits a crescentlike shape as depicted in Fig. 1

in most cases. Specifically, a typical opening angle of the
ejecta in the equatorial plane is ’ej # !. Such a nonax-
isymmetric shape arises because the sound-crossing time
scale is shorter than the orbital period at the onset of tidal
disruption. Furthermore, ejecta spreads dominantly in the
equatorial plane and expands only slowly in the direction
perpendicular to the equatorial plane (hereafter, the
z-direction). The reason for this is that the ejection is
driven mainly by the tidal effect, which is most efficient
in the equatorial plane. Thus, a portion of circumferential
material will be subsequently swept by the ejecta. A typical
half opening angle of the ejecta around the equatorial plane
is "ej # 1=5 radian ; and, this implies that the ejecta veloc-
ity in the equatorial plane vk is larger by a factor of
1="ej # 5 than that in the z-direction v?. Here, vk may
be identified with the radial velocity, and the azimuthal
velocity should become negligible soon after the ejection
due to the angular momentum conservation. Indeed,
azimuthal velocity is very small in Fig. 1. Aside from the
ejecta itself, the region above the remnant BH is much
clearer than that for the NS-NS merger, and thus the
baryon-loading problem of GRB jets may be less severe.
The ejecta mass Mej depends on binary parameters and

NS EOSs and are typically in the range of "0:01–0:1M$
when the tidal disruption occurs and the disk mass Mdisk

exceeds"0:1M$. Important values are shown in Table I for
representative models in which Mdisk * 0:1M$. The value
ofMej is generally largewhen theNSEOS is stiff and theNS
radius is large for fixed values ofQand#, because the mass
ejection is driven primarily by the tidal effect. This depen-
dence on the NS EOS and radius is opposite to the case of
theNS-NSmerger in general relativity, where rapid rotation
and oscillation of a remnant massive NS drive ejection
[18,19]. We speculate that ejecta from the BH-NS merger
might account for a substantial portion of the r-process
nucleosynthesis (see also below) compared to that from
the NS-NS merger if the realistic NS EOS is stiff, and
vice versa.When theNS is not disrupted prior to themerger,
the ejecta mass is negligible for current astrophysical inter-
est. The ejecta mass is always smaller than the disk mass,
and a relation Mej # 0:05–0:25Mdisk approximately holds
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FIG. 1 (color online). The rest-mass density ($) profiles of
ejecta overplotted with the velocity at #10 ms after the merger
for Q¼ 5, # ¼ 0:75, and H4 EOS model. We only show un-
bound material to elucidate geometry of the ejecta, and the blank
region between the ejecta and BH is filled with unshown bound
material. The top and bottom panels are for the xy- and
xz-planes, respectively. The color panel on the right of each
plot is log 10$ in g cm!3. The region above "500 km in the
bottom panel is much clearer than that in a typical NS-NS
merger (see the corresponding panels of Figs. 3–5 in [18]).
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Post-merger waveforms (BH-NS)
• Waveforms in the inspiral phase would have almost 

the same behavior as BNS or BBH. 
→it	is	important	to	dis9nguish	it	from	BNS	or	BBH 

•  The merger~post merger part of the BHNS 
waveform could be different if the NS is 
 9dally	disrupted  
→The	high	frequency	part	(>1kHz)	of	GW	is	
important	  
(see also e.g. Shibata et al. 2009, Lackey et al. 2014, 
Pannarale  et al. 2015)  
 
 
 
 

37 Ref:	Foucart	et	al.	2018	
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FIG. 5. Dominant (2, 2) mode of the gravitational wave signal for
all q = 1 cases using the �2 equation of state. The shaded regions in
the zoom-in around merger time (bottom panel) lie in between wave-
forms dephased by the estimated errors from Fig. 7. The waveform
for the binary black hole simulation is assumed to be exact, as errors
are significantly smaller for vacuum simulations than for simulations
involving neutron stars. All waveforms are aligned through a time
and phase shift minimizing the phase difference in the time interval
100 < t/M < 1100.

the following: ”S” means that spin effects with fully rel-
ativistic test-spin limit are incorporated, ”EOB” refers
to the modeling approach, ”v4” refers to the NR cal-
ibration version of the non-precessing model. Matter
effects are modeled analytically and dynamically by in-
cluding f-mode excitations from the quadrupole and oc-
tupole [43, 92], but f-mode excitations neglect the effect
of the NS spin, which we find important. The spin-
induced quadrupole effects are included at leading or-
der6. The SEOBNRv4T model describes both NSNS
and BHNS inspirals. Once the inspiral evolution meets
a stopping criterion (e.g. reaches a peak in orbital fre-

6 As described in the internal LIGO Technical Document T1800028

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for the q = 2 configurations. The errors
in the bottom panel are from Fig. 8.

quency or the merger frequency of a NSNS binary as
determined from a fit to NR data [93], or the frequency
of the f-mode resonance) the waveform is tapered to
zero 7. For the comparisons below, we used quasi-
universal relations between NS parameters [94–96] to
encapsulate the EOS-dependence in a single parameter
⇤.

• SEOBNRv4NRTidal is a frequency-domain reduced-
order-model (ROM) version of the BBH baseline of
SEOBNRv4 augmented with tidal effects described
by the fit to NR from Ref. [97], assuming that the
EOS-dependence is characterized only by ⇤, and spin-
induced quadrupole effects. The model terminates
smoothly beyond the NSNS merger frequency from
[93]. Although the NRTidal model and stopping cri-

7 Although Ref. [43] developed a non-spinning merger-ringdown model for
BHNS binaries, we do not employ it here, but use instead the version of
SEOBNRv4T available in LAL, which simply tapers the waveform at the
peak of the amplitude.
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Effect of the BH spin 
orientaDon

• If	the	orbital	angular	momentum	
and	BH	spin	are	misaligned,	the	
orbit	precesses	due	to	Spin-Orbit	
coupling	(or	dragging	of	iner4a	
frames).		

for	inspiral	phase	(c.f.	L.	Kidder	et	al.	1995)itilt ⇡ const.
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FIG. 1. Evolution of the orbital separation xi
sep := xi

NS � xi
BH of binaries with (Q,MNS,�) = (5, 1.35M�, 0.75). The left,

middle, and right panels show the results with H4i30, H4i60, and H4i90, respectively.
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the gravitational-wave luminosity makes the approaching
velocity smaller, and thus the time to merger becomes
longer. Since L ·SBH / cos itilt, this e↵ect can be signifi-
cant when the BH spin is aligned with the orbital angular
momentum, and thus, the binary with a small valule oof
itilt,0 merges later.

The figure also illustrates that the orbits of the bina-
ries are precessing. This is also primarily due to the spin-
orbit interaction. For models H4i30, H4i60, and H4i90,
the elevation angles of the orbits measured from the xy-
plane are always ⇡ 15�, 30�, and 45�, respectively. We
note that gravitational waves are radiated primarily to
the direction of the orbital angular momentum, and the
direction of the total angular momentum J changes dur-
ing the inspiral phase due to the gravitational radiation
reaction. However, the angle between J and the z-axis is
always smaller than 5�.

It is known that, at least approximately, itilt is a con-
stant of motion [26] for the case that the spin of the NS
is absent. This feature is also seen in our simulation:
see Fig. 2, in which we plot the time evolution of itilt.
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Irrespective of itilt,0 and EOS, we indeed find that itilt
approximately keeps their initial values and their fluctu-
ation is smaller than ⇡ 3� irrespective of models. There-
fore itilt would be regarded approximately as the value
which is determined when the BH-NS binary was born,
even just before the merger. Also this property ensures
that setting of the simulation models is well-defined; the
models with di↵erent values of itilt,0 describes entirely
di↵erent physical systems.

Next, we analyze the evolution of the precession angle.
We define the precession angle of the orbit as

�prec := cos�1


(L⇥ SBH) · ȳ
|L⇥ SBH|

�
. (52)

Here, ȳ is the coordinate basis of the y-axis. The evolu-
tion of �prec is shown in Fig. 3 up to the time of merger.
We also plot the value obtained by integrating the leading
post-Newtonian formula of the precession angular veloc-

Norb ⇡ 8.5 Norb ⇡ 7.5 Norb ⇡ 5.5

H4i30 H4i60 H4i90

Orbital angular  
momentum

BH spin
itilt
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ElectromagneDc Counterparts 
to NS binary mergers

• Various	transient	EM	counterparts	are	
proposed	for	NS	binary	mergers	

• for	example,	

• short-hard	gamma-ray-burst	
• Axerglow	
• cocoon	emission	
• kilonovae/macronovae	
• radio	flare,	etc.	

• Host	galaxy	iden4fica4on,	remnant	
proper4es,	environment		

• Possible	synthesis	site	of	r-process	nuclei
Ref:	B.	Metzger	and	E.	Berger	2012



short-hard gamma-ray burst
• L~1051erg/s,	Δt=0.01-1000	s	

• launched	by	highly	rela4vis4c	jet	(Γ~100-1000)	

• Long-sox	GRB:	≥	2s	  
deaths	of	massive	stars	

• Short-hard	GRB:	≤	2s  
neutron	star	binary	merger?

E. Nakar / Physics Reports 442 (2007) 166–236 171
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Fig. 1. The bimodal duration distribution of GRBs. The observations (2041 bursts in the current BATSE catalog) are marked by the thick stairs.
The decomposition of the distribution into two lognormal distributions, as determined by Horváth (2002) (thin solid lines) and the sum of these
components (thick solid line) are superposed.

2.1. Prompt emission

Most of the prompt emission properties are derived using BATSE bursts. Typically, the SHB sample is drawn out of
the complete BATSE GRB sample using the criterion T90 < 2 s (defined below). This is clearly a rough cut (see Section
2.7), but it is sufficient for the purpose of statistical studies which are weakly affected by a small contamination of the
sample.

2.1.1. Duration
The true (intrinsic) duration distribution of SHBs is unknown. At the short end, the observed distribution is af-

fected by the minimal BATSE trigger time (64 ms) while the long end the distribution blends into that of long GRBs.
Fig. 1 depicts the T90 distribution of the entire BATSE GRB sample, where T90 is the duration encompassing the 5th
to the 95th percentiles of the total counts in the energy range 20–2000 keV. The duration distribution is bimodal with
a minimum around 2 s (Kouveliotou et al., 1993). For this reason the dividing line between short and long GRBs is
usually drawn at T90 = 2 s. This distinction suffices for the purpose of statistical population analysis, but one should
bear in mind that there are short GRBs with T90 > 2 s, and long GRBs with T90 < 2 s. Horváth (2002) finds that this
bimodal distribution can be decomposed into two lognormal distributions, as presented in Fig. 1. The SHB distribution
peaks at T90 ≈ 0.8 s, and the full-width half-maximum of the distribution is 1.4 dex. If this decomposition represents
the physical one then 25%[3.5%] of BATSE SHBs last longer than 2[10] s.

It was recently realized that at least in some SHBs the initial short and hard !-ray prompt emission is followed by
a much longer X-ray “tail” that lasts tens to hundreds of seconds. Typically, this tail is too faint to affect BATSE T90,
although in some cases it probably does (Norris and Bonnell, 2006). The properties of this soft tail and its implications
for the identification of SHBs are discussed later (Sections 2.2.2 and 2.7).

2.1.2. Temporal structure
Only a small fraction of the BATSE SHB sample have sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) to conduct analysis of the

fine temporal structure. Nakar and Piran (2002b) analyze a sample of 33 bright SHBs at a resolution of 2 ms, looking
for variability (separate pulses) within the bursts. The low S/N and the limited time resolution imply that the observed
variability is only a lower limit of the true one. Yet, they find that most of the bursts in the sample exhibit variability
on time scales that are shorter than the bursts’ durations (see Fig. 2 for a typical SHB light curve). More than half of
the bursts in their sample show at least two well-separated pulses and more than a third show rapid variability in the
sense that the shortest pulse is shorter by more than an order of magnitude than the burst duration. No correlation is
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Fig. 2. Left: The light curve of GRB 910718, a bright SHB with T90 =0.25 s. Right: The first 0.7 s of GRB 941228, a bright long GRB with T90 =62 s.
The figure demonstrates the similarity in short-time-scale structure in long and short GRBs. The resolution of both light curves is 5 ms. Both bursts
show variability down to the resolution limit.

found between the duration of a burst and the duration of its sub-pulses (given that the burst is not single pulsed). The
duration distribution of single pulses ranges from 5 to 300 ms with a broad peak around 50 ms. Thus, the lower limit on
the shortest time scale observed in these SHBs is of the order of 10 ms, and is set by the resolution limit. Shorter time
scales are probably present, as evident from a single case in which a very bright < 1 ms pulse is observed in a SHB
(Scargle et al., 1998, fainter pulses than this one cannot be resolved on ms time scale). McBreen et al. (2001) analyzed
the distribution of various temporal properties of pulses in 100 bright BATSE SHBs. They find that the rise times,
fall times, FWHM, pulse amplitudes and areas are all consistent with lognormal distributions and that time intervals
between pulses and pulse amplitudes are highly correlated with each other.

A comparison of the temporal structure of bright SHBs to the initial 2 s of a sample of long GRBs7 shows similar
time scales and similar distributions of pulse durations (Nakar and Piran, 2002b). This similarity is demonstrated in
Fig. 2. Similarly, McBreen et al. (2001) find a great similarity between the lognormal distributions and correlations in
the temporal structure of short and long GRBs. On the other hand, an examination of the temporal evolution of pulses
as a function of frequency shows a different behavior in long and short bursts. Norris et al. (2001) compare the spectral
lags of short and long GRBs. Spectral lag is a measurement of the spectral evolution timescale of the pulse structure,
where a positive value indicates a hard-to-soft evolution (see Norris et al., 2000, for an exact definition). They find
that long bursts show positive spectral lags that extend up to ∼ 2 s with a core around 50 ms. SHBs, however, show a
symmetric distribution of lags that ranges between ±30 ms.

Thus the temporal structure of SHBs shows both similarities and dissimilarities to that of long GRBs. Unfortunately
additional comparisons of the temporal structure of short and long bursts were not carried out so far, mostly because
of the difficulty in the analysis of SHB light curves. While the temporal structure of long GRBs was explored in detail
(e.g., Norris et al., 1996), only the general properties of the temporal structure of SHBs are known.

2.1.3. Spectrum
Comparison of the hardness ratio of SHBs to that of long GRBs shows that SHBs are on average harder. This result

was used by Kouveliotou et al. (1993), together with the bimodal duration distribution, to suggest that SHBs and long
GRBs are two distinctive populations. Fig. 3 depicts T90 and the hardness (ratio between the 50–100 keV and the

7 The sample includes only long GRBs that have high-resolution light curve and an initial pulse that is shorter than 2 s.

sGRB	light	curve

ref)	Nakar	2007

Dura4on	distribu4on	of	GRBs



Kilonova/Macronova

• A	Kilonova/macronova	is	a	electromagne4c	(EM)  
	emission	which	expected	to	be	associate	with	 
a	NS	binary	merger.	

• Ejected	material	is	neutron-rich  
→heavy	radioac4ve	nuclei	would	be	synthesized	 
in	the	ejecta	by	the	so-called	 
r-process	nucleosynthesis 
 
→EM	emission	in	op4cal	and	infrared	wavelengths	
could	occur	by	radioac4ve	decays	of	heavy	elements 
:	kilonova/macronova 
 
			Li	&	Paczyński	1998,	Kulkarni	2005, 
			Metzger	et	al.	2010	… Ref:	K.	Hotokezaka	et	al.	2013
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R-process nucleosynthesis
Credit) Sho Fujibayashi
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• The	emission	is	expected	to	be	bright	in	the	op9cal	and	infrared	wavelength.		

• The	mass,	velocity,	morphology,	and	the	composi9on(electron	frac9on)	of	the	ejecta	characterize	
the	lightcurve	of	the	kilonova/macronova.

ProperDes of kilonovae / macronovae

Meje :ejecta mass

veje :expanding velocity

 :opacity

Order	Es4ma4on

f : energy conversion rate
<latexit sha1_base64="K37+hlJ1NDdlUjKH83ENbdcQLNs=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUoigo9V0Y3LCsYWmlIm05t26GQSZiZCCN278VfcuFBx6xe482+ctllo64GBwzn3cOeeIOFMacf5tkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbt3r+JUUvBozGPZDogCzgR4mmkO7UQCiQIOrWB0PfFbDyAVi8WdzhLoRmQgWMgo0Ubq2YfhpV/LfRlhECAHmV+jsSgCfk0SDeOeXXXqzhR4kbgFqaICzZ795fdjmkYgNOVEqY7rJLqbE6kZ5TCu+KmChNARGUDHUEEiUN18essYHxmlj8NYmic0nqq/EzmJlMqiwExGRA/VvDcR//M6qQ7PuzkTSapB0NmiMOVYx3hSDO4zCVTzzBBCJTN/xXRIJKHatFExJbjzJy8S76R+UXdvT6uNq6KNMjpAh+gYuegMNdANaiIPUfSIntErerOerBfr3fqYjZasIrOP/sD6/AFgeZra</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K37+hlJ1NDdlUjKH83ENbdcQLNs=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUoigo9V0Y3LCsYWmlIm05t26GQSZiZCCN278VfcuFBx6xe482+ctllo64GBwzn3cOeeIOFMacf5tkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbt3r+JUUvBozGPZDogCzgR4mmkO7UQCiQIOrWB0PfFbDyAVi8WdzhLoRmQgWMgo0Ubq2YfhpV/LfRlhECAHmV+jsSgCfk0SDeOeXXXqzhR4kbgFqaICzZ795fdjmkYgNOVEqY7rJLqbE6kZ5TCu+KmChNARGUDHUEEiUN18essYHxmlj8NYmic0nqq/EzmJlMqiwExGRA/VvDcR//M6qQ7PuzkTSapB0NmiMOVYx3hSDO4zCVTzzBBCJTN/xXRIJKHatFExJbjzJy8S76R+UXdvT6uNq6KNMjpAh+gYuegMNdANaiIPUfSIntErerOerBfr3fqYjZasIrOP/sD6/AFgeZra</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K37+hlJ1NDdlUjKH83ENbdcQLNs=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUoigo9V0Y3LCsYWmlIm05t26GQSZiZCCN278VfcuFBx6xe482+ctllo64GBwzn3cOeeIOFMacf5tkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbt3r+JUUvBozGPZDogCzgR4mmkO7UQCiQIOrWB0PfFbDyAVi8WdzhLoRmQgWMgo0Ubq2YfhpV/LfRlhECAHmV+jsSgCfk0SDeOeXXXqzhR4kbgFqaICzZ795fdjmkYgNOVEqY7rJLqbE6kZ5TCu+KmChNARGUDHUEEiUN18essYHxmlj8NYmic0nqq/EzmJlMqiwExGRA/VvDcR//M6qQ7PuzkTSapB0NmiMOVYx3hSDO4zCVTzzBBCJTN/xXRIJKHatFExJbjzJy8S76R+UXdvT6uNq6KNMjpAh+gYuegMNdANaiIPUfSIntErerOerBfr3fqYjZasIrOP/sD6/AFgeZra</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K37+hlJ1NDdlUjKH83ENbdcQLNs=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUoigo9V0Y3LCsYWmlIm05t26GQSZiZCCN278VfcuFBx6xe482+ctllo64GBwzn3cOeeIOFMacf5tkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbt3r+JUUvBozGPZDogCzgR4mmkO7UQCiQIOrWB0PfFbDyAVi8WdzhLoRmQgWMgo0Ubq2YfhpV/LfRlhECAHmV+jsSgCfk0SDeOeXXXqzhR4kbgFqaICzZ795fdjmkYgNOVEqY7rJLqbE6kZ5TCu+KmChNARGUDHUEEiUN18essYHxmlj8NYmic0nqq/EzmJlMqiwExGRA/VvDcR//M6qQ7PuzkTSapB0NmiMOVYx3hSDO4zCVTzzBBCJTN/xXRIJKHatFExJbjzJy8S76R+UXdvT6uNq6KNMjpAh+gYuegMNdANaiIPUfSIntErerOerBfr3fqYjZasIrOP/sD6/AFgeZra</latexit>

tpeak ⇡ 3.3 days

⇥
✓

M

0.03M�

◆1/2 ⇣ v

0.2c

⌘�1/2
✓



1 cm2/g

◆1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="PVbd6pqU4NRIq26Dbj5/l7OLM6A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PVbd6pqU4NRIq26Dbj5/l7OLM6A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PVbd6pqU4NRIq26Dbj5/l7OLM6A=">AAACkXicbVFdb9MwFHXCx0b5WPl448WiYhoSdEkLgvEwKnhBQpOGRNmkuoscx2mt2nFk30yrLP8g/s7e+De4JRJbx5UsHZ177ON7bl5LYSFJfkfxrdt37m5t3+vcf/Dw0U738ZOfVjeG8THTUpvTnFouRcXHIEDy09pwqnLJT/LFl1X/5JwbK3T1A5Y1nyo6q0QpGIVAZd1fkDliFK45XfhdQuva6As87A/J6zVf0KX1hHR2CQjFLZG8hD1SGsrckXdJPxkeZUQXGjwxYjaHV2cu3R/4q7rzlW7A/gnebCrIIvhS79LWlKmzwf7MX38y6/aC3brwTZC2oIfaOs66l6TQrFG8AiaptZM0qWHqqAHBJPcd0lheU7agMz4JsKJhvqlbR+rxy8AUuNQmnArwmr16w1Fl7VLlQakozO1mb0X+rzdpoPwwdaKqG+AV+2tUNhKDxqv94EIYzkAuA6DMiPBXzOY0pARhi50QQro58k0wHvQP+un3t73R5zaNbfQcvUB7KEXv0Qh9RcdojFi0E72LDqNP8bP4YzyKW20ctXeeomsVf/sDQ7THXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PVbd6pqU4NRIq26Dbj5/l7OLM6A=">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</latexit>

Lpeak ⇡ 2.0⇥ 1041 ergs/s

⇥
✓

f

10�6

◆✓
M

0.03M�

◆1/2 ⇣ v

0.2c

⌘1/2
✓



1 cm2/g

◆�1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="EllYR/E4apuz2tXjhy/kGJS2IM8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EllYR/E4apuz2tXjhy/kGJS2IM8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EllYR/E4apuz2tXjhy/kGJS2IM8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EllYR/E4apuz2tXjhy/kGJS2IM8=">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</latexit>

Tpeak ⇡ 3.1⇥ 103 K

⇥
✓

f

10�6

◆1/4 ✓ M

0.03M�

◆�1/8 ⇣ v

0.2c

⌘�1/8
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1 cm2/g

◆�3/8

<latexit sha1_base64="yeCy6UGlSOnSX30jNK0+hKAqiLQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeCy6UGlSOnSX30jNK0+hKAqiLQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeCy6UGlSOnSX30jNK0+hKAqiLQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeCy6UGlSOnSX30jNK0+hKAqiLQ=">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</latexit>

ref)	Li	&	Paczyński	1998
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Ejecta opacity

The	ejecta	opacity	varies	significantly	(0.1—10	cm^2/g)	depending	on	 
whether	lanthanide	elements	are	synthesized	or	not,	which	reflects	the	electron	frac4on,	Ye,	of	ejecta. 

(Kasen	et	al.	2013,	Barnes	et	al.	2013,	Tanaka	et	al.	2013)

ref)	Tanaka	et	al.	2018,2019

Ye =
[p]

[p] + [n]
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Figure 1. Element abundances in the ejecta of NS mergers at
t = 1 day after the merger. The orange line shows abundances for
dynamical ejecta (Wanajo et al. 2014), which is derived by averag-
ing the nucleosynthesis results of Ye = 0.10 − 0.40 assuming a flat
Ye distribution. The blue and green lines show the nucleosynthesis
results from trajectories of Ye = 0.25 and 0.30, respectively, which
represent the abundance patterns of high-Ye post-merger ejecta.
Black points connected with the line show the solar abundance
ratios of r-process elements (Simmerer et al. 2004).

inantly by neutrino heating (Wanajo & Janka 2012;
Perego et al. 2014; Fujibayashi et al. 2017) and nuclear
recombination (Fernández & Metzger 2013). These
components are as a whole denoted as “post-merger”
ejecta in this paper. The post-merger ejecta can consist
of less neutron rich material than in the dynamical
ejecta (Just et al. 2015; Martin et al. 2015; Wu et al.
2016; Lippuner et al. 2017); neutrino absorption as well
as a high temperature caused by viscous heating makes
ejected material less neutron rich or electron fraction Ye
(number of protons per nucleon) higher. If the ejecta
are free from Lanthanide elements, the emission from
post-merger ejecta can be brighter and bluer, which can
be called “blue kilonova” (Metzger & Fernández 2014;
Kasen et al. 2015). However, due to the lack of atomic
data of r-process elements, previous studies assume
opacities of Fe for Lanthanide-free ejecta. To predict
emission properties of kilonova, systematic atomic data
for r-process elements are important (see Kasen et al.
2013; Fontes et al. 2017; Wollaeger et al. 2017).
In this paper, we newly perform atomic structure cal-

culations for selected r-process elements. Using these
data, we perform radiative transfer simulations and
study the impact of element abundances to kilonova
emission. In Section 2, we show methods and results of
our atomic structure calculations. In Section 3, we cal-
culate opacities with these atomic data and discuss the
dependence on the elements. We then apply our data
for radiative transfer simulations in Section 4, and show
light curves of kilonova from dynamical and post-merger
ejecta of NS mergers. Finally we give summary in Sec-
tion 5.

2. ATOMIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

We perform atomic structure calculations for Se (Z =
34), Ru (Z = 44), Te (Z = 52), Ba (Z = 56), Nd
(Z = 60) and Er (Z = 68). These elements are se-

lected to systematically study the opacities of elements
with different open shells: Ba is an open s-shell element,
Se and Te are open p-shell elements, Ru is an open d-
shell element, and Nd and Er are open f-shell elements.
We focus on neutral atom and singly and doubly ionized
ions because these ionization states are most common in
kilonova at t ∼> 1 day after the merger (Kasen et al. 2013;
Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013).
In Figure 1, these elements are shown with three dif-

ferent abundance patterns in the ejecta of NS merg-
ers. While relativistic simulations of NS mergers predict
wide ranges of Ye between 0.05 and 0.45, the detailed
Ye distributions depend on the NS masses and their ra-
tios as well as the adopted nuclear equations of state
(Sekiguchi et al. 2015, 2016). In this paper, we assume
a flat mass distribution between Ye = 0.10 and 0.40 as
representative of dynamical ejecta. As shown in Figure
1 (orange line), the dynamical ejecta consist of a wide
range of r-process elements from the first (Z = 34) to
third (Z = 78) abundance peaks. For the post-merger
ejecta, we consider single Ye models of 0.25 (green) and
0.30 (blue) for simplicity. The former represents a case
that contains the second (Z = 52) abundance peak and a
small amount of Lanthanides. The latter is a Lanthanide-
free model without elements of Z > 50. For all the mod-
els, the nucleosynthesis abundances of each Ye are taken
from Wanajo et al. (2014).
For the atomic structure calculations, we use two dif-

ferent codes, HULLAC (Bar-Shalom et al. 2001) and
GRASP2K (Jönsson et al. 2013). The HULLAC code,
which employs a parametric potential method, is used
to provide atomic data for many elements while the
GRASP2K code, which enables more ab-initio calcu-
lations based on the multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-
Fock (MCDHF) method, is used to provide benchmark
calculations for a few elements. Such benchmark calcula-
tions are important because systematic improvement of
the accuracies is not always obtained with the HULLAC
code especially when little data are available in NIST
Atomic Spectra Database (ASD, Kramida et al. 2015).
By using these two codes, we also study the influence
of the accuracies of atomic calculations to the opacities.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the list of ions for atomic struc-
ture calculations. In the following sections, we describe
our methods to calculate the atomic structures and tran-
sition probabilities.

2.1. HULLAC

HULLAC (Hebrew University Lawrence Livermore
Atomic Code, Bar-Shalom et al. 2001) is an integrated
code for calculating atomic structures and cross sections
for modeling of atomic processes in plasmas and emission
spectra. The latest version (9-601k) of HULLAC is used
in the present work to provide atomic data for Se i-iii, Ru
i-iii, Te i-iii, Nd i-iii, and Er i-iii. In HULLAC, fully
relativistic orbitals are used for calculations of atomic
energy levels and radiative transition probabilities. The
orbital functions ϕnljm are solutions of the single elec-
tron Dirac equation with a local central-field potential
U(r) which represents a nuclear field and a spherically
averaged interaction with other electrons in atoms,

[

cα · p+ (β − 1)c2 + U(r)
]

ϕnljm = εnljϕnljm, (1)

Lanthanides
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Figure 9. Top: Abundance distribution for different Ye (Wanajo et al. 2014). Bottom left: Expansion opacity as a function
of wavelength for each Ye. Bottom right: Planck mean opacity as a function of temperature for each Ye.

ture. Since the ionization potentials of d-shell elements
are generally higher than those of f -shell elements, the
applicable temperature range is wider for high Ye cases,
where d-shell elements dominate the opacities.
Note that the opacity of κ = 0.1−0.5 cm2 g−1 is often

used for blue kilonovae because it gives a good approxi-
mation for Type Ia supernova. However, the opacities of

mixture of r-process elements are almost always higher
than κ = 0.1− 0.5 cm2 g−1 even for high Ye, except for
a low temperature (T < 2, 000 K). This is because Fe
is not necessarily representative of d-shell elements and
the contribution of Fe-like elements (Ru and Os) is low
compared with other d-shell elements at T < 10, 000 K
(Figure 5).

10 M. Tanaka et al.

Table 1. Planck mean opacity for element
mixture

Ye X(La)a X(La+Ac)b κ c

cm2 g−1

0.10 7.1× 10−2 1.7× 10−1 d 27.0

0.15 2.6× 10−1 2.6× 10−1 32.9

0.20 1.1× 10−1 1.1× 10−1 22.3

0.25 5.5× 10−3 5.5× 10−3 5.60

0.30 3.4× 10−7 3.4× 10−7 5.36

0.35 0.0 0.0 3.30

0.40 0.0 0.0 0.96

Note— a Mass fraction of lanthanide ele-
ments.
b Mass fraction of lanthanide and actinide
elements.
c Average Planck mean opacity for
T = 5, 000− 10, 000 K (ρ = 1× 10−13 g cm−3

and t = 1 day after the merger).
d 1.1× 10−1 excluding elements with Z ≥ 93,
for which no atomic data are available.

For the ease of applications in analytical models, we
give average values of the Planck mean opacities in Table
1. However, it is emphasized that the average opacities
are derived only at T = 5, 000− 10, 000 K and there is
a strong temperature dependence at T < 5, 000 K. Fur-
thermore, the expansion opacities also depend on the
density (and thus, the position in the ejecta) as well
as the time after the merger. Therefore, we need full
numerical calculations to quantitatively connect obser-
vational properties with abundance distributions.

4.2. Light curves

In this section, we apply our new opacity data to
radiative transfer simulations of kilonovae. We use
a Monte-Carlo radiative transfer code developed by
Tanaka & Hotokezaka (2013); Tanaka et al. (2014) and
further updated by Kawaguchi et al. (2018) to in-
clude special-relativistic effects. We adopt a simple
one-dimensional ejecta model with a power-law den-
sity structure ρ ∝ r−3 from v = 0.05c to v = 0.2c
(Metzger et al. 2010; Metzger 2017), which gives an av-
erage velocity of ⟨v⟩ = 0.1c. The total mass is set to be
Mej = 0.03M⊙.
To see the effects of opacities, we perform simula-

tions by changing the abundances of r-process elements.
We show three cases with different Ye ranges: high
Ye (Ye = 0.30 − 0.40, no lanthanide), intermediate Ye

(Ye = 0.20−0.30, lanthanide fraction of ∼ 5×10−3), and
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Figure 10. Multi-color light curves in optical (griz)
and NIR (JHK) filters for the models with high Ye (Ye =
0.30−0.40, top), intermediate Ye (Ye = 0.20−0.30, middle),
and low Ye (Ye = 0.10 − 0.20, bottom) compared with the
observed light curves of GW170817/AT2017gfo (compiled by
Villar et al. 2017).
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Table 1. Planck mean opacity for element
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cm2 g−1
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Note— a Mass fraction of lanthanide ele-
ments.
b Mass fraction of lanthanide and actinide
elements.
c Average Planck mean opacity for
T = 5, 000− 10, 000 K (ρ = 1× 10−13 g cm−3

and t = 1 day after the merger).
d 1.1× 10−1 excluding elements with Z ≥ 93,
for which no atomic data are available.

For the ease of applications in analytical models, we
give average values of the Planck mean opacities in Table
1. However, it is emphasized that the average opacities
are derived only at T = 5, 000− 10, 000 K and there is
a strong temperature dependence at T < 5, 000 K. Fur-
thermore, the expansion opacities also depend on the
density (and thus, the position in the ejecta) as well
as the time after the merger. Therefore, we need full
numerical calculations to quantitatively connect obser-
vational properties with abundance distributions.

4.2. Light curves

In this section, we apply our new opacity data to
radiative transfer simulations of kilonovae. We use
a Monte-Carlo radiative transfer code developed by
Tanaka & Hotokezaka (2013); Tanaka et al. (2014) and
further updated by Kawaguchi et al. (2018) to in-
clude special-relativistic effects. We adopt a simple
one-dimensional ejecta model with a power-law den-
sity structure ρ ∝ r−3 from v = 0.05c to v = 0.2c
(Metzger et al. 2010; Metzger 2017), which gives an av-
erage velocity of ⟨v⟩ = 0.1c. The total mass is set to be
Mej = 0.03M⊙.
To see the effects of opacities, we perform simula-

tions by changing the abundances of r-process elements.
We show three cases with different Ye ranges: high
Ye (Ye = 0.30 − 0.40, no lanthanide), intermediate Ye

(Ye = 0.20−0.30, lanthanide fraction of ∼ 5×10−3), and
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Figure 10. Multi-color light curves in optical (griz)
and NIR (JHK) filters for the models with high Ye (Ye =
0.30−0.40, top), intermediate Ye (Ye = 0.20−0.30, middle),
and low Ye (Ye = 0.10 − 0.20, bottom) compared with the
observed light curves of GW170817/AT2017gfo (compiled by
Villar et al. 2017).

Lanthanide-poor	case

Lanthanide-rich	case



• A	Kilonova/macronova	model	with	mul4ple	components	well	interprets	the	op4cal-Infrared	observa4on  
(see	e.g.,	Kasliwal	et	al.	2017,	Cowperthwaite	et	al.	2017,	Kasen	et	al.	2017,	Villar	et	al.	2017)	

• early-blue	component	(~1day)	from	lanthanide-free	ejecta	(~0.01	M_sun,	opacity	~0.1-1	cm^2/g) 
+	long-las4ng	red	component	(~10days)	from	lanthanide-rich	ejecta	(~0.04	M_sun,	opacity	~10	cm^2/g)
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Figure 5 | A unified kilonova model explaining the optical/infrared counterpart of 

GW170817. The model is the superposition of the emission from two spatially distinct 

ejecta components: a ‘blue’ kilonova (light r-process ejecta with M = 0.025M
!

, vk = 0.3c 

and Xlan = 10"4) plus a ‘red’ kilonova (heavy r-process ejecta with M = 0.04M
!

, 

vk = 0.15c, and Xlan = 10"1.5). a, Optical–infrared spectral time series, where the black line 

is the sum of the light r-process (blue line) and heavy r-process (red line) contributions. 

b, Composite broadband light curves. The light r-process component produces the rapidly 

evolving optical emission while the heavy r-process component produces the extended 

infrared emission. The composite model predicts a distinctive colour evolution, spectral 

continuum shape and infrared spectral peaks, all of which resemble the properties of 

AT 2017gfo. 
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Kilonova/macronova with mulDple components
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Red	kilonova	
			M	~	0.03	Msun	
			v	~	0.1	c

Blue	kilonova		
			M	~	0.02	Msun	
			v	~	0.25c Too	fast		

as	post-merger	ejecta??

Too	massive	as	
dynamical	ejecta??

See	e.g.,	Metzger+18,	 
Waxman+18

What	is	the	origin	of	blue/red	kilonova?
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Inside	of	dynamical	ejecta	
(less	dynamical	ejecta	 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ref)	Masaomi’s	slide
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※radia9on	transfer	effect	among	the	mul9ple	ejecta	components	would	change	the	ejecta	mass	es9ma9on



Post-merger ejecta�
Ye ~ 0.05−0.5

→κ ~ 10 cm2 / g
M ~ 10−2M⊙

v / c = 0.1−0.9

Dynamical ejecta�
Ye ~ 0.3−0.4

→κ ~ 0.1 cm2 / g
M ~ 3×10−2M⊙

v / c = 0.03−0.1

absorption�
Main energy source� Reprocessed Emission:  

Remnant  
   MNS 

Photon interacDon among 
different ejecta components

Radia4ve	transfer	of	photons	among	the	mul4ple	ejecta	components	 
has	a	large	impact	on	the	lightcurve	predic4ons 

(see	Perego	et	al.	2017,	Wollaeger	et	al.	2017	for	studies	with	similar	setups 
	and	also	Matsumoto	et	al.	2018	for	reprocessing	models	in	different	context)

Dynamical	mass	ejec9on  
@merger

Post-merger	mass	ejec9on  
@aher	merger
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2

relativistic simulations for binary NS mergers show that
the mass and velocity of the dynamical ejecta are typi-
cally 10�3–10�2 M� and 0.1–0.3 c, respectively, depend-
ing on the equation of state and each mass of NS, where c
is the speed of light. The electron fraction of the dynami-
cal ejecta distributes from 0.05–0.5, which leads to a large
value of opacity ⇡ 10 cm2/g. After the dynamical ejec-
tion, the mass ejection from the merger remnant driven
by viscous and neutrino heating follows (Dessart et al.
2009; Metzger & Fernández 2014; Just et al. 2015; Siegel
& Metzger 2017; Shibata et al. 2017; Fujibayashi et al.
2017) (we refer to these ejecta as post-merger ejecta.) It
is shown by general relativistic simulations considering
the e↵ects of physical viscosity and neutrino radiation
that 10�2–10�1 M� of the material can be ejected from
the massive NS and torus formed after the merger. The
velocity of the post-merger ejecta is typically . 0.1 c.
Due to the irradiation by neutrinos emitted from rem-
nant NS, the electron fraction of the post-merger ejecta
typically has a larger value (Ye ⇡ 0.3–0.4) than that of
the dynamical ejecta, and this leads to a smaller value of
opacity ⇡ 0.1 cm2/g.

Among the proposed models, a number of stud-
ies has shown that SSS17a is consistent with kilo-
nova/macronova models composed of two (or more)
ejecta components, such as the lanthanide-rich dynam-
ical ejecta with high opacity (⇡ 10 g/cm3) and the
lanthanide-free post-merger ejecta with low opacity (⇡
0.1 g/cm3) (Kasliwal et al. 2017; Cowperthwaite et al.
2017; Kasen et al. 2017; Tanaka et al. 2017; Villar et al.
2017). In such models, the blue optical emission observed
for ⇠ 1 day and the red near-infrared emission lasts for
⇠ 10 days are explained by the emissions from the post-
merger ejecta and the dynamical ejecta, respectively. On
the other hand, it is also pointed out that the ejecta pa-
rameters of the models that explain the observation are
inconsistent with the prediction of numerical-relativity
simulations. 10�2–10�1 M� is required for the mass of
the dynamical ejecta in these models to explain the near-
infrared lightcurves. However, it is an order magnitude
larger than the theoretical prediction. Moreover, a large
value of ejecta velocity & 0.1–0.3 c is required for the
post-merger component to explain the observed photo-
spheric velocity ⇡ 0.3 c (Kasliwal et al. 2017; Waxman
et al. 2017), while such high velocity is also not realized
in the numerical-relativity simulations (Fujibayashi et al.
2017).

In these kilonovae/macronovae models, contribution
from each ejecta component to the lightcurves is sep-
arately calculated and composited. However, in reality,
two ejecta components would interact each other through
the transfer of photons. Numerical-relativity simulations
give a picture that the post-merger ejecta are surrounded
by the dynamical ejecta because the latter has higher ve-
locity than the former. This suggests that a photon dif-
fuses from the post-merger ejecta cannot directly escape
from the system, but will be reprocessed in the dynami-
cal ejecta before it escapes.

In the presence of massive post-merger ejecta, the dy-
namical ejecta will be heated up. This implies that the
post-merger ejecta would be the main energy source for
the emission from the dynamical ejecta, and this gives
us a chance to explain the long-lasting near-infrared
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Fig. 1.— Density distributions of the ejecta employed in the
radiative-transfer simulation. Red and blue regions denote the re-
gions of the dynamical and the post-merger ejecta, respectively.
Axisymmetry with respect to the z-axis is imposed in the simula-
tion.

lightcurves by less massive dynamical ejecta. Numerical-
relativity simulations also show that most of the dynam-
ical ejecta is concentrated in ✓ � ⇡/4, and only a part of
the dynamical ejecta, which has high velocity, is present
in the polar region (✓  ⇡/4), where ✓ is the inclination
angle measured from the orbital axis of the binary (Ho-
tokezaka et al. 2013; Bauswein et al. 2013; Sekiguchi et al.
2016; Radice et al. 2016; Dietrich et al. 2017). However,
such low-density dynamical ejecta in the polar region can
still significantly modify the spectrum due to large opac-
ity determined by lanthinides (this is known as the lan-
thanide curtain e↵ect (Kasen et al. 2015; Wollaeger et al.
2017).) Since the dynamical ejecta have high velocity, we
can expect that the reprocess of photon in the dynami-
cal ejecta helps the photospheric velocity to be enhanced.
The gravitational-wave data analysis of GW170817 infers
that the event was observed from ✓ . 28� (Abbott et al.
2017a). Therefore, photon-reprocessing in both the low-
density and high-density dynamical ejecta would be im-
portant for the lightcurve prediction. A similar picture
was proposed and studied semi-analytically by Perego
et al. (2017) to explain the inconsistency between the
estimated mass of the dynamical ejecta and that of the
theoretical prediction.

In this letter, we perform an axisymmetric radiative-
transfer simulation for kilonovae/macronovae consider-
ing the interaction between two ejecta components. We
show that the near-infrared and optical lightcurves of
SSS17a can be explained by the ejecta model which
is consistent with the prediction of numerical-relativity
simulations.

2. METHOD AND MODEL

We calculate lightcurves and spectra of kilono-
vae/marconovae by employing a wavelength-dependent
radiative transfer code (Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013;
Tanaka et al. 2017, 2018). The photon transfer is cal-
culated by the Monte Carlo method for given ejecta
density structure and element abundances. The nu-
clear heating rates are given based on the results of
r-process nucleosynthesis calculations by Wanajo et al.
(2014). We also consider the time-dependent thermal-

θ

⇢ / r�p
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Axisymmetric

⇢⇥ 10�3
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NS-NS

BH-NS with	Tidal	disrup4on

without	Tidal	disrup4on

Prompt	Collapse

Mtorus
<latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit>

Dynamical	Ejecta Post-merger	Ejecta

⇠ 0.01M�
<latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">AAACdHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofjboRdFEMFVdlIoLiqujGjeCrVbBSkjjqYF4k04IWf8AfcNGVYhHxM9z4Ay78BHGp6MaFN2lAVNQbkjn3zD03Z+aavi1CydhDSuno7OruSfdm+voHBrPq0HA59GqBxUuWZ3vBlmmE3BYuL0khbb7lB9xwTJtvmoeL0f5mnQeh8NwNeeTzHcfYd8WesAxJVFXNVkLhsALTl6sVb9eTVVWjLI7cT6AnQEMSK556hQp24cFCDQ44XEjCNgyE9GxDB4NP3A4axAWERLzPcYIMaWtUxanCIPaQvvuUbSesS3nUM4zVFv3FpjcgZQ55ds+u2TO7Yzfskb3/2qsR94i8HNFqtrXcr2ZPR9ff/lU5tEocfKr+9Cyxh7nYqyDvfsxEp7Da+vrx2fP6/Fq+Mcku2BP5P2cP7JZO4NZfrNYqX2siQwPQv1/3T1CeLuiEV2e04kIyijTGMIEpuu9ZFLGEFZTimTRxiVbqVRlXNCXfLlVSiWYEX0IpfAAALI9f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">AAACdXichVHLLgRBFD3T3uPV2EhEIgax4rZIiJWwsZF4DRIjk+5WRkW/0l0zCRM/4Acs2JAg4jNs/ICFTxBLEhsLt3s6EQS301Xnnrrn1qkqK3BkpIgeM1pdfUNjU3NLtrWtvaNT7+pej/xyaIu87Tt+uGmZkXCkJ/JKKkdsBqEwXcsRG9b+fLy+URFhJH1vTR0EYts1S57clbapmCrqeiGSLo0RGYvFgr/jq6Kei9M4Bn4CIwU5pLHk69coYAc+bJThQsCDYuzARMTfFgwQAua2UWUuZCSTdYEjZFlb5irBFSaz+zyWONtKWY/zuGeUqG3exeE/ZOUAhumBbuiF7umWnuj9117VpEfs5YBnq6YVQbHzuHf17V+Vy7PC3qfqT88Ku5hOvEr2HiRMfAq7pq8cnryszqwMV0fogp7Z/zk90h2fwKu82pfLYuUUWX4A4/t1/wTrE2MG4+XJ3Oxc+hTN6MMgRvm+pzCLBSwhz/tWcIZLXGXetH5tSBuplWqZVNODL6GNfwCJeo+Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.001� 0.1M�
<latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit>

Lanthanide-free
Lanthanide-rich

Delayed	Collapse

Long-surviving	
remnant

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">AAACfHichVHLShxBFD3TatRR46iLCG6GjIqgGW6rxJCV6MZNwNeo4MjQ3ZamsF901QyYIT/gD7hwpSIimq9w4w+48BMkS4Vsgni7p0GMRG9RVadO3XPrVJUdulJpopuM0dTc8q61rT3b0dn1vjvX07uigmrkiJITuEG0ZltKuNIXJS21K9bCSFie7YpVe2c23l+tiUjJwF/Wu6HY8KxtX25Jx9JMVXIfyq5QSkkvT0Uiszz2rVIONgNdyRViIo78S2CmoIA05oPcKcrYRAAHVXgQ8KEZu7CguK3DBCFkbgN15iJGMtkX+Iksa6ucJTjDYnaHx21eraesz+u4pkrUDp/ico9YmccQXdMZ3dEVndMt/f1vrXpSI/ayy7Pd0Iqw0r3Xv/TnTZXHs8b3J9WrnjW28CXxKtl7mDDxLZyGvvZj/27p6+JQfZiO6Df7P6QbuuQb+LV752RBLB4gyx9g/vvcL8HKeNGcKI4vTBamZ9KvaMMAPmKE33sK05jDPErJuce4wK/MgzFojBqfGqlGJtX04VkYnx8BgAWSQg==</latexit>

Mtot & Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64="7tRFJiJLlC9wAaODo7OQDGCOoTQ=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">AAACfHichVHLShxBFD3TatRR46iLCG6GjIqgGW6rxJCV6MZNwNeo4MjQ3ZamsF901QyYIT/gD7hwpSIimq9w4w+48BMkS4Vsgni7p0GMRG9RVadO3XPrVJUdulJpopuM0dTc8q61rT3b0dn1vjvX07uigmrkiJITuEG0ZltKuNIXJS21K9bCSFie7YpVe2c23l+tiUjJwF/Wu6HY8KxtX25Jx9JMVXIfyq5QSkkvT0Uiszz2rVIONgNdyRViIo78S2CmoIA05oPcKcrYRAAHVXgQ8KEZu7CguK3DBCFkbgN15iJGMtkX+Iksa6ucJTjDYnaHx21eraesz+u4pkrUDp/ico9YmccQXdMZ3dEVndMt/f1vrXpSI/ayy7Pd0Iqw0r3Xv/TnTZXHs8b3J9WrnjW28CXxKtl7mDDxLZyGvvZj/27p6+JQfZiO6Df7P6QbuuQb+LV752RBLB4gyx9g/vvcL8HKeNGcKI4vTBamZ9KvaMMAPmKE33sK05jDPErJuce4wK/MgzFojBqfGqlGJtX04VkYnx8BgAWSQg==</latexit>

Md
<latexit sha1_base64="JAGdOv4G+x5tmHEzzOgnrtkPAYQ=">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</latexit>

Mtot . Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64="TcXznFcUNfmYYiNG3VmWcqO6aCQ=">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</latexit>

tlife & 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="+LLZ34nV1VBmiD7o7DCM/dpt3FY=">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</latexit>

tlife � 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="xHhet1VMCiw5eYe7qBlOTQLfqsg=">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</latexit>

tlife ⌧ 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="HGUoH5SzDhNuvCdrMFrIXY1exMY=">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</latexit>

Mtot . Mmax,spin
<latexit sha1_base64="F87NGFCAsdqNSTKKdQwPZAfIdeI=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.1M�
<latexit sha1_base64="dJHhiMlA+b1JbQ4dArNeY5ikTQ8=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.1M�
<latexit sha1_base64="dJHhiMlA+b1JbQ4dArNeY5ikTQ8=">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</latexit>

Kilonova	lightcurves	could	show	large	diversity	reflec4ng	the	variety	 
in	the	binary	parameters	or	the	binary	composi4on  
(see	also	e.g.	Gompertz	et	al.	2018,	Rossi	et	al.	2019)



NS-NS

BH-NS
with	Tidal	disrup4on

without	Tidal	disrup4on

Prompt	Collapse

Mtorus
<latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">AAACcHichVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1U3BhdWiiIsyEUFxJbpxI2i1WqilJHGswbxMJgUN/oA/4MKNFUTEz3DjD7joJ4g7Fdy48CYNiIp6h5k5c+aeO2dmVMfQPcFYMyG1tXd0dnX3JHv7+gdS6cGhLc/2XY0XNduw3ZKqeNzQLV4UujB4yXG5YqoG31YPlsP97Tp3Pd22NsWRwyumUrP0PV1TBFGV1Wqw45pZYbu+d1JN51ieRZH9CeQY5BDHmp2+xg52YUODDxMcFgRhAwo8amXIYHCIqyAgziWkR/scJ0iS1qcsThkKsQc01mhVjlmL1mFNL1JrdIpB3SVlFhPsgd2wF3bPbtkje/+1VhDVCL0c0ay2tNyppk4zG2//qkyaBfY/VX96FtjDfORVJ+9OxIS30Fr6+vHZy8ZCYSKYZJfsifw3WJPd0Q2s+qt2tc4L50jSB8jfn/sn2JrJy4TXZ3OLS/FXdGME45ii957DIlawhiKde4gzXKCReJYy0qg01kqVErFmGF9Cmv4AXb+PNA==</latexit>

Dynamical	Ejecta Post-merger	Ejecta

⇠ 0.01M�
<latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">AAACdXichVHLLgRBFD3T3uPV2EhEIgax4rZIiJWwsZF4DRIjk+5WRkW/0l0zCRM/4Acs2JAg4jNs/ICFTxBLEhsLt3s6EQS301Xnnrrn1qkqK3BkpIgeM1pdfUNjU3NLtrWtvaNT7+pej/xyaIu87Tt+uGmZkXCkJ/JKKkdsBqEwXcsRG9b+fLy+URFhJH1vTR0EYts1S57clbapmCrqeiGSLo0RGYvFgr/jq6Kei9M4Bn4CIwU5pLHk69coYAc+bJThQsCDYuzARMTfFgwQAua2UWUuZCSTdYEjZFlb5irBFSaz+zyWONtKWY/zuGeUqG3exeE/ZOUAhumBbuiF7umWnuj9117VpEfs5YBnq6YVQbHzuHf17V+Vy7PC3qfqT88Ku5hOvEr2HiRMfAq7pq8cnryszqwMV0fogp7Z/zk90h2fwKu82pfLYuUUWX4A4/t1/wTrE2MG4+XJ3Oxc+hTN6MMgRvm+pzCLBSwhz/tWcIZLXGXetH5tSBuplWqZVNODL6GNfwCJeo+Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.001� 0.1M�
<latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">AAACeXicSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8vSy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQuIxBRn5hroGRgY6hroGfrGx+Sn5JfECyiDhEBAAZNhCGUoM0BBQL7AcoYYhhSGfIZkhlKGXIZUhjyGEiA7hyGRoRgIoxkMGQwYCoBisQzVQLEiICsTLJ/KUMvABdRbClSVClSRCBTNBpLpQF40VDQPyAeZWQzWnQy0JQeIi4A6FRhUDa4arDT4bHDCYLXBS4M/OM2qBpsBckslkE6C6E0tiOfvkgj+TlBXLpAuYchA6MLr5hKGNAYLsFszgW4vAIuAfJEM0V9WNf1zsFWQarWawSKD10D3LzS4aXAY6IO8si/JSwNTg2YzcAEjwBA9uDEZYUZ6hkB2oImygxM0KjgYpBmUGDSA4W3O4MDgwRDAEAq0t4phAcNKhlWMv5kUmTSYtCBKmRiheoQZUACTMQCooZB9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">AAACeXicSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8vSy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQuIxBRn5hroGRgY6hroGfrGx+Sn5JfECyiDhEBAAZNhCGUoM0BBQL7AcoYYhhSGfIZkhlKGXIZUhjyGEiA7hyGRoRgIoxkMGQwYCoBisQzVQLEiICsTLJ/KUMvABdRbClSVClSRCBTNBpLpQF40VDQPyAeZWQzWnQy0JQeIi4A6FRhUDa4arDT4bHDCYLXBS4M/OM2qBpsBckslkE6C6E0tiOfvkgj+TlBXLpAuYchA6MLr5hKGNAYLsFszgW4vAIuAfJEM0V9WNf1zsFWQarWawSKD10D3LzS4aXAY6IO8si/JSwNTg2YzcAEjwBA9uDEZYUZ6hkB2oImygxM0KjgYpBmUGDSA4W3O4MDgwRDAEAq0t4phAcNKhlWMv5kUmTSYtCBKmRiheoQZUACTMQCooZB9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit>

Lanthanide-free
Lanthanide-rich

Delayed	Collapse

Long-surviving	
remnant

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

Mtot & Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64="7tRFJiJLlC9wAaODo7OQDGCOoTQ=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

Md
<latexit sha1_base64="JAGdOv4G+x5tmHEzzOgnrtkPAYQ=">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</latexit>

Mtot . Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64="TcXznFcUNfmYYiNG3VmWcqO6aCQ=">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</latexit>
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Remnant NS LifeDme

• Life	4me	of	the	remnant	NS	has	a	large	impact	on	the	Ye	distribu4on	of	the	post	merger	ejecta: 
low	(high)	Ye	→	large	(small)	lanthanide	frac4on	(See	also	Lippuner	et	al.	2017)

Ref:	Metzger	&	Fernández	et	al.	2014	

Diagnosing BH formation with kilonovae 3449

3.2 Composition

Free nuclei recombine into α-particles once the temperature de-
creases to T ! 1010 K. Heavier elements start to form once the
temperature decreases further, T ! 5 × 109, via the reaction
4He(αn,γ )9Be(α,n)12C. After 12C forms, additional α−captures
produce heavy ‘seed’ nuclei with characteristic mass Ā ≃ 90−120
and charge Z̄ ≃ 35 (the ‘α-process’; Woosley & Hoffman 1992).
Whether nucleosynthesis proceeds to heavier r-process nuclei of
mass A depends on the ratio of free neutrons to seed nuclei once
the α-process completes. Since the formation of 12C is the rate-
limiting step in forming seeds, this critical ratio depends primarily
on three quantities (e.g. Hoffman, Woosley & Qian 1997; appendix
C of FM13): the electron fraction Ye, entropy S, and the expansion
time-scale texp at times just following α-particle formation (T ∼
5 × 109 K).

A mass-flux average of each of these three quantities is given
in Table 1 for most models (see FM13 for a description of the
calculation method). The radial position for the average is chosen so
that the mass-flux averaged temperature is approximately 5 × 109 K.
The average is separated between equatorial and polar latitudes (60◦

from the mid-plane and 30◦ from the axis, respectively). In the case
of prompt BH formation or very shortly lived HMNS (tns ≤ 10 ms),
there is never enough material in the polar regions to achieve the
desired temperature, and hence the average is not computed there.
After collapse to a BH, the polar region is evacuated, so the radius
for the average is obtained for times less than the HMNS lifetime
(but averaged thermodynamic quantities are computed using the
whole evolution).

The average electron fraction of the material is a monotonic
function of the HMNS lifetime. This is a direct consequence of
the higher level of neutrino irradiation introduced by the HMNS.
A rough estimate of the change in Ye over a thermal time in the

boundary layer yields

#Ye ∼ Qν#t

⟨εν⟩/mn

∼ 1
(

Qν

1021 erg g−1 s−1

)(

10 MeV
⟨εν⟩

)(

#t

10 ms

)

, (1)

where Qν is the specific neutrino heating rate (Fig. 2c), ⟨εν⟩ is the
mean neutrino energy, and #t is the time interval. Irradiation by the
HMNS can thus introduce changes of order unity in the electron
fraction over the time it takes the polar outflow to be launched.
Similar considerations apply to the equatorial outflow, although the
fact that this ejecta originates in regions of the disc that are both
farther out in radius and shadowed by the inner regions causes the
changes in Ye to be less pronounced.

It is worth keeping in mind that we are imposing equal lumi-
nosities of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos from the HMNS
(Section 2.3). In the limit of high irradiation, neutrinos drive Ye

towards (Qian & Woosley 1996)

Y eq
e ≃

[

1 + ϵν̄e − # + #2/ϵν̄e

ϵνe + # + #2/ϵνe

]−1

, (2)

where # = 1.293 MeV is the neutron–proton mass difference, and
ϵνi

is the ratio of the mean square energy to the mean energy of
the distribution, ⟨E2

ν ⟩/⟨Eν⟩. Our Fermi–Dirac spectrum with zero
chemical potential implies ϵνi

≃ 4 kTνi
, hence Y eq

e ≃ 0.52.
The distribution of thermodynamic properties of material with

positive velocity – evaluated at the same radii as the averages in
Table 1 – is shown in Fig. 4. The electron fraction of the equatorial
material has a peak that tracks the average value, with a long tail to
high Ye for longer HMNS lifetime. In contrast, the polar material has
more material with lower Ye for longer tns. This is a reflection of the

Figure 4. Mass histograms of material with positive velocity, evaluated at radii such that the mass-flux-weighted temperature is ∼5 × 109 K. The counting
is restricted to latitudes within 60◦ of the mid-plane (top) and within 30◦ of the polar axis (bottom). Shown are the distributions of electron fraction (a,e),
entropy (b,f), expansion time (c,g), and maximum mass number of r-process elements (d,h) obtained from equations (3) assuming seed nuclei with Ā = 90
and Z̄ = 36. Different curves correspond to models with different HMNS lifetime, as labelled. The polar outflow has a peak Amax below the Lanthanides
(A ! ALa = 139).
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4He(αn,γ )9Be(α,n)12C. After 12C forms, additional α−captures
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and charge Z̄ ≃ 35 (the ‘α-process’; Woosley & Hoffman 1992).
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time-scale texp at times just following α-particle formation (T ∼
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desired temperature, and hence the average is not computed there.
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for the average is obtained for times less than the HMNS lifetime
(but averaged thermodynamic quantities are computed using the
whole evolution).

The average electron fraction of the material is a monotonic
function of the HMNS lifetime. This is a direct consequence of
the higher level of neutrino irradiation introduced by the HMNS.
A rough estimate of the change in Ye over a thermal time in the
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where Qν is the specific neutrino heating rate (Fig. 2c), ⟨εν⟩ is the
mean neutrino energy, and #t is the time interval. Irradiation by the
HMNS can thus introduce changes of order unity in the electron
fraction over the time it takes the polar outflow to be launched.
Similar considerations apply to the equatorial outflow, although the
fact that this ejecta originates in regions of the disc that are both
farther out in radius and shadowed by the inner regions causes the
changes in Ye to be less pronounced.

It is worth keeping in mind that we are imposing equal lumi-
nosities of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos from the HMNS
(Section 2.3). In the limit of high irradiation, neutrinos drive Ye

towards (Qian & Woosley 1996)

Y eq
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where # = 1.293 MeV is the neutron–proton mass difference, and
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is the ratio of the mean square energy to the mean energy of
the distribution, ⟨E2

ν ⟩/⟨Eν⟩. Our Fermi–Dirac spectrum with zero
chemical potential implies ϵνi

≃ 4 kTνi
, hence Y eq

e ≃ 0.52.
The distribution of thermodynamic properties of material with

positive velocity – evaluated at the same radii as the averages in
Table 1 – is shown in Fig. 4. The electron fraction of the equatorial
material has a peak that tracks the average value, with a long tail to
high Ye for longer HMNS lifetime. In contrast, the polar material has
more material with lower Ye for longer tns. This is a reflection of the

Figure 4. Mass histograms of material with positive velocity, evaluated at radii such that the mass-flux-weighted temperature is ∼5 × 109 K. The counting
is restricted to latitudes within 60◦ of the mid-plane (top) and within 30◦ of the polar axis (bottom). Shown are the distributions of electron fraction (a,e),
entropy (b,f), expansion time (c,g), and maximum mass number of r-process elements (d,h) obtained from equations (3) assuming seed nuclei with Ā = 90
and Z̄ = 36. Different curves correspond to models with different HMNS lifetime, as labelled. The polar outflow has a peak Amax below the Lanthanides
(A ! ALa = 139).
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whole evolution).
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where Qν is the specific neutrino heating rate (Fig. 2c), ⟨εν⟩ is the
mean neutrino energy, and #t is the time interval. Irradiation by the
HMNS can thus introduce changes of order unity in the electron
fraction over the time it takes the polar outflow to be launched.
Similar considerations apply to the equatorial outflow, although the
fact that this ejecta originates in regions of the disc that are both
farther out in radius and shadowed by the inner regions causes the
changes in Ye to be less pronounced.
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(Section 2.3). In the limit of high irradiation, neutrinos drive Ye
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, hence Y eq
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positive velocity – evaluated at the same radii as the averages in
Table 1 – is shown in Fig. 4. The electron fraction of the equatorial
material has a peak that tracks the average value, with a long tail to
high Ye for longer HMNS lifetime. In contrast, the polar material has
more material with lower Ye for longer tns. This is a reflection of the

Figure 4. Mass histograms of material with positive velocity, evaluated at radii such that the mass-flux-weighted temperature is ∼5 × 109 K. The counting
is restricted to latitudes within 60◦ of the mid-plane (top) and within 30◦ of the polar axis (bottom). Shown are the distributions of electron fraction (a,e),
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3448 B. D. Metzger and R. Fernández

Figure 2. Snapshots in the evolution of models tInfA3p15 (stable HMNS, top) and t000A3 (prompt BH, bottom). The nine contiguous panels on the left
show density (a,b), neutrino heating (c,d), and viscous heating (e,f) at time 0.03 s, corresponding approximately to 10 orbits at the initial density peak. The two
panels on the right (g,h) show the electron fraction at time 2.3 s (800 orbits at the initial density peak). The white contours show the gain surface, inside which
emission of neutrinos and antineutrinos dominates over their absorption by nuclei. Models suppress neutrino and viscous source terms below a density of
10 g cm−3 (FM13) for numerical reasons (as in the polar region of panels d and f).

Figure 3. Mass-loss rate in unbound material at 10 000 km (solid lines)
and net accretion rate at 30 km (dotted lines) as a function of time. Shown
are three models that illustrate the difference between prompt BH formation
(t000A3p15, red), infinitely lived HMNS (tInfA3p15, black), and an inter-
mediate case with tns = 100 ms (t100A3p15). Mass fluxes are computed
over the full range of polar angles. Mass ejection before 1 s occurs on the
thermal time of the disc, while the late-time wind happens due to weak
freezeout (Metzger et al. 2009).

material, and subsequent generation of a rarefaction wave. The
velocity becomes negative from inside out, and the initial phase of
accretion is interrupted. This cutoff in the mass-loss is quite steep,
as shown in Fig. 3 for the model with tns = 100 ms. The equatorial
regions of the disc relax to the BH configuration, and the late-time
outflow appears at the expected time of ∼1 s. The fluid at polar
latitudes, which was previously supported mostly by gas pressure,

collapses into the hole leaving an evacuated polar cavity. A fraction
of the material still manages to escape, however, as shown in Table 1.

Decreasing the viscosity of the disc (model pA1p15) relative to
the fiducial tns = ∞ case (tInfA3p15) results in a smaller amount
of equatorially ejected material. The main reason for this difference
lies in that viscous heating is more centrally concentrated for lower
α. The accretion luminosity is also smaller by a factor of ∼2, re-
sulting in less neutrino heating in equatorial regions on the thermal
time-scale of the disc. The time-integrated neutrino energy deposi-
tion at polar latitudes differs only by ∼10 per cent, however.

Increasing the rotation period of the star (model pA3p20) results
in less mass ejected along the poles, with a smaller decrease in
the equatorial ejection relative to the fiducial model. This result
can be traced back to the behaviour of the boundary layer. Since
the fluid is forced to corotate with the star at the surface, a lower
rotation rate implies a lower centrifugal force, which allows the
boundary layer to spread more material to high latitudes (the com-
ponent of the centrifugal force tangential to the stellar surface points
towards the mid-plane; e.g. Inogamov & Sunyaev 2010). This ex-
cess of material is able to attenuate more neutrino flux, decreases
the heating, resulting in less mass ejection (with a smaller electron
fraction).

Finally, removing irradiation from the HMNS while keeping
the reflecting boundary and self-irradiation from the disc (model
pA3p15xs) results in a lower amount of mass ejected in equatorial
regions. As in the case of lower α, there is less neutrino heating
at larger radii on the disc mid-plane. The decrease in the equato-
rial mass ejection relative to the fiducial model is less than in the
low-α case, however, because viscous heating is unchanged. The
fact that the amount of mass ejected along the poles is compara-
ble (with smaller Ye, however) shows that viscous heating is also a
fundamental agent in driving the polar outflow.
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over the full range of polar angles. Mass ejection before 1 s occurs on the
thermal time of the disc, while the late-time wind happens due to weak
freezeout (Metzger et al. 2009).

material, and subsequent generation of a rarefaction wave. The
velocity becomes negative from inside out, and the initial phase of
accretion is interrupted. This cutoff in the mass-loss is quite steep,
as shown in Fig. 3 for the model with tns = 100 ms. The equatorial
regions of the disc relax to the BH configuration, and the late-time
outflow appears at the expected time of ∼1 s. The fluid at polar
latitudes, which was previously supported mostly by gas pressure,

collapses into the hole leaving an evacuated polar cavity. A fraction
of the material still manages to escape, however, as shown in Table 1.

Decreasing the viscosity of the disc (model pA1p15) relative to
the fiducial tns = ∞ case (tInfA3p15) results in a smaller amount
of equatorially ejected material. The main reason for this difference
lies in that viscous heating is more centrally concentrated for lower
α. The accretion luminosity is also smaller by a factor of ∼2, re-
sulting in less neutrino heating in equatorial regions on the thermal
time-scale of the disc. The time-integrated neutrino energy deposi-
tion at polar latitudes differs only by ∼10 per cent, however.

Increasing the rotation period of the star (model pA3p20) results
in less mass ejected along the poles, with a smaller decrease in
the equatorial ejection relative to the fiducial model. This result
can be traced back to the behaviour of the boundary layer. Since
the fluid is forced to corotate with the star at the surface, a lower
rotation rate implies a lower centrifugal force, which allows the
boundary layer to spread more material to high latitudes (the com-
ponent of the centrifugal force tangential to the stellar surface points
towards the mid-plane; e.g. Inogamov & Sunyaev 2010). This ex-
cess of material is able to attenuate more neutrino flux, decreases
the heating, resulting in less mass ejection (with a smaller electron
fraction).

Finally, removing irradiation from the HMNS while keeping
the reflecting boundary and self-irradiation from the disc (model
pA3p15xs) results in a lower amount of mass ejected in equatorial
regions. As in the case of lower α, there is less neutrino heating
at larger radii on the disc mid-plane. The decrease in the equato-
rial mass ejection relative to the fiducial model is less than in the
low-α case, however, because viscous heating is unchanged. The
fact that the amount of mass ejected along the poles is compara-
ble (with smaller Ye, however) shows that viscous heating is also a
fundamental agent in driving the polar outflow.
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Fig. 10.— The grizJHK-band light curves for lanthanide-free (HMNS YH; Solid curves, Xpm,lan ⌧ 10�3), mildly lanthanide-rich (HMNS YM;
Dashed curves, Xpm,lan ⇡ 0.025), and highly lanthanide-rich (HMNS YL; Dotted curves, Xpm,lan ⇡ 0.14) post-merger ejecta. Here, Xpm,lan

denotes the lanthanide mass fraction of the post-merger ejecta. For a reference, we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar et al.
2017).

ting region is lanthanide-free. We also note that this
shows the importance of employing the complete atomic
line list for the light curve prediction.

We note that, however, there is a drawback in these
models. Neither models reproduce the grizJ-band light
curves for t � 2–4 days due to too steep decline in the
model light curves. Both models in Figure 12 exhibit
too fast and exponential-like decline feature in the griz-
band light curves compared to the observation (see also
the spectrum for . 7000Å at 3.5 day in Figure 13).
On the other hand, the observed griz-band light curves
of GW170817 exhibits approximately power-law like de-
cline for the late phase. Actually, it is natural to have
exponential-like decline feature by employing the power-
like heating rate because the spectrum declines exponen-
tially in the high-frequency part if the spectrum is ap-
proximately the black-body. Indeed, the similar draw-
back is also found in the model proposed in Waxman

et al. (2018), though the ejecta configuration, treatment
of radiative transfer, and the energy deposition rate are
di↵erent from our model (see Figure 10 in the reference).
The observed power-law like decline of the optical light
curves for the late phase may indicate that additional
ejecta components of which di↵usion timescales are dif-
ferent from the post-merger ejecta models may be needed
to explain the griz-band light curves below & �14 mag
or mapp & 19 mag, where mapp denotes the apparent
magnitude. For example, such power-law like feature for
the late phase are described by the superposition of light
curves from three ejecta components with di↵erent dif-
fusion timescales for the model proposed in Villar et al.
(2017) (see Figure 4 in the reference).

Alternatively, this issue may be due to our assump-
tion for the heating rate. The model of the radioactive
heating rate which we employ for the post-merger ejecta
is derived based on a nucleosynthesis calculation for the

Ye dependence
Op4cal/infrared	EM	data	points	observed	in  

GW170817	summarized	by	Villar	et	al.	2017	(D=40Mpc)
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Hi-Ye ejecta from BH accreDon torus? 

• Recent	GR	viscous	RHD	simula4on	suggests	that	Hi-Ye	ejecta	(Ye>0.3)	may	also	be	formed	in	the	
absence	of	remnant	MNS	if	the	ejec4on	4mes	scale	is	long	(~>0.3	s)(See	also	Fujibayashi	et	al.	2020)

Ref:	Fujibayashi	et	al.	2020

average	ejecta	Ye
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FIG. 7. Several quantities for models K8, K8h, K8n, Y8, and K6. Average cylindrical radius (top left), average specific entropy
(top right), and average value of Ye (middle left) of the matter located outside the black hole as functions of time. The middle
right panel shows the time evolution of the total neutrino luminosity, L⌫ . The bottom two panels show an e�ciency of the
neutrino emission defined by the total neutrino luminosity, L⌫ , divided by the rest-mass energy accretion rate of the matter
into the black hole, c

2
dMfall/dt (left) and total mass of the ejecta component Meje (bottom right) as functions of time. For

model K8, the results with a higher resolution run are also plotted and show their weak dependence on the grid resolution.

neutrino cooling plays a negligible role and viscous heat-
ing can be fully available for driving the wind.

To examine the significance of the neutrino heating (ir-
radiation) e↵ect, we also performed a simulation without
neutrino heating (model K8n). Our result shows that the
neutrino heating does not play a substantial role for the
mass ejection; the mass ejection rate and ejecta veloc-
ity are not substantially influenced by the neutrino heat-
ing. The reason for this is that the neutrino luminosity
is not very high during the mass ejection stage in our

model (see Fig. 7(d)): Only in the early stage of the disk
evolution with t . 20 ms, the total luminosity exceeds
1053 erg/s, while for t > 100 ms for which the mass ejec-
tion becomes active, the luminosity drops to < 1052 erg/s
exponentially, resulting in the small contribution to the
mass ejection by the neutrino heating.1 This result is in
broad agreement with that of Ref. [14].

1
We note that the maximum energy obtained from neutrinos per
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FIG. 10. Average value of Ye (left) and and average velocity (right) of the ejecta as functions of time for models with
Mdisk = 0.1M� (top) and for models C8, K8, and E8 (bottom). Here, the average velocity is determined only for the ejecta
component that escapes from r = 2000 km.

not have the component with Ye � 0.2. One possible
reason for the di↵erence of our results from the previ-
ous ones is that the equation of state and/or treatment
of the weak interaction (e.g., electron and positron cap-
ture) that we employ may be di↵erent from those in the
previous studies. Another reason is that in our simula-
tion we do not have any mechanism for the mass ejection
which is more e�cient than the viscosity driven ejection.
In the following, we describe these points in more detail.

In our simulation, the mass ejection occurs only af-
ter the viscous heating and angular momentum trans-
port proceed at least for several hundreds milliseconds,
which causes the matter in the disk to expand to r &
103 km. We do not find any other major components for
mass ejection like the neutrino-wind component, which is
found in Ref. [14]. As we already mentioned in Sec. III B,
in this viscous evolution process, associated with the de-
crease of the density and with the decrease of the degree
of electron degeneracy, the value of Ye in the disk gradu-
ally increases from a low value of Ye ⇠ 0.1 to higher values
Ye & 0.2 until the weak interaction freezes out (i.e., the
temperature of the disk decreases below kT ⇠ 2 MeV;
e.g., see Fig. 7 and Appendix A). The value of Ye is de-
termined approximately by the condition that electron
and positron capture rates are identical. After the freeze
out of the weak interaction, the average of Ye approaches

asymptotically ⇠ 0.3 (for ↵⌫ = 0.05). This asymptotic
value is slightly larger than that in a previous study [14],
and this suggests that the di↵erence in the equation
of state, treatment of the weak interaction, and initial
thermodynamical condition (e.g., temperature) might re-
sult in the di↵erence in the values of Ye among di↵erent
groups.

For the late stage with lower temperature of kT .
2 MeV, the weak interaction does not play a role any
longer because the timescale for the weak interaction pro-
cess becomes longer than the viscous timescale (see Ap-
pendix A). This results in the freeze out of the value of
Ye in the disk. Since the Ye distribution of the ejecta is
just the reflection of that in the disk, the value of Ye for
the ejecta thus determined is not very small but rather
large as & 0.25 (for ↵⌫ = 0.05). We note that in our sim-
ulation, most of the ejecta component experiences the
weak interaction process during the viscous evolution of
the disk, resulting in the relatively high value of Ye. This
indicates that the low Ye ejecta with Ye ⇠ 0.1 found in
the previous studies would be driven before experiencing
the weak interaction processes su�ciently.

For higher values of ↵⌫ , the weak interaction freezes
out earlier (much earlier than 1 s) because faster expan-
sion occurs for the disk. Since the duration to increase
the value of Ye is shorter, Ye becomes smaller for larger
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Q-values with

Qh
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= µp � µn,
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= µn � µp, (A4)

and
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=

8
><

>:

3.2 (unblocked and µe < Qec/pc)

2.6 (unblocked and µe > Qec/pc)

2.6 + 25.9/T9 (blocked),

(A5)

where T9 = T/109 K. µn and µp denote the relativistic
(including the mass) chemical potential of neutrons and
protons, respectively. Here, “blocked” and “unblocked”
cases imply that hNi � 40 or hZi  20 and that hNi < 40
and hZi > 20, respectively. hNi and hZi denote the av-
erage neutron and proton numbers of the heavy nuclei,
respectively. Note that we do not consider the updates
for the electron/positron capture on heavy nuclei in [64],
which play a minor role in the present case owing to the
freeze out of weak interaction at su�ciently high temper-
ature (see below).

The reaction rates are functions of ⇢, T , and Ye. We
can derive the electron fraction in the equilibrium, Ye,eq,
at each density and temperature by equating the electron
and positron capture rates as

Rf

ec
(⇢, T, Ye,eq) + Rh

ec
(⇢, T, Ye,eq)

= Rf

pc
(⇢, T, Ye,eq) + Rh

pc
(⇢, T, Ye,eq). (A6)

Here we do not consider the blocking by neutrinos, be-
cause it is important only for the case that the optical
depth to neutrinos is large. Note that the disk material
is supposed to be optically thin to neutrinos except for
the very early epoch of the disk evolution (i.e., t . 0.1 s).

Figure 14 plots the contour of Ye,eq (black curves) to-
gether with the distribution of Ye for the disk material
(color plots) in the ⇢–T plane at selected time slices,
t = 0, 0.03, 0.1, and 0.3 s of the simulation for model
K8. Here, we employ the DD2 equation of state to de-
termine the mass fractions, average mass number, and
chemical potentials in Eqs. (A1)–(A3) as functions of ⇢,
T , and Ye. Due to the viscous heating/angular momen-
tum transport and resulting expansion, the density and
temperature in the disk decrease. On the other hand,
the specific entropy increases. Thus, the distribution of
the disk matter moves basically to the bottom left region
gradually. Figure 14 also displays the weak interaction
timescale at each point, teq, which is defined as the in-
verse of Eq. (A1) with Ye = Ye,eq.

In an early stage of the disk evolution, the condition of
t > teq is satisfied for the majority of the disk matter so
that the values of Ye approach Ye,eq. For t . 0.1 s, a part
of the disk matter has high density with & 1010 g/cm3,
and hence, until t = 0.1 s, we still have the material with

Ye < 0.1. However, because of the expansion of the disk,
the density goes below ⇠ 1010 g/cm3 and then the values
of Ye have to be larger than ⇠ 0.2 at t = 0.3 s. Also
the increase of the entropy by the viscous heating helps
leptonization of the disk.

It is still possible to eject the low Ye material from the
disk in the presence of the mass ejection mechanism with
a short timescale of . 0.1 s. As discussed in Sec. III D,
one possibility is the Lorentz force by the aligned mag-
netic field, which is not taken into account in this work.
If such a mechanism works for t . 0.1 s, a fraction of
the low Ye material may be ejected. However, for the
purely viscous mass ejection with the timescale & 0.3 s,
the ejecta cannot have the small values of Ye . 0.2. This
agrees totally with the results of our numerical simula-
tions.

The dependence of teq on the temperature shows that
for kT & 2 MeV, teq . 0.2 s and for kT & 1.4 MeV,
teq . 1 s. Thus, when the temperature decreases below
⇠ 2 MeV/k, the neutrino cooling timescale, which has the
same order of magnitude as teq in the region where the
baryon dominates the internal energy, becomes longer
than the viscous timescale, and as a result, the freeze
out of the weak interaction occurs. This e↵ect is also
observed in our numerical results.

Appendix B: Dependence on the disk compactness

To show the dependence of the viscous evolution on
the initial compactness of the disk, we here compare the
results for models K8 and D8. Figure 15 displays the
evolution of the same quantities for the matter located
outside the black hole as in Fig. 9 bur for models K8
and D8. It is found that the values of Mfall and Meje for
model D8 are larger and smaller than those for model K8,
respectively. For model D8, the ejecta mass is ⇡ 15% of
the initial disk mass, which is appreciably smaller than
that for models with less compact disk like K8 and Y8 for
which the ejecta mass is & 20% of the initial disk mass
(see Table II).

Because the larger fraction of the disk mass falls into
the black hole in the early stage of the viscous evolution,
the disk mass for model D8 becomes smaller than for
model K8 during the long-term viscous evolution. Due
to this reason, the timescale to reach the freeze out of the
weak interaction for model D8 is slightly shorter than for
model K8 (see Sec. III C). However, besides this small dif-
ference, the evolution process for two models is quite sim-
ilar each other. The final average value of Ye for model
D8 is only slightly smaller than for model K8. As a re-
sult, the average value of Ye and the mass histogram for
the ejecta is not very di↵erent between two models. The
average velocity of the ejecta is also approximately the
same for two models (see Table II).
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FIG. 14. Distribution of disk matter in the ⇢-T plane for model K8 at t = 0 (upper left), 0.03 s (upper right), 0.1 s (lower left),
and 0.3 s (lower right). Each point shows the density and temperature at a certain grid point in the simulation result. Ye at
each grid point is displayed in color points. The black curves show the contours of Ye,eq. Behind the ⇢-T distribution of the
simulation, we also plot (by shaded color) the weak interaction timescale at each bin, teq, which is defined as the inverse of
Eq. (A1) with Ye = Ye,eq. In the plane, there is a region for which Ye,eq should be higher than 0.6 [65]. We cannot calculate
the electron/positron capture rates in such a region because Ye > 0.6 is out of range of the tabulated equation of state, and
thus, the timescale there is defined as the geometric mean of Eqs. (A1) and (A2) with Ye = 0.6 .

the late stage of the disk evolution, because its luminos-
ity is too low to significantly change the electron fraction
in the disk.

The reaction rates of the electron and positron capture
on free nucleons and heavy nuclei are written as (see,
e.g., Ref. [63])
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ec
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where Xn, Xp, and Xh are the mass fractions of neutron,
proton, and heavy nuclei, hAih is the average mass num-

ber of heavy nuclei, and �f/h
ec/pc is the rate of each reaction

which has the unit of (time)�1. Here, the superscripts,
“f” and “h”, indicate the capture on free nucleons and
heavy nuclei, respectively. The reaction rates are written

by the integration with respect to the energy as [65]
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where hfti is the so-called ft-value of these reactions, Fe

is the distribution function of electrons, which is assumed
to be the Fermi-Dirac form, and Q is the Q-value of these
reactions. For the capture processes by free nucleons,
hftif

ec/pc ⇡ 1035 s, Qf

ec
= (mp�mn)c2, and Qf

pc
= (mn�

mp)c2. For the capture processes by heavy nuclei, we
follow the approximations in Ref. [63] for ft-values and
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FIG. 14. Distribution of disk matter in the ⇢-T plane for model K8 at t = 0 (upper left), 0.03 s (upper right), 0.1 s (lower left),
and 0.3 s (lower right). Each point shows the density and temperature at a certain grid point in the simulation result. Ye at
each grid point is displayed in color points. The black curves show the contours of Ye,eq. Behind the ⇢-T distribution of the
simulation, we also plot (by shaded color) the weak interaction timescale at each bin, teq, which is defined as the inverse of
Eq. (A1) with Ye = Ye,eq. In the plane, there is a region for which Ye,eq should be higher than 0.6 [65]. We cannot calculate
the electron/positron capture rates in such a region because Ye > 0.6 is out of range of the tabulated equation of state, and
thus, the timescale there is defined as the geometric mean of Eqs. (A1) and (A2) with Ye = 0.6 .
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where hfti is the so-called ft-value of these reactions, Fe

is the distribution function of electrons, which is assumed
to be the Fermi-Dirac form, and Q is the Q-value of these
reactions. For the capture processes by free nucleons,
hftif
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mp)c2. For the capture processes by heavy nuclei, we
follow the approximations in Ref. [63] for ft-values and

total	ejected	mass

9

FIG. 4. Snapshots for the rest-mass density in units of g/cm3, temperature (kT ) in units of MeV, specific entropy per baryon
in units of k, and electron fraction Ye for selected time slices for model K8. Only for the first panel (t = 0) the plotted region is
300 km⇥300 km, and for others, it is 2000 km⇥2000 km. We note that the rest-mass density, the value of Ye, and temperature
of the atmosphere artificially added is ⇡ 10 g/cm3, 0.5, and ⇡ 0.036 MeV/k, respectively (cf. the first panel).

average quantities are defined by

Rmat :=

r
I

Mmat

, (3.3)

hsi :=
1

Mmat

Z

out

⇢⇤s d3x, (3.4)

hYei :=
1

Mmat

Z

out

⇢⇤Ye d3x, (3.5)

where ⇢⇤ := ⇢
p

�gut, and I and Mmat denote a moment
of inertia and rest mass of the matter located outside the

15

FIG. 8. The same as Fig 4 but for model C8. For the last two panels at t = 4 and 6 s, the plots are made for an enlarged region
of 5000 km⇥5000 km.

creases to 5 ⇥ 109 K (referred to as 5GK: note that the
temperature of the ejecta component in general decreases
down to ⇠ 3 GK monotonically during the ejection pro-
cess).

The average values of Ye for the ejecta with ↵⌫ = 0.05
are ⇠ 0.3 and depend very weakly on the initial condition
for the disk profiles of density, angular velocity, and Ye.
On the other hand, it decreases significantly with the

increase of the viscous coe�cient. As Fig. 11(a) shows
that the distribution shifts to the lower side of Ye with
the increase of ↵⌫ . This result can be expected from
Fig. 7(c), which shows that for the matter outside the
black hole, the asymptotic average values of Ye is ⇠ 0.32,
0.29, and 0.27 for ↵⌫ = 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15, respectively.
These values agree approximately with the average value
of Ye for the ejecta. This agreement indicates that the
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<latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit>
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. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

Mtot & Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64="7tRFJiJLlC9wAaODo7OQDGCOoTQ=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">AAACfHichVHLShxBFD3TatRR46iLCG6GjIqgGW6rxJCV6MZNwNeo4MjQ3ZamsF901QyYIT/gD7hwpSIimq9w4w+48BMkS4Vsgni7p0GMRG9RVadO3XPrVJUdulJpopuM0dTc8q61rT3b0dn1vjvX07uigmrkiJITuEG0ZltKuNIXJS21K9bCSFie7YpVe2c23l+tiUjJwF/Wu6HY8KxtX25Jx9JMVXIfyq5QSkkvT0Uiszz2rVIONgNdyRViIo78S2CmoIA05oPcKcrYRAAHVXgQ8KEZu7CguK3DBCFkbgN15iJGMtkX+Iksa6ucJTjDYnaHx21eraesz+u4pkrUDp/ico9YmccQXdMZ3dEVndMt/f1vrXpSI/ayy7Pd0Iqw0r3Xv/TnTZXHs8b3J9WrnjW28CXxKtl7mDDxLZyGvvZj/27p6+JQfZiO6Df7P6QbuuQb+LV752RBLB4gyx9g/vvcL8HKeNGcKI4vTBamZ9KvaMMAPmKE33sK05jDPErJuce4wK/MgzFojBqfGqlGJtX04VkYnx8BgAWSQg==</latexit>

Md
<latexit sha1_base64="JAGdOv4G+x5tmHEzzOgnrtkPAYQ=">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</latexit>

Mtot . Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64="TcXznFcUNfmYYiNG3VmWcqO6aCQ=">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</latexit>

tlife & 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="+LLZ34nV1VBmiD7o7DCM/dpt3FY=">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</latexit>

tlife � 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="xHhet1VMCiw5eYe7qBlOTQLfqsg=">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</latexit>

tlife ⌧ 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="HGUoH5SzDhNuvCdrMFrIXY1exMY=">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</latexit>

Mtot . Mmax,spin
<latexit sha1_base64="F87NGFCAsdqNSTKKdQwPZAfIdeI=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.1M�
<latexit sha1_base64="dJHhiMlA+b1JbQ4dArNeY5ikTQ8=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.1M�
<latexit sha1_base64="dJHhiMlA+b1JbQ4dArNeY5ikTQ8=">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</latexit>



Prompt collapse case

• Both	dynamical	ejecta	and	remnant	torus	mass	are 
	significantly	suppressed	for	most	of	the	prompt	collapse	cases.	 
(*however,	it	depends	on	the	mass	ra4o;	see	Kiuchi	et	al.	2019a)	

• In	addi4on,	post-merger	ejecta	would	be	lanthanide-rich 
	in	the	absence	of	ν	irradia4on	from	the	remnant	NS  
(see	e.g.,	Just	et	al.	2015,	Wu	et	al.	2016,	Siegel	et	al.	2018,	Fernandez	et	al.	2018)
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Figure 2. Ejecta masses as a function of the compactness of the neutron star, which is defined by GMtot/2R1.35c
2 and GMNS/R1.35c

2 for NS–NS and BH–NS models,
respectively. Left panel: NS–NS models. Each point shows the ejecta mass for the equal mass cases. Error bars denote the dispersion of the ejecta masses due to
the various Q. Right panel: BH–NS models. The filled and open symbols correspond to the models with (Q, χ ) = (3–7, 0.75) and (7, 0.5), respectively. The blue
shaded region in each panel shows the ejecta masses allowed in order to reproduce the observed near-infrared excess of GRB 130603B, 0.02 ! Mej/M⊙ ! 0.07 and
0.02 ! Mej/M⊙ ! 0.1 for the NS–NS and BH–NS models, respectively. The lower and upper bounds are imposed by hypothetical high- and low-heating models,
respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

as a hypermassive neutron star with a lifetime of !10 ms is
formed after the merger. More massive NS–NS mergers result
in hypermassive neutron stars with a lifetime of "10 ms or in
black holes. For such a case, the ejecta mass decreases with
increasing Mtot because of the shorter duration of mass ejection.

BH–NS ejecta. Tidal disruption of a neutron star results in
anisotropic mass ejection for a BH–NS merger (Kyutoku et al.
2013). As a result, the ejecta is concentrated near the binary
orbital plane as shown in Figure 1, and it is shaped like a disk
or crescent.

The amount of ejecta for the BH–NS models is smaller for
more compact neutron star models with fixed values of χ and Q
as shown in Figure 2. This is because tidal disruption occurs in
a less significant manner. This dependence of the BH–NS ejecta
on the compactness of neutron stars is opposite to the case of
the NS–NS ejecta.

More specifically, the amount of ejecta is

5 × 10−4 " Mej/M⊙ " 10−2 (soft EOSs),

4 × 10−2 " Mej/M⊙ " 7 × 10−2 (stiff EOSs), (2)

for χ = 0.75 and 3 # Q # 7. For χ = 0.5, the ejecta mass is
smaller than that for χ = 0.75. Only the stiff EOS models can
produce large amounts of ejecta more than 0.01 M⊙ for χ = 0.5
and Q = 7.

For both NS–NS and BH–NS merger models, winds driven
by neutrino/viscous/nuclear-recombination heating or the mag-
netic field from the central object might provide ejecta in addi-
tion to the dynamical ejecta (Dessart et al. 2009; Wanajo & Janka
2012; Kiuchi et al. 2012; Fernández & Metzger 2013). However,
it is not easy to estimate the amount of wind ejecta, because it
depends strongly on the condition of the remnant formed after
the merger. In this Letter, we focus only on the dynamical ejecta.

3. RADIATIVE TRANSFER SIMULATIONS
FOR THE EJECTA

For the NS–NS and BH–NS merger models described in
Section 2, we perform radiative transfer simulations to obtain

the light curves of the radioactively powered emission from
the ejecta using the three-dimensional, time-dependent, multi-
frequency Monte Carlo radiative transfer code (Tanaka &
Hotokezaka 2013). For a given density structure of the ejecta
and elemental abundances, this code computes the emission
in the ultraviolet, optical, and near-infrared wavelength ranges
by taking into account the detailed r-process opacities. In this
Letter, we include r-process elements with Z $ 40 assuming the
solar abundance ratios by Simmerer et al. (2004). More details
of the radiation transfer simulations are described in Tanaka &
Hotokezaka (2013); Tanaka et al. (2013).

The heating rate from the radioactive decay of r-process
elements is one of the important ingredients of radiative transfer
simulations. As a fiducial-heating model, we employ the heating
rate computed with the abundance distribution that reproduces
the solar r-process pattern (see Tanaka et al. 2013 for more
detail). Heating is due to β-decays only, which increase atomic
numbers from the neutron-rich region toward the β-stability
line without changing the mass number A. This heating rate is in
reasonable agreement with those from previous nucleosynthesis
calculations (Metzger et al. 2010; Goriely et al. 2011; Grossman
et al. 2013) except for the first several seconds.

We note that quantitative uncertainties could exist in the
heating rate as well as in the opacities. As an example, the
heating rate would be about a factor 2 higher if the r-process
abundances of A ∼ 130 (or those produced with the electron
fraction of Ye ∼ 0.2) were dominant in the ejecta (Metzger
et al. 2010; Grossman et al. 2013). To take into account such
uncertainties, we also consider the cases in which the light
curves of mergers are twice and half as luminous (high- and low-
heating models; only explicitly shown for the NS–NS models
in Figure 3) as those computed with the fiducial-heating model.

4. LIGHT CURVES AND POSSIBLE
PROGENITOR MODELS

The computed light curves and observed data in r and
H-band are compared in Figure 3. The left panel of Figure 3
shows the light curves of the NS–NS merger models SLy
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GW170817:– We begin by analyzing GW170817
(blue shaded region of Fig. 1) and use the
publicly available “low spin” posterior samples
(https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800061) published by the
LIGO Scientific and Virgo Collaborations (LVC) [1, 22].
As these sample use the sky localization obtained from
EM observations, they already incorporate EM informa-
tion. Under the assumption that the merging objects
are two NSs described by the same EOS [10, 11], we
can further restrict the posterior distribution. Finally,
we discard from our sample those systems with viewing
angles which are inconsistent with those allowed by the
analysis of the GRB afterglow by [32]. These restrictions
more tightly constrain the tidal deformability [11], in
particular showing that the GW data disfavors values
of ⇤̃ > 1000, motivating us to conservatively restrict
⇤̃  1100 in the following EM analysis.

AT2017gfo:– In the second phase of our work, we
analyze the light curves of AT2017gfo (red shaded re-
gion in Fig. 1). We fit the observational data [3, 14, 33]
with the 2-component radiative transfer model of [29].
The usage of multiple components, proposed prior to
the discovery of GW170817 [34], is motivated by di↵er-
ent ejecta mechanisms contributing to the total r-process
yields of BNS mergers. The first type of mass ejection
are “dynamical ejecta” generated during the merger pro-
cess itself. Dynamical ejecta are typically characterized
by a low-electron fraction when they are created by tidal
torque, but the electron fraction can extend to higher
values (and thus the lanthanide abundance be reduced)
in the case of shock-driven ejecta. In addition to dynam-
ical ejecta, disk winds driven by neutrino energy, mag-
netic fields, viscous evolution and/or nuclear recombi-
nation (e.g. [35–45]) leads to a large quantity of ejecta,
which in many cases exceeds that of the dynamical com-
ponent. The ejecta components employed in our kilonova
light curve analysis are related to these di↵erent physi-
cal ejecta mechanisms: the first ejecta component is as-
sumed to be proportional to dynamical ejecta, mej,1 =
↵�1 mdyn, while the second ejecta component arises from
the disk wind and is assumed to be proportional to the
mass of the remnant disk, mej,2 = ⇣ mdisk. By fitting
the observed lightcurves with the kilonova models [29]
withing a Gaussian Process Regression framework [14],
we obtain for each component posterior distributions for
the ejecta mass mej, the lanthanide mass fraction Xlan

(related to the initial electron fraction), and the ejecta
velocity vej.

The values of mej, Xlan, and vej obtained from our
kilonova analysis are related to the properties of the bi-
nary and EOS using new phenomenological fits to nu-
merical relativity simulations, which we briefly described
below. First, we revisit the phenomenological fit pre-
sented in [46] between the disk mass and tidal deforma-
bility ⇤̃ to correlate the disk mass, mdisk, to the prop-
erties of the merging binary. Simulations following the
merger aftermath suggest that the disk mass is accumu-
lated primarily through radial redistribution of matter in
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FIG. 2: Disk masses as a function of the ratio between the
total mass and the threshold mass for prompt BH formation.
The disk mass estimates are obtained from the numerical rel-
ativity simulations presented in [46]. The errorbars refer to
(0.5mdisk + 5 ⇥ 10�4M�) as stated in the original work of
[46]. The threshold mass for prompt BH formation is com-
puted following [47]. We present our best fit, Eq. (D2), in
the top panel and show the absolute and fractional errors of
the phenomenological fit in the middle and bottom panel. We
compare our results with the original version of the fit pre-
sented in [46].

the post-merger remnant. Thus, the lifetime of the rem-
nant prior to its collapse is related to its stability and
found to strongly correlate with the disk mass [28]. We
find that the lifetime in turn is governed to a large de-
gree by the ratio of M/Mthr, where M is the total binary
mass and Mthr is the threshold mass [47] above which the
merger results in prompt (dynamical timescale) collapse
to a black hole, which depends on the NS compactness
and thus ⇤̃. Therefore, M/Mthr, rather than ⇤̃ alone,
provides a better measure of the stability of the post-
merger remnant, and following the arguments above, is
expected to correlate with mdisk.
Fig. 2 shows, based on the suite of numerical relativity

simulations of [46], that there indeed exists a relatively
tight correlation between the accretion disk mass and
M/Mthr. For our analysis, we will use

log10 (mdisk [Mtot/Mthr]) =

max

✓
�3, a

✓
1 + b tanh


c�Mtot/Mthr

d

�◆◆
, (1)

with Mthr(MTOV, R1.6M�) as discussed in [47] and the
Appendix, to describe the disk mass. The fitting pa-
rameters of Eq. (D2) are a = �31.335, b = �0.9760,
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GW170817:– We begin by analyzing GW170817
(blue shaded region of Fig. 1) and use the
publicly available “low spin” posterior samples
(https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800061) published by the
LIGO Scientific and Virgo Collaborations (LVC) [1, 22].
As these sample use the sky localization obtained from
EM observations, they already incorporate EM informa-
tion. Under the assumption that the merging objects
are two NSs described by the same EOS [10, 11], we
can further restrict the posterior distribution. Finally,
we discard from our sample those systems with viewing
angles which are inconsistent with those allowed by the
analysis of the GRB afterglow by [32]. These restrictions
more tightly constrain the tidal deformability [11], in
particular showing that the GW data disfavors values
of ⇤̃ > 1000, motivating us to conservatively restrict
⇤̃  1100 in the following EM analysis.

AT2017gfo:– In the second phase of our work, we
analyze the light curves of AT2017gfo (red shaded re-
gion in Fig. 1). We fit the observational data [3, 14, 33]
with the 2-component radiative transfer model of [29].
The usage of multiple components, proposed prior to
the discovery of GW170817 [34], is motivated by di↵er-
ent ejecta mechanisms contributing to the total r-process
yields of BNS mergers. The first type of mass ejection
are “dynamical ejecta” generated during the merger pro-
cess itself. Dynamical ejecta are typically characterized
by a low-electron fraction when they are created by tidal
torque, but the electron fraction can extend to higher
values (and thus the lanthanide abundance be reduced)
in the case of shock-driven ejecta. In addition to dynam-
ical ejecta, disk winds driven by neutrino energy, mag-
netic fields, viscous evolution and/or nuclear recombi-
nation (e.g. [35–45]) leads to a large quantity of ejecta,
which in many cases exceeds that of the dynamical com-
ponent. The ejecta components employed in our kilonova
light curve analysis are related to these di↵erent physi-
cal ejecta mechanisms: the first ejecta component is as-
sumed to be proportional to dynamical ejecta, mej,1 =
↵�1 mdyn, while the second ejecta component arises from
the disk wind and is assumed to be proportional to the
mass of the remnant disk, mej,2 = ⇣ mdisk. By fitting
the observed lightcurves with the kilonova models [29]
withing a Gaussian Process Regression framework [14],
we obtain for each component posterior distributions for
the ejecta mass mej, the lanthanide mass fraction Xlan

(related to the initial electron fraction), and the ejecta
velocity vej.

The values of mej, Xlan, and vej obtained from our
kilonova analysis are related to the properties of the bi-
nary and EOS using new phenomenological fits to nu-
merical relativity simulations, which we briefly described
below. First, we revisit the phenomenological fit pre-
sented in [46] between the disk mass and tidal deforma-
bility ⇤̃ to correlate the disk mass, mdisk, to the prop-
erties of the merging binary. Simulations following the
merger aftermath suggest that the disk mass is accumu-
lated primarily through radial redistribution of matter in
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FIG. 2: Disk masses as a function of the ratio between the
total mass and the threshold mass for prompt BH formation.
The disk mass estimates are obtained from the numerical rel-
ativity simulations presented in [46]. The errorbars refer to
(0.5mdisk + 5 ⇥ 10�4M�) as stated in the original work of
[46]. The threshold mass for prompt BH formation is com-
puted following [47]. We present our best fit, Eq. (D2), in
the top panel and show the absolute and fractional errors of
the phenomenological fit in the middle and bottom panel. We
compare our results with the original version of the fit pre-
sented in [46].

the post-merger remnant. Thus, the lifetime of the rem-
nant prior to its collapse is related to its stability and
found to strongly correlate with the disk mass [28]. We
find that the lifetime in turn is governed to a large de-
gree by the ratio of M/Mthr, where M is the total binary
mass and Mthr is the threshold mass [47] above which the
merger results in prompt (dynamical timescale) collapse
to a black hole, which depends on the NS compactness
and thus ⇤̃. Therefore, M/Mthr, rather than ⇤̃ alone,
provides a better measure of the stability of the post-
merger remnant, and following the arguments above, is
expected to correlate with mdisk.
Fig. 2 shows, based on the suite of numerical relativity

simulations of [46], that there indeed exists a relatively
tight correlation between the accretion disk mass and
M/Mthr. For our analysis, we will use

log10 (mdisk [Mtot/Mthr]) =

max

✓
�3, a

✓
1 + b tanh


c�Mtot/Mthr

d

�◆◆
, (1)

with Mthr(MTOV, R1.6M�) as discussed in [47] and the
Appendix, to describe the disk mass. The fitting pa-
rameters of Eq. (D2) are a = �31.335, b = �0.9760,
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plane around the BH (cf. Equations (64), (65), and (68)). This
geometry more closely resembles neutrino emission from the
disk, as most of the emission is confined to regions close to the
midplane (cf. Figure 7, bottom panel) and the effective
emission rates OQ eff

i
are indeed sharply peaked around some

characteristic emission radius O�r Rem, i (cf. Figure 11, top
panel). In analogy to Equation (70), the neutrino distribution
function in this case is given by
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Here r and θ denote the radial coordinate and polar angle,
respectively, and GR denotes the azimuthal angle that

parameterizes the neutrino emission ring. Furthermore,
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is the distance between a spatial point (r, θ) and the neutrino
emission ring at position fR (cf. Figure B2 of Fernández &
Metzger 2013).
Figure 15 reports detailed abundance yields, including

neutrino absorption, computed with the two methods outlined
above, in comparison to previous results obtained by neglecting
neutrino absorption (Siegel & Metzger 2017). It is reassuring
that these results do not depend on the method by which
neutrino absorption is included; both approaches lead to
essentially the same abundance yields. This is not surprising,
given that the source of neutrino radiation with a diameter of
essentially 60–80 km is sufficiently compact compared to the
spatial size of the entire disk and outflows (cf. Section 4.5).
With neutrino absorption included, the production of the

entire range of r-process nuclei from the first to the third peak
of the r-process can be explained. Including neutrino absorp-
tion dramatically improves the agreement between the
abundance yields of the lighter nuclei from the first to the
second r-process peak (A∼80–120) compared to the observed
solar system abundances. This is due to neutrinos irradiating
part of the outflow and the outer parts of the disk, thereby
raising Ye in part of the outflow (see Figure 16), which
enhances the production of lighter r-process nuclei. However, a
strong second-to-third-peak r-process is still maintained. The
fact that the outflow well reaches the production of third-peak
elements at the required level to explain solar abundances, even
in the presence of strong neutrino irradiation, is at least in part
due to the self-regulation mechanism discussed in Section 4.3,
which continuously releases very neutron-rich material into the
outflow. The excellent agreement with observed abundances is
also reflected in the bottom panel of Figure 15, which compares
the abundance yields from our simulation including neutrino
absorption with observed abundances in metal-poor stars in the
halo of the Milky Way.

Figure 15. Top: final mean elemental abundances for the fiducial case without
neutrino absorption as in Siegel & Metzger (2017) and including neutrino
absorption according to a spherical blackbody light-bulb scheme (see the text;
“ν abs. BB sphere”) and ringlike blackbody emission (see the text; “ν abs. BB
ring”). For reference, observed solar system abundances from Arnould et al.
(2007) are added, scaled to match the fiducial mean abundances at A=130.
Bottom: comparison of abundances including neutrino absorption according to
the ringlike blackbody emission to the observed abundances in metal-poor halo
stars (Sneden et al. 2003; Roederer & Lawler 2012; Roederer et al. 2012)
showing � � �Y Ylog log 12Z 1 , scaled such that � �( )Y Ylog Z Z,CS22892 052

2 is
minimized in the range 55�Z�75.

Figure 16. Comparison of the mass distributions of unbound tracer particles
in terms of their electron fraction at �t t5GK for the fiducial case without
neutrino absorption, as in Siegel & Metzger (2017), and including neutrino
absorption according to a spherical blackbody light-bulb scheme (see the text;
“ν abs. BB sphere”) and ringlike blackbody emission (see the text; “ν abs.
BB ring”).
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<latexit sha1_base64="6lAt6XKTz8skKO/JwwvinsnbXx0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6lAt6XKTz8skKO/JwwvinsnbXx0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6lAt6XKTz8skKO/JwwvinsnbXx0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6lAt6XKTz8skKO/JwwvinsnbXx0=">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</latexit>

Md = 0.001M�

vpm,max = 0.10 c, vd,min = 0.12 c,

fd,pol = 0.0, Ye,pm = 0.1� 0.3
<latexit sha1_base64="T570sdk9iBWK5Ovh3Fcn7bgcYts=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T570sdk9iBWK5Ovh3Fcn7bgcYts=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T570sdk9iBWK5Ovh3Fcn7bgcYts=">AAAC2HichVHPSxtBFH7Zak1SrWm9FLwEQ6SHNbzVQktBCPbiRfBX1JoNy+5mooO7O8vuJFSXQG9Fj1489NRCEfHP8OI/4CF/gvSYQi+F9u1mS6mivmFmvvne+957M2P5Dg8lYi+jPBoafjySzeWfjI49HS88e74RinZgs5otHBFsWWbIHO6xmuTSYVt+wEzXctimtfcu9m92WBBy4a3LfZ81XHPH4y1um5IooxAuGZEeuMVmdx4riJquLhm6aAqp6/nOwOW7qmt+iP0a6qqtpnRTdbmXsLMxS/Gtvw5fOEk69b0RMTVN0k1iZ7AyZxRKca3YireBloISpLYsCqegQxME2NAGFxh4IAk7YEJIow4aIPjENSAiLiDEEz+DLuRJ26YoRhEmsXu07tCpnrIeneOcYaK2qYpDMyBlEcp4hWfYx0s8x2v8dWeuKMkR97JPuzXQMt8YP3qx9vNBlUu7hN1/qnt7ltCCN0mvnHr3Eya+hT3Qdw5O+mtvV8vRNH7F79T/F+zhBd3A6/ywv62w1c+Qpw/Qbj73bbAxW9EIr7wqVRfSr8jCJEzBS3rv11CFRViGGtXtwe9MNpNTtpWPyiflcBCqZFLNBPxnyvEfCZewAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T570sdk9iBWK5Ovh3Fcn7bgcYts=">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</latexit>

Ye,pm = 0.1� 0.3
<latexit sha1_base64="iyLJDGPAD1Wq/hjv04qp9pXn2P0=">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</latexit>
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Mtorus
<latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">AAACcHichVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1U3BhdWiiIsyEUFxJbpxI2i1WqilJHGswbxMJgUN/oA/4MKNFUTEz3DjD7joJ4g7Fdy48CYNiIp6h5k5c+aeO2dmVMfQPcFYMyG1tXd0dnX3JHv7+gdS6cGhLc/2XY0XNduw3ZKqeNzQLV4UujB4yXG5YqoG31YPlsP97Tp3Pd22NsWRwyumUrP0PV1TBFGV1Wqw45pZYbu+d1JN51ieRZH9CeQY5BDHmp2+xg52YUODDxMcFgRhAwo8amXIYHCIqyAgziWkR/scJ0iS1qcsThkKsQc01mhVjlmL1mFNL1JrdIpB3SVlFhPsgd2wF3bPbtkje/+1VhDVCL0c0ay2tNyppk4zG2//qkyaBfY/VX96FtjDfORVJ+9OxIS30Fr6+vHZy8ZCYSKYZJfsifw3WJPd0Q2s+qt2tc4L50jSB8jfn/sn2JrJy4TXZ3OLS/FXdGME45ii957DIlawhiKde4gzXKCReJYy0qg01kqVErFmGF9Cmv4AXb+PNA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit>

Dynamical	Ejecta Post-merger	Ejecta

⇠ 0.01M�
<latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">AAACdXichVHLLgRBFD3T3uPV2EhEIgax4rZIiJWwsZF4DRIjk+5WRkW/0l0zCRM/4Acs2JAg4jNs/ICFTxBLEhsLt3s6EQS301Xnnrrn1qkqK3BkpIgeM1pdfUNjU3NLtrWtvaNT7+pej/xyaIu87Tt+uGmZkXCkJ/JKKkdsBqEwXcsRG9b+fLy+URFhJH1vTR0EYts1S57clbapmCrqeiGSLo0RGYvFgr/jq6Kei9M4Bn4CIwU5pLHk69coYAc+bJThQsCDYuzARMTfFgwQAua2UWUuZCSTdYEjZFlb5irBFSaz+zyWONtKWY/zuGeUqG3exeE/ZOUAhumBbuiF7umWnuj9117VpEfs5YBnq6YVQbHzuHf17V+Vy7PC3qfqT88Ku5hOvEr2HiRMfAq7pq8cnryszqwMV0fogp7Z/zk90h2fwKu82pfLYuUUWX4A4/t1/wTrE2MG4+XJ3Oxc+hTN6MMgRvm+pzCLBSwhz/tWcIZLXGXetH5tSBuplWqZVNODL6GNfwCJeo+Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.001� 0.1M�
<latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit>

Lanthanide-free
Lanthanide-rich

Delayed	Collapse

Long-surviving	
remnant

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

Mtot & Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64="7tRFJiJLlC9wAaODo7OQDGCOoTQ=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

Md
<latexit sha1_base64="JAGdOv4G+x5tmHEzzOgnrtkPAYQ=">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</latexit>

Mtot . Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64="TcXznFcUNfmYYiNG3VmWcqO6aCQ=">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</latexit>

tlife & 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="+LLZ34nV1VBmiD7o7DCM/dpt3FY=">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</latexit>

tlife � 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="xHhet1VMCiw5eYe7qBlOTQLfqsg=">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</latexit>

tlife ⌧ 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="HGUoH5SzDhNuvCdrMFrIXY1exMY=">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</latexit>

Mtot . Mmax,spin
<latexit sha1_base64="F87NGFCAsdqNSTKKdQwPZAfIdeI=">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</latexit>
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neutrino heating of the surrounding accretion disk (e.g., Metzger &
Fernández 2014; Perego et al. 2014; Martin et al. 2015), but the
velocity of this material 0.1 c is also too low (Table 1).

2.2. Magnetized, Neutrino-heated Wind

A standard neutrino-heated wind cannot explain the
observed properties of the blue KN, but the prospects are
better if the merger remnant possesses a strong magnetic field.
Due to the large orbital angular momentum of the initial binary,
the remnant is necessarily rotating close to its mass-shedding
limit, with a rotation period P=2π/Ω≈0.8–1 ms, where Ω is
the angular rotation frequency. The remnant is also highly
magnetized, due to amplification of the magnetic field on small
scales to 1016 G by several instabilities (e.g., Kelvin–
Helmholtz, magnetorotational) which tap into the free energy
available in differential rotation (e.g., Price & Rosswog 2006;
Siegel et al. 2013; Zrake & MacFadyen 2013; Kiuchi
et al. 2015). As a part of this process, and the longer-term
MHD evolution of its internal magnetic field (e.g.,
Braithwaite 2007), the rapidly spinning remnant could acquire
a large-scale surface field, though its strength is likely to be
weaker than the small-scale field.

In the presence of rapid rotation and a strong ordered
magnetic field, magnetocentrifugal forces accelerate matter
outward from the HMNS along the open field lines in addition

to the thermal pressure from neutrino heating (Figure 1). A
magnetic field thus enhances the mass-loss rate and velocity of
the HMNS wind (Thompson et al. 2004; Metzger et al. 2007),
in addition to reducing its electron fraction as compared to the
equilibrium value obtained when the flow comes into
equilibrium with the neutrinos, Ye,ν (e.g., Metzger et al. 2008c).
A key property quantifying the dynamical importance of the

magnetic field is the wind magnetization
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leaving the NS surface, B is the average surface magnetic field
strength, fopen is the fraction of the NS surface threaded by open
magnetic field lines, Ṁ tot=fopenṀ is the total mass-loss rate,
and Ṁ is the wind mass-loss rate when fopen=1 limit (which
in general will be substantially enhanced from the purely
neutrino-driven value estimated in Equation (1)). In what
follows, we assume the split-monopole magnetic field structure
( fopen=1), which is a reasonable approximation if the
magnetosphere is continuously “torn open” by latitudinal
differential rotation (Siegel et al. 2014), neutrino heating of
the atmosphere in the closed-zone region (Thompson 2003;
Komissarov & Barkov 2007; Thompson & ud-Doula 2017),
and by the compression of the nominally closed field zone by
the ram pressure of the surrounding accretion disk (Parfrey
et al. 2016). However, our results can also be applied to the
case fopen = 1, as would characterize a more complex magnetic
field structure, provided that the ratio B M f2

open
1µ -˙ can be

scaled-up accordingly to obtain the same value of σ needed by
observations.
Upon reaching the fast magnetosonic surface (outside of the

light cylinder), the outflow achieves a radial four-velocity vγ ;
cσ1/3 (Michel 1969). Winds with σ ? 1 thus become
ultrarelativistic, reaching a bulk Lorentz factor γ? 1 in the range
σ1/3  γ�σ, depending on how efficiently additional magnetic
energy initially carried out by Poynting flux is converted into
kinetic energy outside of the fast surface. By contrast, winds with
σ<1 attain subrelativistic speeds given by7
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where in the final line we have taken Rns=15 km and the
factor 3 accounts for the additional conversion of the wind
Poynting flux (two-thirds of its flow energy near the fast
surface) into bulk kinetic energy at larger radii.
Figure 2 shows the values of σ (or, equivalently, asymptotic

four-velocity; top axis) and Ṁ from a suite of steady-state, one-
dimensional, neutrino-heated, magnetocentrifugal wind solu-
tions calculated by Metzger et al. (2008c) for an assumed
neutrino luminosity L 1.6 1052» ´n erg s−1, similar to that
from the hot post-merger remnant at early times ∼0.1–1 s after

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the neutrino-irradiated wind from a
magnetized HMNS. Neutrinos from the HMNS heat matter in a narrow layer
above the HMNS surface, feeding baryons onto open magnetic field lines at a
rate that is substantially enhanced by magnetocentrifugal forces from the purely
neutrino-driven mass-loss rate (e.g., Thompson et al. 2004; Metzger et al.
2007). Magnetic forces also accelerate the wind to a higher asymptotic velocity
v≈vB≈0.2–0.3 c (Equation (5)) than the purely neutrino-driven case v 
0.1 c (Equation (2)), consistent with the blue KN ejecta. Though blocked by the
accretion disk directly in the equatorial plane, the outflow has its highest rate of
mass-loss rate, kinetic energy flux, and velocity at low latitudes near the last
closed field lines (Vlasov et al. 2014). The wind velocity ∝σ1/3 ∝ B2/3/Ṁ1/3

may increase by a factor of ∼2 over the HMNS lifetime (Figure 4) as its mass-
loss rate Ṁ subsides, or its magnetic field B is amplified, resulting in internal
shocks on a radial scale R vt t10 1ssh rem

10
rem~ ~ ( ) cm, substantially larger

than the wind launching point. This late re-heating of the ejecta leads to
brighter KN emission within the first few hours after the merger (Figure 3).
Relativistic breakout of the shocks as the magnetar wind becomes
transrelativistic on a similar timescale might also give rise to gamma-ray
emission.

7 This result can be understood to order of magnitude by noting that
vB≈RAΩ, where RA is the Alfvén radius at which B2/8π≈ρ v2/2, where v
and ρ=Ṁ/4πvr2 are the velocity and density of the wind at radius r
(Thompson et al. 2004).
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long	4me,	the	rota4onal	energy	of	the	
remnant	NS	could	be	an	addi4onal	 
energy	source	to	the	ejecta	 
by	releasing	it	via	magne4c	fields	

• Even	if	the	energy	injected	into	 
the	ejecta	is	lost	due	to	adiaba4c	cooling	
and	does	not	directly	reflected	to	the	
lightcurves,	the	velocity	profile	of	 
the	ejecta	would	be	modified

Ref:	Mar�nez-Pinedo		et	al	2012,	
Metzger	et	al.	2018
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Rota4onal	kine4c	energy	of		a	rigidly	rota4ng	NS	 
at	maximum	mass	(ref:	Shibata	et	al.	2019)

c.f.	typical	total	kine4c	energy	of	ejecta
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*rela4vis4c	jets	would	also	be	 
the	cause	of	energy	injec4on/ejecta	accelera4on 

(e.g.	GoZlieb	et	al.	2017)
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*correspond	to	the	case	for	which	~10%	of	the	rota4onal	kine4c	energy	of	remnant	NS, 
	~1052	erg,	is	converted	to	the	ejecta	kine4c	energy
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<latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">AAACcHichVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1U3BhdWiiIsyEUFxJbpxI2i1WqilJHGswbxMJgUN/oA/4MKNFUTEz3DjD7joJ4g7Fdy48CYNiIp6h5k5c+aeO2dmVMfQPcFYMyG1tXd0dnX3JHv7+gdS6cGhLc/2XY0XNduw3ZKqeNzQLV4UujB4yXG5YqoG31YPlsP97Tp3Pd22NsWRwyumUrP0PV1TBFGV1Wqw45pZYbu+d1JN51ieRZH9CeQY5BDHmp2+xg52YUODDxMcFgRhAwo8amXIYHCIqyAgziWkR/scJ0iS1qcsThkKsQc01mhVjlmL1mFNL1JrdIpB3SVlFhPsgd2wF3bPbtkje/+1VhDVCL0c0ay2tNyppk4zG2//qkyaBfY/VX96FtjDfORVJ+9OxIS30Fr6+vHZy8ZCYSKYZJfsifw3WJPd0Q2s+qt2tc4L50jSB8jfn/sn2JrJy4TXZ3OLS/FXdGME45ii957DIlawhiKde4gzXKCReJYy0qg01kqVErFmGF9Cmv4AXb+PNA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/eaSoeekpOaQ67hwO7bVGMAv7Jk=">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</latexit>

Dynamical	Ejecta Post-merger	Ejecta

⇠ 0.01M�
<latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eF2GJK+C/FZ95PPloU8uycckA+M=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUm3G4LiIIWfTYzJmz2iIAFijLc=">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</latexit>

⇠ 0.001� 0.1M�
<latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic=">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</latexit>

Lanthanide-free
Lanthanide-rich

Delayed	Collapse

Long-surviving	
remnant

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">AAACfHichVHLShxBFD3TatRR46iLCG6GjIqgGW6rxJCV6MZNwNeo4MjQ3ZamsF901QyYIT/gD7hwpSIimq9w4w+48BMkS4Vsgni7p0GMRG9RVadO3XPrVJUdulJpopuM0dTc8q61rT3b0dn1vjvX07uigmrkiJITuEG0ZltKuNIXJS21K9bCSFie7YpVe2c23l+tiUjJwF/Wu6HY8KxtX25Jx9JMVXIfyq5QSkkvT0Uiszz2rVIONgNdyRViIo78S2CmoIA05oPcKcrYRAAHVXgQ8KEZu7CguK3DBCFkbgN15iJGMtkX+Iksa6ucJTjDYnaHx21eraesz+u4pkrUDp/ico9YmccQXdMZ3dEVndMt/f1vrXpSI/ayy7Pd0Iqw0r3Xv/TnTZXHs8b3J9WrnjW28CXxKtl7mDDxLZyGvvZj/27p6+JQfZiO6Df7P6QbuuQb+LV752RBLB4gyx9g/vvcL8HKeNGcKI4vTBamZ9KvaMMAPmKE33sK05jDPErJuce4wK/MgzFojBqfGqlGJtX04VkYnx8BgAWSQg==</latexit>

. 0.001M�
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">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</latexit>

Mtot & Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64="7tRFJiJLlC9wAaODo7OQDGCOoTQ=">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</latexit>
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Black hole-Neutron star  
(BH-NS) merger

• If	the	NS	is	9dally	disrupted  
substan4al	amount	of	material	would	remain/ejected	
axer	the	merger 
 
 
 
 
 
For	BHNS	merger,	lanthanide	frac4on	of	the	ejecta	 
would	be	higher	in	the	absent	of	shock	hea4ng	 
and	neutrino	irradia4on  
	(e.g.	Just	et	al.	2015,	Foucart	et	al.	2017,Kyutoku	et	al.	
2018)		

• Whether	NS	is	4dally	disrupted	or	not,	 
and	the	remnant	disk/ejecta	mass	depends	 
strongly	on	the	binary	parameters.	

• If	NS	is	not	9dally	disrupted,	no	ejecta	or	remnant	torus	
are	formed	axer	the	merger,	and	 
we	would	expect	no	EM	counterparts	for	such	a	case.

62
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FIG. 9. Rest-mass density (top), temperature (middle), and electron fraction (bottom) profiles on the equatorial plane at
3ms after the onset of merger, when the mass and electron fraction of the ejecta approximately settle to asymptotic values.
Note the di↵erent spatial scale compared to Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Black (top) and white (middle and bottom) curves indicate the
unbound component identified by the conditions ut < �1 (shown only for ⇢ � 106.5 g cm�3 to match the top row), which are
indistinguishable from hut < �1 on panels presented here [11]. The velocity vector vi ⌘ ui/ut is overplotted on the rest-mass
density profiles. We also show isodensity contours for ⇢ = 107 (yellow-dotted), 109 (orange-dashed), and 1011 g cm�3 (light
blue-solid) on the temperature and electron-fraction profiles.

D. Convergence

We check the convergence of our results by simulating
the DD2 model with a low resolution of �x = 400m,
which is coarser by ⇡ 50% than our fiducial run. Figure

14 shows various quantities derived by the high- (dis-
cussed so far) and low-resolution simulations. By con-
servatively assuming first-order convergence, the error in
the high-resolution results will be twice the di↵erence be-
tween high- and low-resolution ones. While some physical

5

FIG. 5. Minimum aligned component of the BH spin required for a 1.35M� NS to disrupt, as a function of NS radius and BH mass. We show
results for the fit from FF12 (left), and the updated formula presented here (right). Solid black curves are contours of constant �BH,min =
0, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, while dashed black curves are for �BH,min = 0.25, 0.6, 0.8. The updated results are less favorable to disruption for near-equal
mass systems, and more favorable for large mass ratios.
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Black hole-Neutron star

*note	that	the	ejecta	mass	from	BH-NS	merger	could	have	a	large	variety	depending	on	the	binary	parameters

Solid:	(BHNS-A)
Mpm = 0.02M�,
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Fig. 16.— The grizJHK-band light curves for the BH-NS ejecta models. The solid curves denote the result of the BH-NS ejecta model
with 0.02M� post-merger ejecta and 0.02M� dynamical ejecta (BHNS A). Dashed curves denote the results of the BH-NS ejecta models
(BHNS B) with more massive post-merger ejecta (0.04M�) and less massive dynamical ejecta (0.01M�). Dotted curves denote the results
for the model only with dynamical ejecta (BHNS DYN). For a reference, we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar et al. 2017).

models (the models referred to as HMNS ...) are in the
region of peak brightness ⇡ �16.5–15.5 mag and time
of peak ⇡ 2–5 days, the SMNS models (SMNS DYN0.01

and SMNS DYN0.003) in ⇡ �16.5 mag and . 2 days, the
prompt-collapse models (BH PM0.001 and BH PM0.01) in
& �15 mag and . 2.5 days. The peak magnitude and
time of peak observed from the equatorial direction
also show approximately the same qualitative feature,
while the brightness at the peak is typically fainter by
⇡ 0.5 mag than that observed from the polar direction.
This indicates that we may be able to infer the type of
the central engine for kilonovae by observing the peak of
the light curves in the infrared bands.

The peak magnitudes in the iJ-band for the polar emis-
sion agree with each other within ⇡ 0.5 mag among the
various models except the prompt collapse (BH PM0.001

and BH PM0.01) and SMNS (accelerated ejecta) mod-
els (SMNS DYN0.01 and SMNS DYN0.003). The results of

the prompt collapse (BH PM0.001 and BH PM0.01) and
SMNS (accelerated ejecta) models (SMNS DYN0.01 and
SMNS DYN0.003) show brighter and fainter peak bright-
ness in the i or J-band than the other models by more
than 1 mag, respectively. The peak magnitudes in the J-
band for the equatorial emission also show approximately
the same qualitative feature. This indicates that we may
be able to distinguish the prompt collapse and SMNS
cases by the other cases from the observation of the peak
brightness in the near-infrared bands.

We note that the peak magnitude and time of peak
for a BH-NS merger would have diversity reflecting the
large variety of ejecta mass depending on the binary pa-
rameters. For example, the peak emission would be faint
and the light curves would decline fast as is the case
for the prompt collapse models if NS tidal disruption
only weakly occurs and only small amount of ejecta is
launched. Thus, we should note that a kilonova for a

Ref:	KK,	Shibata,	Tanaka	2019	



Black hole-Neutron star  
(BH-NS) merger

• If	the	NS	is	9dally	disrupted  
substan4al	amount	of	material	would	remain/ejected	
axer	the	merger 
 
 
 
 
 
For	BHNS	merger,	lanthanide	frac4on	of	the	ejecta	 
would	be	higher	in	the	absent	of	shock	hea4ng	 
and	neutrino	irradia4on  
	(e.g.	Just	et	al.	2015,	Foucart	et	al.	2017,Kyutoku	et	al.	
2018)		

• Whether	NS	is	4dally	disrupted	or	not,	 
and	the	remnant	disk/ejecta	mass	depends	 
strongly	on	the	binary	parameters.	

• If	NS	is	not	9dally	disrupted,	no	ejecta	or	remnant	torus	
are	formed	axer	the	merger,	and	 
we	would	expect	no	EM	counterparts	for	such	a	case.

64

9

FIG. 9. Rest-mass density (top), temperature (middle), and electron fraction (bottom) profiles on the equatorial plane at
3ms after the onset of merger, when the mass and electron fraction of the ejecta approximately settle to asymptotic values.
Note the di↵erent spatial scale compared to Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Black (top) and white (middle and bottom) curves indicate the
unbound component identified by the conditions ut < �1 (shown only for ⇢ � 106.5 g cm�3 to match the top row), which are
indistinguishable from hut < �1 on panels presented here [11]. The velocity vector vi ⌘ ui/ut is overplotted on the rest-mass
density profiles. We also show isodensity contours for ⇢ = 107 (yellow-dotted), 109 (orange-dashed), and 1011 g cm�3 (light
blue-solid) on the temperature and electron-fraction profiles.

D. Convergence

We check the convergence of our results by simulating
the DD2 model with a low resolution of �x = 400m,
which is coarser by ⇡ 50% than our fiducial run. Figure

14 shows various quantities derived by the high- (dis-
cussed so far) and low-resolution simulations. By con-
servatively assuming first-order convergence, the error in
the high-resolution results will be twice the di↵erence be-
tween high- and low-resolution ones. While some physical

5

FIG. 5. Minimum aligned component of the BH spin required for a 1.35M� NS to disrupt, as a function of NS radius and BH mass. We show
results for the fit from FF12 (left), and the updated formula presented here (right). Solid black curves are contours of constant �BH,min =
0, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, while dashed black curves are for �BH,min = 0.25, 0.6, 0.8. The updated results are less favorable to disruption for near-equal
mass systems, and more favorable for large mass ratios.
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Comparison among various models (polar)

• Comparison	of	peak	4me	vs.	peak	magnitude*	among	various	models
*since	the	lightcurves	for	t<1day	are	not	reliable	for	our	calcula4on,	we	define	the	peak	magnitude	as	the	brightest	point	axer	t=1day.	
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SMNS:		
cases	that	the	remnant	NS	survives	 
for	a	long	4me	scale	(>>1	s)	

HMNS: 
cases	that	the	remnant	NS	survives	 
temporarily	and	eventually	collapses	to	a	BH	

Prompt	collapse:	  
cases	that	the	NSs	collapses	to	a	BH	 
immediately	axer	the	merger
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O3 detecDon candidates

• BH-BH: 20 candidates 
• S190915ak, S190828l, S190828j, S190728q, S190727h, 

S190720a, S190707q, S190706ai, S190701ah, 
S190630ag, S190602aq, S190521r, S190521g, 
S190519bj, S190517h, S190513bm, S190512at, 
S190503bf, S190421ar, S190412m, S190408an  

• Mass gap: 2 candidates 
• S190930s, S190924h 

• NS-NS: 1 (6) candidates 

• S190425z (, S190910h, S190901ap,  
 S190718y, S190510g, S190426c) 

• BH-NS: 1 (6) candidates 

• S190814bv (, S190930t, S190923y, 
 S190910d, S190901ap, S190426c)

hZps://gracedb.ligo.org/superevents/public/O3/
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Table 1. Source properties for GW190425: we give ranges encompassing the 90% credible intervals for the
PhenomPv2NRT model; in Appendix D we demonstrate these results are robust to systematic uncertainty
in the waveform. Mass values are quoted in the frame of the source, accounting for uncertainty in the source
redshift. For the primary mass we give the 0-90% interval, while for the secondary mass and mass ratio we
give the 10-100% interval: the uncertainty on the luminosity distance means that there is no well-defined
equal-mass bound for GW190425. The quoted 90% upper limits for ⇤̃ are obtained by reweighting its
posterior distribution as detailed in Appendix E.1.

Low-spin prior (� < 0.05) High-spin prior (� < 0.89)

Primary mass m1 1.62 – 1.88M� 1.61 – 2.52M�

Secondary mass m2 1.45 – 1.69M� 1.12 – 1.68M�

Chirp mass M 1.44+0.02
�0.02 M� 1.44+0.02

�0.02 M�

Detector-frame chirp mass 1.4868+0.0003
�0.0003 M� 1.4873+0.0008

�0.0006 M�

Mass ratio m2/m1 0.8 – 1.0 0.4 – 1.0

Total mass mtot 3.3+0.1
�0.1 M� 3.4+0.3

�0.1 M�

E↵ective inspiral spin parameter �e↵ 0.013+0.01
�0.01 0.058+0.11

�0.05

Luminosity distance DL 161+67
�73 Mpc 159+69

�71 Mpc

Combined dimensionless tidal deformability ⇤̃  600  1100

Figure 3. The posterior distribution of the component
masses m1 and m2 in the source frame for the low-spin
(� < 0.05; orange) and high-spin (� < 0.89; blue) analyses.
Vertical lines in the one-dimensional plots enclose 90% of the
probability and correspond to the ranges given in Table 1.
The one-dimensional distributions have been normalized to
have equal maxima. A dashed line marks the equal-mass
bound in the two-dimensional plot.

et al. 2006). With a mass ratio of 0.93, it is expected
to have �e↵ between 0.008 and 0.012 (90% credibility
interval) when marginalized over mass and equation of
state (EoS) uncertainties (see Appendix E.3 for details).
The fastest-spinning Galactic-field BNS, which contains
the 17ms pulsar J1946+2052 (Stovall et al. 2018), has
�e↵ in the range [0.012, 0.018] assuming aligned spin for

the pulsar and negligible spin for its companion, similar
to the Double Pulsar.
For the results reported herein we used the LALIn-

ference library’s nested sampling algorithm and val-
idated results using the LALInference MCMC sam-
pling algorithm and the Bilby (Ashton et al. 2019) li-
brary with the Dynesty (Speagle 2019) nested sam-
pling algorithm. When comparing the high-spin prior
results using the di↵erent algorithms, we see . 3% dif-
ferences in the median parameter values and the credible
intervals are consistent and reproducible. Meanwhile,
the runs using the low-spin priors show no such di↵er-
ences.
We show the posteriors for a wider range of source

parameters in Appendix C.

4.1. Neutron star matter

Because of its large mass, the discovery of GW190425
suggests that gravitational-wave analyses can access
densities several times above nuclear saturation (see,
e.g., Figure 4 in Douchin & Haensel 2001) and probe
possible phase transitions inside the core of a neutron
star (Oertel et al. 2017; Tews et al. 2019; Essick et al.
2019). However, binaries comprised of more massive
stars are described, for a fixed EoS, by smaller values of
the leading-order tidal contribution to the gravitational-
wave phasing ⇤̃ (Flanagan & Hinderer 2008). These are
intrinsically more di�cult to measure. For GW190425,
this is exacerbated by the fairly low SNR of the event
compared to GW170817. Overall, we find that con-
straints on tides, radius, possible p–g instabilities (Wein-
berg et al. 2013; Venumadhav et al. 2013; Weinberg
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masses m1 and m2 in the source frame for the low-spin
(� < 0.05; orange) and high-spin (� < 0.89; blue) analyses.
Vertical lines in the one-dimensional plots enclose 90% of the
probability and correspond to the ranges given in Table 1.
The one-dimensional distributions have been normalized to
have equal maxima. A dashed line marks the equal-mass
bound in the two-dimensional plot.

et al. 2006). With a mass ratio of 0.93, it is expected
to have �e↵ between 0.008 and 0.012 (90% credibility
interval) when marginalized over mass and equation of
state (EoS) uncertainties (see Appendix E.3 for details).
The fastest-spinning Galactic-field BNS, which contains
the 17ms pulsar J1946+2052 (Stovall et al. 2018), has
�e↵ in the range [0.012, 0.018] assuming aligned spin for

the pulsar and negligible spin for its companion, similar
to the Double Pulsar.
For the results reported herein we used the LALIn-

ference library’s nested sampling algorithm and val-
idated results using the LALInference MCMC sam-
pling algorithm and the Bilby (Ashton et al. 2019) li-
brary with the Dynesty (Speagle 2019) nested sam-
pling algorithm. When comparing the high-spin prior
results using the di↵erent algorithms, we see . 3% dif-
ferences in the median parameter values and the credible
intervals are consistent and reproducible. Meanwhile,
the runs using the low-spin priors show no such di↵er-
ences.
We show the posteriors for a wider range of source

parameters in Appendix C.

4.1. Neutron star matter

Because of its large mass, the discovery of GW190425
suggests that gravitational-wave analyses can access
densities several times above nuclear saturation (see,
e.g., Figure 4 in Douchin & Haensel 2001) and probe
possible phase transitions inside the core of a neutron
star (Oertel et al. 2017; Tews et al. 2019; Essick et al.
2019). However, binaries comprised of more massive
stars are described, for a fixed EoS, by smaller values of
the leading-order tidal contribution to the gravitational-
wave phasing ⇤̃ (Flanagan & Hinderer 2008). These are
intrinsically more di�cult to measure. For GW190425,
this is exacerbated by the fairly low SNR of the event
compared to GW170817. Overall, we find that con-
straints on tides, radius, possible p–g instabilities (Wein-
berg et al. 2013; Venumadhav et al. 2013; Weinberg

Ref)	Abbot	et	al.	(2020)



EM followup

• GW190425 

• D=156±41Mpc	(Ini9al	announce)	
• 10,000 deg2 (A:BAYESTAR)  

->7,500 deg2(B:LALInference) 

• GROWTH:1907.12645 

• ZTF: g & r band 

• 1st Night: ~0.1days 
~>20.4 mag (median?)  (A: 36% B:19%)  

• 2nd	Night:	~1days  
~>21	mag	(average?median?)	(A:	46%	B:21%)	

• 3rd Night: ~2 days 
~>21 mag? (median) (A: 46% B:21% ?) 

• Palomar GaNni-IR: J band 

• ~> 15.5 mag (median)
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Figure 2. The limiting magnitude as a function of time for
S190425z. On the top row is ZTF, while the bottom row is
Palomar Gattini-IR, with the left, middle, and right panels
corresponding to observations on the first, second, and third
nights. The red and green triangles correspond to the r- and
g-band limits from ZTF, while the black triangles correspond
to the J-band limits from Palomar Gattini-IR.

sulting from the low signal-to-noise ratio in Advanced
Virgo; it spanned ⇠ 10,000 deg2, which is nearly a “pi of
the sky.” The updated LALInference skymap (Singer et
al. 2019c), released at 2019-04-26 15:32:37 UTC, reduced
the localization region requiring coverage by ⇡ 25% to
⇠ 7500 deg2. The all-sky averaged distance to the source
is 156± 41Mpc.
In this paper, we describe an ⇠ 8000 square degree

search for the KN counterpart to a single-detector GW
event. Our campaign emphasizes the key role played
by both large FOV telescopes like ZTF and Palomar
Gattini-IR, as well as the associated follow-up systems.
We demonstrate that our strategy for tiling the sky, vet-
ting candidates, and pursuing follow-up is robust, and
capable of promptly reducing 338,646 transient alerts
from ZTF to a handful of interesting candidates for
follow-up. Our paper is structured as follows. We de-
scribe our observing plan in Section 2. The identified
candidates, including their follow-up, are detailed in Sec-
tion 3. We summarize our conclusions and future out-
look in Section 4.

2. OBSERVING PLAN

Because S190425z came during Palomar night-time
(2019-04-25 08:18:05 UTC), it occurred concurrently
with ongoing survey observations by both ZTF and
Palomar Gattini-IR. Within the 90% localization, ap-
proximately 44% of the original BAYESTAR map was
observable from Palomar over the whole night, corre-
sponding to ⇡ 5000 deg2. The GW event was auto-

matically ingested into the GROWTH ToO Marshal, a
database we specifically designed to perform target-of-
opportunity follow-up of events localized to large sky-
error regions, including GW, neutrino, and gamma-ray
burst events (Coughlin et al. 2019c). Amongst sev-
eral other features, the ToO marshal allows us to di-
rectly trigger the telescope queue for certain facilities
to which GROWTH has access, namely ZTF, Palomar
Gattini-IR, DECam, Kitt Peak EMCCD Demonstrator
(KPED) on the Kitt Peak 84 inch telescope (Coughlin
et al. 2019d), the Lulin One-meter Telescope (LOT) in
Taiwan and the GROWTH-India telescope2 (Bhalerao
et al., in prep.). We provide a brief description of each
instrument in Table 1.
Triggering ToO observations for survey instruments

like ZTF and Palomar Gattini-IR halts their ongoing
survey observations and redirects them to observe only
certain fields as directed by an observation plan. The
observation plan generated by the ToO marshal relies
on gwemopt (Coughlin et al. 2018, 2019e), a code that
optimizes the telescope scheduling process for gravita-
tional wave follow-up. gwemopt handles both synoptic
and galaxy-targeted search strategies; we employed the
former to conduct observations with some of our facil-
ities, Palomar Gattini-IR, GROWTH-India and ZTF,
and the latter for scheduling observations with KPED.
The coverage for both ZTF and Palomar Gattini-IR is
shown in Figure 1, and the limiting magnitudes as a
function of time in Figure 2.

2.1. ZTF

Serendipitously, after the BNS merger time and be-
fore the GW alert was distributed, ZTF had already
observed 1920 deg2 of the sky in the r-band, corre-
sponding to ⇠ 19% of the initial BAYESTAR map and
⇠ 12% of the LALInference map. This overlap between
ongoing survey observations and the LIGO-Livingston-
only localization is unsurprising as both of the Advanced
LIGO interferometers have maximum sensitivity in the
sky overhead in North America (Finn & Cherno↵ 1993;
Kasliwal & Nissanke 2014).
ZTF triggered ToO observations lasting three hours

starting at 2019-04-25 09:19:07.161 UT, one hour after
the trigger time. On night 1, our observing strategy in-
volved a sequence of g-r-g band exposure blocks; each
exposure was 30 s, with a typical depth of 20.4 mag,
which is the normal duration of exposures during ZTF
survey operation. The g-r-g sequence is the baseline
observing strategy for GW follow-up with ZTF as it is
specifically designed to capture the inter- and intra-night

2 https://sites.google.com/view/growthindia/
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Figure 1. Coverage of S190425z. (Left) The top and bottom rows show the ⇡ 47 deg2 ZTF tiles and the ⇡ 25 deg2 Palo-
mar Gattini-IR tiles respectively on the 90% probability region of the initial BAYESTAR skymap, along with the identified
transients highlighted in Table 3. For the ZTF observations, the numbering scheme is 1: ZTF19aarykkb, 2: ZTF19aarzaod, 3:
ZTF19aasckwd, 4: ZTF19aasfogv, 5: ZTF19aasejil, 6: ZTF19aaryxjf, 7: ZTF19aascxux, 8: ZTF19aasdajo, 9: ZTF19aasbamy,
10: ZTF19aasckkq, 11: ZTF19aarycuy, 12: ZTF19aasbphu, 13: ZTF19aasbaui, 14: ZTF19aarxxwb, 15: ZTF19aashlts. (Right)
We show the tilings of the two telescopes on the final LALInference map. We only include the tiles in the inner 90% probability
region for each skymap.

KN, the ultraviolet/optical/near-IR emission generated
by the radioactive decay of r-process elements (Lattimer
& Schramm 1974; Li & Paczynski 1998; Metzger et al.
2010; Roberts et al. 2011; Rosswog 2015; Kasen et al.
2017). The ZTF and Palomar Gattini-IR surveys are our
discovery engines, and the Global Relay of Observatories
Watching Transients Happen (GROWTH) network1 is
our follow-up network. GROWTH uses a variety of fa-
cilities worldwide across various wavelengths to perform
rapid follow-up and classification of objects.
There are many survey systems participating in the

searches for GW counterparts. Amongst many oth-
ers, the Dark Energy Camera (DECam; Flaugher et al.
2015), the Gravitational-wave Optical Transient Ob-
server (GOTO; O’Brien 2018), the Panoramic Survey
Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS;
Kaiser et al. 2010; Chambers et al. 2016), the All-Sky
Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASASSN; Shappee
et al. 2014) and Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert
System (ATLAS; Tonry et al. 2018) all have performed
observations of events during the third observing run.
ZTF provides a competitive addition to these systems,
given its depth (mAB ⇠ 20.6 in 30 s), wide field of view

1 http://growth.caltech.edu/

(FOV ⇡ 47 deg2 per exposure), and average cadence
of ⇠ 3 days over the entire accessible sky. In particu-
lar, the cadence is important for establishing candidate
history when performing target of opportunity (ToO)
observations. The SGRB program, that has covered
localization regions spanning thousands of square de-
grees (Coughlin et al. 2019c), demonstrated that ZTF
is capable of detecting GW170817-like sources out to
the Advanced LIGO/Virgo detection horizon at about
(⇠200Mpc; Abbott et al. 2018). In addition, Palo-
mar Gattini-IR (Moore & Kasliwal 2019, De et al. in
prep.) is covering the entire visible northern sky every 2
nights to a J-band depth of ⇡ 15.5� 16 AB mag. With
its 25 deg2 FOV and near-infrared sensitivity, Palomar
Gattini-IR provides a complementary system for ob-
jects that are expected to be as red as KNe (Metzger
2017), albeit at lower sensitivity (a source as bright as
GW170817 would be detected at ⇠20Mpc).
The first BNS detection of O3, LIGO/Virgo S190425z,

was a single detector event discovered by the Advanced
LIGO-Livingston detector, with Virgo also observing at
the time (Singer et al. 2019b). Occurring at 2019-04-
25 08:18:05 UTC, the estimated false alarm rate was
1 in 70,000 years, with a high likelihood of being a
binary neutron star. The first reported BAYESTAR
skymap provided an extremely coarse localization, re-
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Figure 1. Various possible r-band light curves in AB magnitude of the kilonova/macronova for GW190425-like events. The left
and right columns show results for polar viewing angles of 0�–20� from the rotational axis of the binary at 130–250Mpc and
equatorial one of 67�–71� at 70–140Mpc, respectively. The distance is matched to GW190425 taking the correlation with the
viewing angle into account (Abbott et al. 2020). The blue and green strips in the top panels correspond to the lanthanide-poor
disk outflows of 0.02M� without and with dynamical ejecta of 10�4M�, respectively. The orange and red strips in the bottom
panels is the same as above but for the lanthanide-rich disk outflows. Thick dashed lines indicate 21mag and 1 day (Coughlin
et al. 2019).

suppresses the disk formation. Although the dynami-
cal ejecta with & 10�4M� could conceal the emission
in the equatorial direction by the lanthanide-curtain ef-
fect (Kasen et al. 2015) even taking the proximity into
account, this applies only to highly equatorial angles of
& 75� and half of the azimuthal angle due to anisotropy
(Kyutoku et al. 2015).
If the disk outflow is lanthanide rich, the detectability

depends on the combination of the viewing angle and the
amount of the dynamical ejecta (see the bottom row of

Fig. 1). Specifically, for the material with Ye = 0.1–0.3,
the high opacity renders the emission from the outflow of
0.02M� marginally undetectable 21.5mag for 150Mpc.
This can be detected from the equatorial direction with
a small distance, but not from the polar direction with a
large distance. However, the lanthanide-rich dynamical
ejecta of & 10�4M� associated with a large neutron-
star radius of & 12.5 km interchange the detectability
of these two cases. On one hand, the emission in the
polar direction is boosted by 0.5–1mag and could be-

6 Kyutoku et al.

come detectable. On the other hand, the lanthanide-
rich disk outflow is concealed by the lanthanide-rich dy-
namical ejecta and becomes undetectable in the equa-
torial direction despite their similar composition. This
is ascribed to the low temperature and density of the
dynamical ejecta, where the latter increases the expan-
sion opacity as far as the medium is optically thick (see,
e.g., Equation (1) of Kawaguchi et al. 2019). Because
gravitational-wave detections are biased toward polar di-
rections (Schutz 2011), the dynamical ejecta may tend
to enhance the detectability.
We caution that enhancement in the polar direction

due to the dynamical ejecta is only marginal for the
cases relevant to GW190425, particularly taking uncer-

tain microphysics in radiation-transfer simulations into
account (Kawaguchi et al. 2019). For the r -band mag-
nitude to exceed 21mag significantly for 150Mpc, the
dynamical ejecta as massive as & 0.01M� are required,
which is comparable to the mass of the disk outflow.
Such vigorous dynamical mass ejection is unlikely to oc-
cur for low-mass black hole–neutron star binaries. This
might be possible with asymmetric binary neutron stars,
whose kilonova/macronova may be characterized by the
disk outflow with relatively massive dynamical ejecta.

4. DISCUSSION

Table 1. Detectability of the kilonovae/macronovae from GW190425-like events with respect
to the binary type and the merger outcome

Binary typea Merger Outcomeb Detectable?c

low-mass BH–NS

La-poor disk YES

La-poor disk+La-rich dyn. ⇡YES

La-rich disk YES if equatorial

La-rich disk+La-rich dyn. YES if polar

weak/no disruption (small radius) NO

asymmetric NS–NS
La-poor disk+La-rich dyn. YES if polar

La-rich disk+La-rich dyn. YES if polar

symmetric NS–NS
massive neutron star (large maximum mass) YES if polar

prompt collapse NO

Note—Parentheses in the “Merger outcome” column indicate the required neutron-star prop-
erties. Any binary type becomes trivially undetectable if the ejection e�ciency happens to
be low.

aBH: black hole, NS: neutron star
bLa-rich: lanthanide rich, La-poor: lanthanide poor, disk: disk outflow of ⇠ 10�2M�, dyn.:
dynamical ejecta of & 10�4M�

c⇡YES: except for highly equatorial directions heavily obscured by lanthanide curtains, polar:
observed from the polar direction avoiding lanthanide curtains, equatorial: observed from
the equatorial direction with a small distance

Although huge uncertainties are inevitable, we specu-
late implications of possible future detections of kilono-
vae/macronovae from GW190425-like events by a survey
like Coughlin et al. (2019) (see Table 1 for the sum-
mary of detectability). Because a successful detection
will tell us the host galaxy and its distance, accuracy
in determining the viewing angle will be improved by
mitigating the degeneracy in the gravitational-wave am-
plitude. First, if it turns out that we are in the equa-
torial direction of the event, the dynamical ejecta may
be . 10�4M� for the disk outflow to avoid lanthanide

curtains. This case may support the hypothesis of a low-
mass black hole–neutron star binary if massive and lumi-
nous dynamical ejecta of & 0.01M� are rejected by fur-
ther follow-up observations. If the dynamical ejecta are
massive, asymmetric binary neutron stars are favored.
Second, if we are in the polar direction, the lanthanide-
rich disk outflow without dynamical ejecta is not pre-
ferred. This may disfavor lanthanide-rich disk outflows
after tidal disruption of neutron stars with small radii of
. 12.5 km by low-mass black holes. Any detection will
not support binary neutron stars resulting in prompt

Ref)	Kyutoku	et	al.	(2020)
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Disk
Outflow

lanthanide
Poor

disk
Dynamical ejecta
lanthanide rich

A low-mass black hole—neutron star binary

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the merger remnant and mass ejection for various possible scenarios. (Left) A low-mass black hole–
neutron star binary with a moderate or large neutron-star radius. This is not preferred if the non-detection is true. (Middle) Asymmetric
binary neutron stars. This is not preferred, either. (Right) Symmetric binary neutron stars that collapsed promptly or a low-mass black
hole–neutron star binary with a small neutron-star radius. This is consistent with the non-detection.

the disk outflow. Thus, observations comparable to
Coughlin et al. (2019) will detect the emission or put
an informative limit on the possibility of low-mass black
hole–neutron star binaries (and asymmetric binary neu-
tron stars). The multiple detector network also mitigates
the distance error (Cutler & Flanagan 1994).
If the neutron-star radius is so small that GW190425

was a low-mass black hole–neutron star binary with-
out detectable electromagnetic counterparts, tidal dis-
ruption cannot be expected for the great majority of
black hole–neutron star binaries. If this is the case, most
(or essentially all) of short-hard gamma-ray bursts and
r -process elements are concluded to be generated from
binary neutron stars. Additionally, small tidal e↵ects
challenge accurate extraction of information about the
neutron-star equation of state from any binaries. Be-
cause gravitational-wave observations will not become
useful for distinguishing the binary type in the fore-
seeable future, follow-up electromagnetic observations of
gravitational waves from massive neutron-star systems
will be essential for clarifying whether this scenario is
true.
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neutron star binary with a moderate or large neutron-star radius. This is not preferred if the non-detection is true. (Middle) Asymmetric
binary neutron stars. This is not preferred, either. (Right) Symmetric binary neutron stars that collapsed promptly or a low-mass black
hole–neutron star binary with a small neutron-star radius. This is consistent with the non-detection.

the disk outflow. Thus, observations comparable to
Coughlin et al. (2019) will detect the emission or put
an informative limit on the possibility of low-mass black
hole–neutron star binaries (and asymmetric binary neu-
tron stars). The multiple detector network also mitigates
the distance error (Cutler & Flanagan 1994).
If the neutron-star radius is so small that GW190425

was a low-mass black hole–neutron star binary with-
out detectable electromagnetic counterparts, tidal dis-
ruption cannot be expected for the great majority of
black hole–neutron star binaries. If this is the case, most
(or essentially all) of short-hard gamma-ray bursts and
r -process elements are concluded to be generated from
binary neutron stars. Additionally, small tidal e↵ects
challenge accurate extraction of information about the
neutron-star equation of state from any binaries. Be-
cause gravitational-wave observations will not become
useful for distinguishing the binary type in the fore-
seeable future, follow-up electromagnetic observations of
gravitational waves from massive neutron-star systems
will be essential for clarifying whether this scenario is
true.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the merger remnant and mass ejection for various possible scenarios. (Left) A low-mass black hole–
neutron star binary with a moderate or large neutron-star radius. This is not preferred if the non-detection is true. (Middle) Asymmetric
binary neutron stars. This is not preferred, either. (Right) Symmetric binary neutron stars that collapsed promptly or a low-mass black
hole–neutron star binary with a small neutron-star radius. This is consistent with the non-detection.

the disk outflow. Thus, observations comparable to
Coughlin et al. (2019) will detect the emission or put
an informative limit on the possibility of low-mass black
hole–neutron star binaries (and asymmetric binary neu-
tron stars). The multiple detector network also mitigates
the distance error (Cutler & Flanagan 1994).
If the neutron-star radius is so small that GW190425

was a low-mass black hole–neutron star binary with-
out detectable electromagnetic counterparts, tidal dis-
ruption cannot be expected for the great majority of
black hole–neutron star binaries. If this is the case, most
(or essentially all) of short-hard gamma-ray bursts and
r -process elements are concluded to be generated from
binary neutron stars. Additionally, small tidal e↵ects
challenge accurate extraction of information about the
neutron-star equation of state from any binaries. Be-
cause gravitational-wave observations will not become
useful for distinguishing the binary type in the fore-
seeable future, follow-up electromagnetic observations of
gravitational waves from massive neutron-star systems
will be essential for clarifying whether this scenario is
true.
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S190814bv:	a	BH-NS	merger	candidate
• Aug.	14,	2019	21:10:39	UTC,	

detection	of	a	BH-NS	merger	
candidates	has	been	reported		

• False	alarm	rate:~	1	/	1025	yrs.	

• Distance:	~267±52	Mpc	  
(c.f.	GW170817:	~40	Mpc)	

• Sky	localization:	23	deg2(90%)	

• No	electromagnetic	counterpart	
has	been	found

Can	we	constrain	the	binary	parameters	from	EM	upper	limits?

Ref)	Andreoni	et	al.	(2019)

GROWTH on S190814bv 5

Figure 1. Top row – Locations of DECam exposures processed in this analysis (black circles) relative to the S190814bv
LALInference skymap (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration 2019b), with color linearly proportional
to localization probability density. Bottom row – Bounding box of the top two plots (black square) relative to a global projection
of the LALInference skymap.
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Fig. 11.— The allowed region of the NS mass and radius for Md  0.03M� with Mc = 2.5M� and 3.0M�. Each white curve with
the e↵ective spin value denotes the NS mass and radius for which Md = 0.03M� is predicted by the fitting formula (Kawaguchi et al.
2016; Coughlin et al. 2017) using the corresponding value of the e↵ective spin. The NS mass and radius is allowed only in the left side
of the curve for a given upper limit to the e↵ective spin. We note that the boundaries of the deeper-color regions are determined by
Md ��Md = 0.03M� to take the estimated error of the fitting formula, �Md, into account (see Kawaguchi et al. (2016) for the detail).

Fig. 12.— The same as Figure 11 but for Md  0.01M�.

0.05M� is consistent with the upper limit for ✓obs � 30�

and for Mpm  Md.
In Figures 9 and 10, we summarize the depth of ob-

servation required to detect the kilonova for given total
ejecta mass for the cases with Mpm = Md. We showed
that, for the case that a BH-NS merger event is detected
by GWs from the polar direction (✓obs  45�) atD = 300
Mpc, the iz-band observation deeper than 22 mag within
2 d after the GW trigger is crucial to detect the kilonova
with the total ejecta mass of 0.06M� (and the dynamical
ejecta of 0.03M�). To achieve this, the EM follow-up by
4/8-m class telescopes are crucial (Nissanke et al. 2013).
We showed that the constraint on the dynamical ejecta

mass can be used to constrain the mass-radius relation of
a NS by combining the binary parameter inferred by the
GW data analysis, such as the chirp mass and e↵ective
spin. We showed that a BH-NS event with the chirp
mass smaller than . 3M� and e↵ective spin larger than
& 0.5 can provide interesting indication to the NS mass-
radius relation by this analysis if the dynamical ejecta
mass . 0.03M� is obtained.

We thank Mattia Bulla for a valuable discussion and
the cross-comparison of the radiative transfer simulation
codes. Numerical computation was performed on Cray
XC40 at Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto

Constraint	on	the	ejecta	mass

Shaded	regions	denote	 
the	uncertainty	due	to	the	
error	bar	in	the	distance	
measurement		

Pre
lim
ina
ry�

Md≦Mpm	is	assumed  
since	the	remnant	torus	mass	 
is	typically	much	larger	than		 
the	dynamical	ejecta	mass 
	(see	e.g.,	Kyutoku	et	al.	2015)			
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Fig. 2.— The griz-band light curves of a BH-NS kilonova model for Md = 0.02M� and Mpm = 0.02M�. The shaded regions denote the
uncertainty in the brightness due to the error bar of the luminosity distance (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration
2019). The upper limits obtained by DECam (Andreoni et al. 2019) for 90% credible sky localization, and those obtained by ZTF (Singer
et al. 2019) and Pan-STARRS (Smartt et al. 2019) for ⇡ 50% of the 90% credible sky localization (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and
the Virgo Collaboration 2019) are shown. The purple, light blue, blue and green curves and points denote the lightcurves and upper limits
for the g, r, i, and z band filters, respectively.

Fig. 3.— The same as Figure 2 but for the model with Md = 0.02M� and Mpm = 0.04M�.

limits are always satisfied as far as the kilonova model is
consistent with the upper limit in the z-band obtained at
3.43 d. Thus, in the following, we focus on the constraint
on the ejecta mass based on this upper limit.

3.1. The upper limit to the total ejecta mass

In this subsection, we focus on the constraint on the
total ejecta mass based on the upper limit of the z-band
brightness obtained in Andreoni et al. (2019). To derive a
conservative constraint on the total ejecta mass, we first
show that the faintest emission in the z-band at 3.43 d
is obtained approximately by the models only with the
post-merger ejecta within the models of fixed total ejecta
mass. Then, based on this fact, we argue the constraint
on the total ejecta mass based on the models only with
the post-merger ejecta.
The brightness of the emission depends on the ratio be-

tween the dynamical and post-merger ejecta mass even
among the fixed total ejecta mass models. As an illus-
tration, Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the brightness of
the z-band emission at t = 3.43 d as functions of ✓obs
and Mpm for the models with Md + Mpm = 0.06M�,
respectively. For the models that take the fission frag-
ment into account, we find that the z-band brightness
observed from ✓obs . 45� at t = 3.43 d for the models

with the same total ejecta mass increases approximately
monotonically as the ratio Md/Mpm increases, and the
faintest emission is realized for the model only with the
post-merger ejecta. This is mostly due to the fact that
the specific deposition rate of thermal photons, which is
determined by the radioactive heating rate and the ther-
malization e�ciency, is higher for the dynamical ejecta
than the post-merger ejecta, while the di↵erence in the
opacity is also responsible for the di↵erence in the bright-
ness.
In contrast, the dependence of the z-band brightness

at t = 3.43 d on the ratio Md/Mpm is more complicated
for ✓obs & 45�. The emission becomes faint as the ratio
Md/Mpm decreases for Md & 0.01M�, but the bright-
ness increases again for Md . 0.001M�. This is due to
the fact that with the decrease of Md the emission from
the dynamical ejecta becomes less significant and only its
own blocking e↵ect of photons plays a role (Kasen et al.
2015; Bulla 2019a; Kawaguchi et al. 2019). For such a
situation, the emission becomes bright as the dynamical
ejecta mass decreases.
Dependence of the emission on the ratio Md/Mpm is

di↵erent for the case in which the contribution from the
fission fragments to the heating rate is omitted. For such
cases, the z-band brightness observed from ✓obs . 45� at
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Fig. 7.— The brightness of the z-band emission at t = 3.43 d as a function of observed angle, ✓obs. The left panel shows the lightcurves for
the models with (Md,Mpm) = (0.02M�, 0.02M�) (blue solid), (0.03M�, 0.03M�) (green dashed), (0.04M�, 0.04M�) (purple dotted),
and (0.05M�, 0.05M�) (orange dotted). The right panel is the same as the left panel but for the models in which the contribution from
the fission fragments to the heating rate is omitted. The curves plotted at the center of shaded regions denote the brightness for D = 267
Mpc, while the curves plotted at the lower and upper edges denote the brightness assuming D = 267 ± 52 Mpc, respectively (The LIGO
Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration 2019). The black horizontal lines in the left and right plots show the upper limits to
the z-band emission at 3.43 d for S190814bv obtained by DECam (Andreoni et al. 2019).

rate. Due to the fainter emission, the constraint on the
ejecta mass is weaker for the models without the fission
fragments. If ✓obs is larger than 30�, the model with
Md � 0.05M� is consistent with the upper limit. On
the other hand, if ✓obs is smaller than 30�, the models
only with Md  0.04M� is allowed for the models with
Mpm � Md.
As a summary, Figures 8 shows the upper limit to the

dynamical ejecta mass as a function of observed angle,
✓obs. The figure shows that the constraint on the dynam-
ical ejecta mass is weaker by a factor of ⇡ 2 by omitting
the contribution of the fission fragments to the heating
rate. Overall, the constrains are not strong enough to
indicate particular parameters of the binary.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Comparison with the constraint obtained in
Andreoni et al. (2019)

In the work of Andreoni et al. (2019), the constraint on
the ejecta mass is obtained by employing the 1d kilonova
models of Hotokezaka & Nakar (2019) and 2d kilonova
models of Bulla (2019a); Dhawan et al. (2020). In this
subsection we compare their results with ours.
First, we compare our results with those obtained by

the 2d kilonova model of Bulla (2019a); Dhawan et al.
(2020). For their models, the lightcurves are calculated
using a wavelength-dependent Monte Carlo code with
an opacity model mimicking the lanthanide-poor and
lanthanide-rich material which are arranged in the po-
lar and equatorial regions of the ejecta, respectively. By
this setup, the e↵ects of radiative transfer in the mul-
tiple ejecta components are taken into account. The
main di↵erence of their model from ours is that (i) the
ejecta density profile is simplified by a homologously ex-

panding spherical ejecta distributing up to 0.3 c, (ii) the
lanthanide-poor ejecta is assumed in the polar region,
and (iii) the power-law temperature evolution as well as
the time evolution of the opacity are assumed uniformly
over the whole ejecta. On the other hand, the lanthanide-
rich dynamical and post-merger ejecta with the density
profile consistent with the numerical-relativity simula-
tions (e.g., Foucart et al. 2014; Kyutoku et al. 2015;
Foucart et al. 2015; Kyutoku et al. 2018; Foucart et al.
2019; Metzger & Fernández 2014; Wu et al. 2016; Siegel &
Metzger 2017; Fern(UTF[00E1])ndez et al. 2019; Christie
et al. 2019; Fujibayashi et al. 2020) are employed and
the temperature and opacity evolutions are solved con-
sistently with the radiative transfer in our model.
Interestingly, regardless of the di↵erence in the setups

and the radiative transfer codes, the constraint on the
total ejecta mass is similar to that in Andreoni et al.
(2019) particularly for those omitting the contribution
from the fission fragments3. Indeed, the upper limits
obtained for Mpm = Md shown in the lower right panel
of Figure 8 (and by multiplying a factor of two for the
vertical axis) agree approximately with the upper limits
obtained in Andreoni et al. (2019). However, we note
that the agreement of the results may be a coincidence
due to the facts that the model of Bulla (2019a) predicts
fainter emission than our simulation for the same setup
of ejecta (Bulla 2019b), while the lanthanide-poor ejecta
(Ye = 0.3–0.4) arranged in the polar region of the ejecta
model in Bulla (2019a) enhances the z-band emission at
3.43 d by ⇡ 0.5mag (see Appendix B).

3 We note that the analytical model of heating rate employed
in Bulla (2019a) approximately agrees with the heating rate em-
ployed in our models for the case that the contribution from the
fission fragments is omitted.



Summary
• AnalyDcal/numerical studies for compact binary mergers have been 

enable us to achieve comprehensive understanding of observaDons.  

• GW170817 achieved the measurement of the NS Ddal deformability 
and confirmed that GW observaDon has a great impact on NS physics. 

• The simultaneous observaDon of EM counterparts to GW170817 
marked up the beginning of mulD-messenger astronomy era. 

• More and more GW events with more precise measurements of 
physical parameters would be achieved in the future. 

• Further theoreDcal invesDgaDon is needed to maximize the scienDfic 
returns from the GW/EM events.



Appendix



The	first	NS-NS	merger	event:	
GW170817



GW170817
• On 17th of August 2017,  

LIGO and Virgo reported  
the first detecDon of gravitaDonal waves from 
a binary NS (BNS; NS+NS binary) merger 

• SNR=32.4 

• Distance ~40 Mpc 

• Sky localizaDon: 28 deg2
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∼100 s (calculated starting from 24 Hz) in the detectors’
sensitive band, the inspiral signal ended at 12∶41:04.4 UTC.
In addition, a γ-ray burst was observed 1.7 s after the
coalescence time [39–45]. The combination of data from
the LIGO and Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky
position localization to an area of 28 deg2. This measure-
ment enabled an electromagnetic follow-up campaign that
identified a counterpart near the galaxy NGC 4993, con-
sistent with the localization and distance inferred from
gravitational-wave data [46–50].
From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured

combination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
M ¼ 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙. From the union of 90% credible
intervals obtained using different waveform models (see
Sec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
2.73 and 3.29 M⊙. The individual masses are in the broad
range of 0.86 to 2.26 M⊙, due to correlations between their
uncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
gravitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
BNS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M⊙ with compo-
nents between 1.17 and ∼1.6 M⊙ [52]. Neutron stars in
general have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01#
0.04 M⊙ [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
binaries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
than the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-

sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

II. DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which the LIGO-
Livingston and LIGO-Hanford detectors could detect a
BNS system (SNR ¼ 8), known as the detector horizon
[32,62,63], were 218 Mpc and 107 Mpc, while for Virgo
the horizon was 58 Mpc. The GEO600 detector [64] was
also operating at the time, but its sensitivity was insufficient
to contribute to the analysis of the inspiral. The configu-
ration of the detectors at the time of GW170817 is
summarized in [29].
A time-frequency representation [65] of the data from

all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Fig 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the
direction of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern.
Figure 1 illustrates the data as they were analyzed to

determine astrophysical source properties. After data col-
lection, several independently measured terrestrial contribu-
tions to the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO
data usingWiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz ac power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Hanford detector was particularly
improved by the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several
broad peaks in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively
removed, increasing the BNS horizon of that detector
by 26%.

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.
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LIGO-Livingston, and Virgo data respectively, making it
the loudest gravitational-wave signal so far detected. Two
matched-filter binary-coalescence searches targeting
sources with total mass between 2 and 500 M⊙ in the
detector frame were used to estimate the significance of this
event [9,12,30,32,73,81–83,86,87,91–97]. The searches
analyzed 5.9 days of LIGO data between August 13,
2017 02∶00 UTC and August 21, 2017 01∶05 UTC.
Events are assigned a detection-statistic value that ranks
their probability of being a gravitational-wave signal. Each
search uses a different method to compute this statistic and
measure the search background—the rate at which detector
noise produces events with a detection-statistic value equal
to or higher than the candidate event.
GW170817 was identified as the most significant event

in the 5.9 days of data, with an estimated false alarm rate of
one in 1.1 × 106 years with one search [81,83], and a
consistent bound of less than one in8.0 × 104 years for the
other [73,86,87]. The second most significant signal in this
analysis of 5.9 days of data is GW170814, which has a
combined SNR of 18.3 [29]. Virgo data were not used in
these significance estimates, but were used in the sky
localization of the source and inference of the source
properties.

IV. SOURCE PROPERTIES

General relativity makes detailed predictions for the
inspiral and coalescence of two compact objects, which

may be neutron stars or black holes. At early times, for low
orbital and gravitational-wave frequencies, the chirplike
time evolution of the frequency is determined primarily by
a specific combination of the component masses m1 and
m2, the chirp mass M ¼ ðm1m2Þ3=5ðm1 þ m2Þ−1=5. As the
orbit shrinks and the gravitational-wave frequency grows
rapidly, the gravitational-wave phase is increasingly influ-
enced by relativistic effects related to the mass ratio
q ¼ m2=m1, where m1 ≥ m2, as well as spin-orbit and
spin-spin couplings [98].
The details of the objects’ internal structure become

important as the orbital separation approaches the size of
the bodies. For neutron stars, the tidal field of the
companion induces a mass-quadrupole moment [99,100]
and accelerates the coalescence [101]. The ratio of the
induced quadrupole moment to the external tidal field is
proportional to the tidal deformability (or polarizability)
Λ ¼ ð2=3Þk2½ðc2=GÞðR=mÞ&5, where k2 is the second Love
number and R is the stellar radius. Both R and k2 are fixed
for a given stellar massm by the equation of state (EOS) for
neutron-star matter, with k2 ≃ 0.05–0.15 for realistic neu-
tron stars [102–104]. Black holes are expected to have
k2 ¼ 0 [99,105–109], so this effect would be absent.
As the gravitational-wave frequency increases, tidal

effects in binary neutron stars increasingly affect the phase
and become significant above fGW ≃ 600 Hz, so they are
potentially observable [103,110–116]. Tidal deformabil-
ities correlate with masses and spins, and our measurements
are sensitive to the accuracy with which we describe
the point-mass, spin, and tidal dynamics [113,117–119].
The point-mass dynamics has been calculated within the
post-Newtonian framework [34,36,37], effective-one-body
formalism [10,120–125], and with a phenomenological
approach [126–131]. Results presented here are obtained
using a frequency domain post-Newtonian waveform
model [30] that includes dynamical effects from tidal
interactions [132], point-mass spin-spin interactions
[34,37,133,134], and couplings between the orbital angular
momentum and the orbit-aligned dimensionless spin com-
ponents of the stars χz [92].
The properties of gravitational-wave sources are inferred

by matching the data with predicted waveforms. We
perform a Bayesian analysis in the frequency range
30–2048 Hz that includes the effects of the 1σ calibration
uncertainties on the received signal [135,136] (< 7% in
amplitude and 3° in phase for the LIGO detectors [137] and
10% and 10° for Virgo at the time of the event). Unless
otherwise specified, bounds on the properties of
GW170817 presented in the text and in Table I are 90%
posterior probability intervals that enclose systematic
differences from currently available waveform models.
To ensure that the applied glitch mitigation procedure

previously discussed in Sec. II (see Fig. 2) did not bias the
estimated parameters, we added simulated signals with
known parameters to data that contained glitches analogous
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FIG. 3. Sky location reconstructed for GW170817 by a rapid
localization algorithm from a Hanford-Livingston (190 deg2,
light blue contours) and Hanford-Livingston-Virgo (31 deg2,
dark blue contours) analysis. A higher latency Hanford-Living-
ston-Virgo analysis improved the localization (28deg2, green
contours). In the top-right inset panel, the reticle marks the
position of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993. The bottom-right
panel shows the a posteriori luminosity distance distribution
from the three gravitational-wave localization analyses. The
distance of NGC 4993, assuming the redshift from the NASA/
IPAC Extragalactic Database [89] and standard cosmological
parameters [90], is shown with a vertical line.
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GW170817:Constraints on  
binary parameters

• Binary parameters were constrained  
Dghtly as ever was (SNR~32), 
 and the	9dal	deformability	is indeed 
measured (constrained) in this event

Tidal	deformability Ref:	LIGO/Virgo	2017,2018
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the posterior for ⇤̃, goes to zero in the limit ⇤̃ ! 0. To
avoid the misinterpretation that there is no evidence for
⇤̃ = 0, we reweight the posterior for ⇤̃ by dividing by the
prior used, e↵ectively imposing a flat prior in ⇤̃. In prac-
tice, this is done by dividing a histogram of the posterior
by a histogram of the prior. The resulting histogram is
then resampled and smoothed with kernel density esti-
mation. We have verified the validity of the reweighting
procedure by comparing the results to runs where we fix
⇤2 = 0 and use a flat prior in ⇤̃. This di↵ers from the
reweighting procedure only in the small, next-to-leading-
order tidal e↵ect.

After reweighting there is still some support at ⇤̃ = 0.
For the high-spin prior, we can only place a 90% upper
limit on the tidal parameter, shown in Fig. 11 and listed
in Tables II and IV. For the TaylorF2 model, this 90% up-
per limit can be directly compared to the value reported
in [3]. We note, however, that due to a bookkeeping error
the value reported in [3] should have been 800 instead of
700. Our improved value of 730 is ⇠ 10% less than this
corrected value. As with the ⇤1–⇤2 posterior (Fig. 10),
the three models with the NRTidal prescription predict
90% upper limits that are consistent with each other and
less than the TaylorF2 results by ⇠ 10%. For the low-
spin prior, we can now place a two-sided 90% highest
posterior density (HPD) credible interval on ⇤̃ that does
not contain ⇤̃ = 0. This 90% HPD interval is the smallest
interval that contains 90% of the probability.

The PDFs for the NRTidal waveform models are bi-
modal. The secondary peak’s origin is the subject of
further investigation, but it may result from a specific
noise realization, as similar results have been seen with
injected waveforms with simulated Gaussian noise (see
Fig. 4 of [135]).

In Fig. 11 we also show posteriors of ⇤̃ (gray PDFs)
predicted by the same EOSs as in Fig. 10, evaluated us-
ing the masses m1 and m2 sampled from the posterior.
The sharp cuto↵ to the right of each EOS posterior cor-
responds to the equal mass ratio boundary. Again, as in
Fig. 10, the EOSs MS1, MS1b, and H4 lie outside the
90% credible upper limit, and are therefore disfavored.

The di↵erences between the high-spin prior and low-
spin prior can be better understood from the joint pos-
terior for ⇤̃ and the mass ratio q. Figure 12 shows these
posteriors for the PhenomPNRT model without reweight-
ing by the prior. For mass ratios near q = 1, the two
posteriors are similar. However, the high-spin prior al-
lows for a larger range of mass ratios, and for smaller
values of q there is more support for small values of ⇤̃.
If we restrict the mass ratio to q >⇠ 0.5, or equivalently
m2

>⇠ 1 M�, we find that there is less support for small
values of ⇤̃, and the two posteriors for ⇤̃ are nearly iden-
tical.

To verify that we have reliably measured the tidal
parameters, we supplement the four waveforms used in
this paper with two time-domain EOB waveform models:
SEOBNRv4T [75, 136] and TEOBResumS [74]. SEOB-
NRv4T includes dynamical tides and the e↵ects of the
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FIG. 11. PDFs of the combined tidal parameter ⇤̃ for the
high-spin (top) and low-spin (bottom) priors. Unlike in Fig. 6,
the PDFs have been reweighted by dividing by the origi-
nal prior for ⇤̃ (also shown). The 90% HPD credible in-
tervals are represented by vertical lines for each of the four
waveform models: TaylorF2, PhenomDNRT, SEOBNRT, and
PhenomPNRT. For the high-spin prior, the lower limit on
the credible interval is ⇤̃ = 0. The seven gray PDFs are
those for the seven representative EOSs using the masses es-
timated with the PhenomPNRT model. Their normalization
constants have been rescaled to fit in the figure. For these
EOSs, a 1.36M� NS has a radius of 10.4 km (WFF1), 11.3 km
(APR4), 11.7 km (SLy), 12.4 km (MPA1), 14.0 km (H4),
14.5 km (MS1b), and 14.9 km (MS1).

spin-induced quadrupole moment. TEOBResumS incor-
porates a gravitational-self-force re-summed tidal poten-
tial and the spin-induced quadrupole moment. Both
models are compatible with state-of-the-art BNS numer-
ical simulations up to merger [77, 137].

Unfortunately, these waveform models are too expen-
sive to be used for parameter estimation with LALIn-
ference. We therefore use the parallelized, but less
validated parameter estimation code RapidPE [78, 79].
This code uses a di↵erent procedure from the standard
LALInference code for generating posterior samples
and allows for parameter estimation with significantly
more expensive waveform models. For each point in the
intrinsic parameter space, RapidPE marginalizes over
the extrinsic parameters with Monte Carlo integration.
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FIG. 4. Marginalized posteriors for the binary inclination
(✓JN) and luminosity distance (DL) using a uniform-in-volume
prior (blue) and EM-constrained luminosity distance prior
(purple) [104]. The dashed and solid contours enclose the
50% and 90% credible regions respectively. Both analyses
use a low-spin prior and make use of the known location of
SSS17a. 1-D marginal distributions have been renormalized
to have equal maxima to facilitate comparison, and the ver-
tical and horizontal lines mark 90% credible intervals.

gle ✓JN = 151+15
�11 deg (low-spin) and ✓JN = 153+15

�11 deg
(high spin). This measurement is consistent for both the
high-spin and low-spin cases, since the EM measurements
constrain the source of GW170817 to higher luminosity
distances and correspondingly more face-on inclination
values. They are also consistent with the limits reported
in previous studies using afterglow measurements [108]
and combined GW and EM constraints [104, 109, 110] to
infer the inclination of the binary.

B. Masses

Owing to its low mass, most of the SNR for GW170817
comes from the inspiral phase, while the merger and
post-merger phases happen at frequencies above 1 kHz,
where LIGO and Virgo are less sensitive (Fig. 1). This
is di↵erent than the BBH systems detected so far,
e.g. GW150914 [111–114] or GW170814 [52]. The inspiral
phase evolution of a compact binary coalescence can be
written as a PN expansion, a power series in v/c, where v

is the characteristic velocity within the system [87]. The
intrinsic parameters on which the system depends enter
the expansion at di↵erent PN orders. Generally speak-
ing, parameters which enter at lower orders have a large
impact on the phase evolution, and are thus easier to
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FIG. 5. 90% credible regions for component masses using
the four waveform models for the high-spin prior (top) and
low-spin prior (bottom). The true thickness of the contour,
determined by the uncertainty in the chirp mass, is too small
to show. The points mark the edge of the 90% credible re-
gions. 1-D marginal distributions have been renormalized to
have equal maxima, and the vertical and horizontal lines give
the 90% upper and lower limits on m1 and m2, respectively.

measure using the inspiral portion of the signal.

The chirp mass M enters the phase evolution at the
lowest order, thus we expect it to be the best-constrained
among the source parameters [32, 80, 92, 93]. The mass
ratio q, and consequently the component masses, are in-
stead harder to measure due to two main factors: 1)

Masses	of	the	binary	components

Mchirp
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FIG. 9. Inferred spin parameters using the PhenomPNRT
model as in Fig. 8, but in the low-spin case where the dimen-
sionless component spin magnitudes � < 0.05. The posterior
probability densities for the dimensionless spin components
and for �p are plotted at the reference gravitational wave fre-
quency of f = 100 Hz.

by the small uncertainty in chirp mass. The lengths of
these bands are determined by the uncertainty in mass
ratio. They have most of their support near the ⇤1 = ⇤2

line corresponding to the equal mass case, and end at the
90% lower limit for the mass ratio. The predicted values
of the tidal parameters for the EOSs MS1, MS1b, and H4
lie well outside of the 90% credible region for both the
low-spin and high-spin priors, and for all waveform mod-
els. This can be compared to Fig. 5 of [3] where H4 was
still marginally consistent with the 90% credible region.

The leading tidal contribution to the GW phase evo-
lution is a mass-weighted linear combination of the two
tidal parameters ⇤̃ [135]. It first appears at 5PN order
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FIG. 10. PDFs for the tidal deformability parameters ⇤1 and
⇤2 using the high-spin (top) and low-spin (bottom) priors.
The blue shading is the PDF for the precessing waveform
PhenomPNRT. The 50% (dashed) and 90% (solid) credible
regions are shown for the four waveform models. The seven
black curves are the tidal parameters for the seven represen-
tative EOS models using the masses estimated with the Phe-
nomPNRT model, ending at the ⇤1 = ⇤2 boundary.

and is defined such that ⇤̃ = ⇤1 = ⇤2 when m1 = m2:

⇤̃ =
16

13

(m1 + 12m2)m4
1⇤1 + (m2 + 12m1)m4

2⇤2

(m1 + m2)5
. (5)

In Fig. 11 we show marginalized posteriors of ⇤̃ for the
two spin priors and four waveform models. Because we
used flat priors for ⇤1 and ⇤2, the prior for ⇤̃, and thus

⇤̃ =
16

13(1 + q)5
⇥
(1 + 12q)⇤1 + (12 + q)q4⇤2

⇤
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GW170817: Constraints on  
binary parameters

• Chirp mass gives rigid lower limit to the total mass 
 

• Tidal deformability: 
 

6

Low-spin prior (�  0.05) High-spin prior (�  0.89)

Binary inclination ✓JN 146+25
�27 deg 152+21

�27 deg

Binary inclination ✓JN using EM distance constraint [104] 151+15
�11 deg 153+15

�11 deg

Detector frame chirp mass Mdet 1.1975+0.0001
�0.0001M� 1.1976+0.0004

�0.0002M�

Chirp mass M 1.186+0.001
�0.001M� 1.186+0.001

�0.001M�

Primary mass m1 (1.36, 1.60) M� (1.36, 1.89) M�

Secondary mass m2 (1.16, 1.36) M� (1.00, 1.36) M�

Total mass m 2.73+0.04
�0.01M� 2.77+0.22

�0.05M�

Mass ratio q (0.73, 1.00) (0.53, 1.00)

E↵ective spin �e↵ 0.00+0.02
�0.01 0.02+0.08

�0.02

Primary dimensionless spin �1 (0.00, 0.04) (0.00, 0.50)

Secondary dimensionless spin �2 (0.00, 0.04) (0.00, 0.61)

Tidal deformability ⇤̃ with flat prior 300+500
�190(symmetric)/ 300+420

�230(HPD) (0, 630)

TABLE II. Properties for GW170817 inferred using the PhenomPNRT waveform model. All properties are source properties
except for the detector frame chirp mass Mdet = M(1 + z). Errors quoted as x+z

�y represent the median, 5% lower limit, and
95% upper limit. Errors quoted as (x, y) are one-sided 90% lower or upper limits, and are used when one side is bounded by
a prior. For the masses, m1 is bounded from below and m2 is bounded from above by the equal mass line. The mass ratio
is bounded by q  1. For the tidal parameter ⇤̃, we quote results using a constant (flat) prior in ⇤̃. In the high-spin case we
quote a 90% upper limit for ⇤̃, while in the low-spin case we report both the symmetric 90% credible interval and the 90%
highest posterior density (HPD) interval, which is the smallest interval that contains 90% of the probability.

FIG. 3. The improved localization of GW170817, with the lo-
cation of the associated counterpart SSS17a/AT 2017gfo. The
darker and lighter green shaded regions correspond to 50%
and 90% credible regions respectively, and the gray dashed
line encloses the previously-derived 90% credible region pre-
sented in [3].

arise because under that prior our weak constraint on
precession (see Sec. III C) helps to rule out binary in-
clinations which are closer to edge-on and where preces-

sion e↵ects would be measurable, and hence increases the
lower bound on the luminosity distance. Meanwhile, the
upper bound on the luminosity distance is achieved with
face-o↵ binary inclinations, and is nearly the same for
both high-spin and low-spin cases.

This same weak constraint on precession leads to a
tighter constraint on the inclination angle in the high-
spin case when using the precessing signal model Phe-
nomPNRT, ✓JN = 152+21

�27 deg, as compared to the low-
spin case. The inclination measurement in the low-spin
case, ✓JN = 146+25

�27 deg, agrees with the inferred values
for both the high- and low-spin cases of our three wave-
form models that treat only aligned-spins (see Table IV
in Appendix A). This gives further evidence that it is the
absence of strong precession e↵ects in the signal, which
can only occur in the high-spin case of the precessing
model, that leads to tighter constraints on ✓JN . This
tighter constraint is absent for systems restricted to the
lower spins expected from Galactic NS binaries.

Conversely, EM measurements of the distance to the
host galaxy can be used to reduce the e↵ect of this degen-
eracy, improving constraints on the luminosity distance
of the binary and its inclination, which may be useful for
constraining emission mechanisms. Figure 4 compares
our posterior estimates for distance and inclination with
no a priori assumptions regarding the distance to the
binary (i.e., using a uniform-in-volume prior) to the im-
proved constraints from an EM-informed prior for the
distance to the binary. For the EM-informed results we
have reweighted the posterior distribution to use a prior
in distance following a normal distribution with mean
40.7 Mpc and standard deviation 2.36 Mpc [104]. This
leads to improved measurements of the inclination an-
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FIG. 6. Posterior PDF for the e↵ective spin parameter �e↵

using the high-spin prior (top) and low-spin prior (bottom).
The four waveform models used are TaylorF2, PhenomDNRT,
PhenomPNRT, and SEOBNRT.

�p and the individual spins are extracted. For the pre-
cessing waveform PhenomPNRT used in this work, we
use 100 Hz.

As discussed previously we use two choices for priors on
component spins, a prior which allows for high spins (� 
0.89) and one which restricts to lower spin magnitudes
(�  0.05). The choice of prior has a strong impact on
our spin inferences, which in turn influences the inferred
component masses through the q–�e↵ degeneracy.

Figure 6 shows the marginalized posterior probabil-
ity distributions for �e↵ from the four waveform mod-
els, along with the high-spin and low-spin priors. For
the high-spin case we find that negative values of �e↵

are mostly excluded for all of the models, although small
negative �e↵ and negligible values are still allowed. Large
values of �e↵ are also excluded, and the 90% credi-
ble interval for PhenomPNRT is �e↵ 2 (�0.00, 0.10).
The uncertainty in �e↵ is reduced by nearly a factor of
two as compared with the more conservative constraint
�e↵ 2 (�0.01, 0.17) reported in [3] for this prior, and
remains consistent with negligibly small spins. For the
low-spin prior, the constraints on negative values of �e↵

are nearly identical, but in this case the upper end of the
�e↵ marginal posterior is shaped by the prior distribu-
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q

� < 0.89

� < 0.05

FIG. 7. Marginalized two-dimensional posteriors for the ef-
fective spin �e↵ and mass ratio q using the PhenomPNRT
model for the high-spin prior (blue) and low-spin prior (or-
ange). The 50% (dashed) and 90% (solid) credible regions are
shown for the joint posterior. The 90% credible interval for
�e↵ is shown by vertical lines and the 90% lower limit for q
is shown by horizontal lines. 1-D marginal distributions have
been renormalized to have equal maxima.

tion. The 90% credible interval in the low-spin case for
PhenomPNRT is �e↵ 2 (�0.01, 0.02), which is the same
range as reported in [3] for the low-spin case.

Figure 7 shows two-dimensional marginalized pos-
teriors for q and �e↵ for PhenomPNRT, illustrating
the degeneracy between these parameters. The two-
dimensional posterior distributions are truncated at the
boundary q = 1, and when combined with the degeneracy
this causes a positive skew in the marginalized �e↵ poste-
riors, as seen in Fig. 6 [132]. Compared to the high-spin
priors, the low-spin prior on �e↵ cuts o↵ smaller values
of q, favoring nearly equal-mass systems.

While all of the models provide constraints on the ef-
fective spin, only the PhenomPNRT model provides con-
straints on the spin-precession of the binary. The top
panel of Fig. 8 shows the inferred component spin magni-
tudes and orientations for the high-spin case. In the high-
spin case, Fig. 8 shows that we rule out large spin compo-
nents aligned or anti-aligned with L, but the constraints
on in-plane spin components are weaker. As such, we
can only rule out large values for the e↵ective precession
parameter �p, as seen in the bottom panel of Fig 8, with
the upper 90th percentile at 0.53. Nevertheless, in this
case we can place bounds on the magnitudes of the com-
ponent spins; we find that the 90% upper bounds are
�1  0.50 and �2  0.61, still well above the range of
spins inferred for Galactic binary neutron stars.

Mass	ra4o-spin	degeneracy

⇤̃ < 800 (90%)
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Ref:	LIGO/Virgo	2018

※						depends	only	weakly	on	the	mass	ra4o	for	fixed	chirp	mass

⇤1.4 < 800 (90%)
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GW170817:  
ElectromagneDc Counterparts

• ElectromagneDc (EM) counterparts 
 to GW170817 were observed simultaneously  
over the enDre wavelength range  
 (from radio to gamma wavelengths) 

• The follow-up observaDon of  
the electromagneDc counterparts  
allowed us to idenDfy the host galaxy  
(NGC4993: ~40 Mpc) 

• Observed lightcurves and spectra provided  
the physical implicaDon to  
the merger ~ post-merger dynamics of the system  
 
(property of merger remnant, 
 r-process	nucleosynthesis,  
 existence of relaDvisDc jets,…)

In the mid-1960s, gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were discovered
by the Vela satellites, and their cosmic origin was first established
by Klebesadel et al. (1973). GRBs are classified as long or short,
based on their duration and spectral hardness(Dezalay et al. 1992;
Kouveliotou et al. 1993). Uncovering the progenitors of GRBs
has been one of the key challenges in high-energy astrophysics
ever since(Lee & Ramirez-Ruiz 2007). It has long been
suggested that short GRBs might be related to neutron star
mergers (Goodman 1986; Paczynski 1986; Eichler et al. 1989;
Narayan et al. 1992).

In 2005, the field of short gamma-ray burst (sGRB) studies
experienced a breakthrough (for reviews see Nakar 2007; Berger
2014) with the identification of the first host galaxies of sGRBs
and multi-wavelength observation (from X-ray to optical and
radio) of their afterglows (Berger et al. 2005; Fox et al. 2005;
Gehrels et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005b; Villasenor et al. 2005).
These observations provided strong hints that sGRBs might be
associated with mergers of neutron stars with other neutron stars
or with black holes. These hints included: (i) their association with
both elliptical and star-forming galaxies (Barthelmy et al. 2005;
Prochaska et al. 2006; Berger et al. 2007; Ofek et al. 2007; Troja
et al. 2008; D’Avanzo et al. 2009; Fong et al. 2013), due to a very
wide range of delay times, as predicted theoretically(Bagot et al.
1998; Fryer et al. 1999; Belczynski et al. 2002); (ii) a broad
distribution of spatial offsets from host-galaxy centers(Berger
2010; Fong & Berger 2013; Tunnicliffe et al. 2014), which was
predicted to arise from supernova kicks(Narayan et al. 1992;
Bloom et al. 1999); and (iii) the absence of associated
supernovae(Fox et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005c, 2005a;
Soderberg et al. 2006; Kocevski et al. 2010; Berger et al.
2013a). Despite these strong hints, proof that sGRBs were
powered by neutron star mergers remained elusive, and interest
intensified in following up gravitational-wave detections electro-
magnetically(Metzger & Berger 2012; Nissanke et al. 2013).

Evidence of beaming in some sGRBs was initially found by
Soderberg et al. (2006) and Burrows et al. (2006) and confirmed

by subsequent sGRB discoveries (see the compilation and
analysis by Fong et al. 2015 and also Troja et al. 2016). Neutron
star binary mergers are also expected, however, to produce
isotropic electromagnetic signals, which include (i) early optical
and infrared emission, a so-called kilonova/macronova (hereafter
kilonova; Li & Paczyński 1998; Kulkarni 2005; Rosswog 2005;
Metzger et al. 2010; Roberts et al. 2011; Barnes & Kasen 2013;
Kasen et al. 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Grossman et al.
2014; Barnes et al. 2016; Tanaka 2016; Metzger 2017) due to
radioactive decay of rapid neutron-capture process (r-process)
nuclei(Lattimer & Schramm 1974, 1976) synthesized in
dynamical and accretion-disk-wind ejecta during the merger;
and (ii) delayed radio emission from the interaction of the merger
ejecta with the ambient medium (Nakar & Piran 2011; Piran et al.
2013; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015; Hotokezaka et al. 2016). The
late-time infrared excess associated with GRB 130603B was
interpreted as the signature of r-process nucleosynthesis (Berger
et al. 2013b; Tanvir et al. 2013), and more candidates were
identified later (for a compilation see Jin et al. 2016).
Here, we report on the global effort958 that led to the first joint

detection of gravitational and electromagnetic radiation from a
single source. An ∼ 100 s long gravitational-wave signal
(GW170817) was followed by an sGRB (GRB 170817A) and
an optical transient (SSS17a/AT 2017gfo) found in the host
galaxy NGC 4993. The source was detected across the
electromagnetic spectrum—in the X-ray, ultraviolet, optical,
infrared, and radio bands—over hours, days, and weeks. These
observations support the hypothesis that GW170817 was
produced by the merger of two neutron stars in NGC4993,
followed by an sGRB and a kilonova powered by the radioactive
decay of r-process nuclei synthesized in the ejecta.

Figure 1. Localization of the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, and optical signals. The left panel shows an orthographic projection of the 90% credible regions from
LIGO (190 deg2; light green), the initial LIGO-Virgo localization (31 deg2; dark green), IPN triangulation from the time delay between Fermi and INTEGRAL (light
blue), and Fermi-GBM (dark blue). The inset shows the location of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993 in the Swope optical discovery image at 10.9 hr after the
merger (top right) and the DLT40 pre-discovery image from 20.5 days prior to merger (bottom right). The reticle marks the position of the transient in both images.

958 A follow-up program established during initial LIGO-Virgo observations
(Abadie et al. 2012) was greatly expanded in preparation for Advanced LIGO-
Virgo observations. Partners have followed up binary black hole detections,
starting with GW150914 (Abbott et al. 2016a), but have discovered no firm
electromagnetic counterparts to those events.
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Gamma ray burst?

• Gamma ray signal was detected 1.7s aner the GW trigger  
…however, not typical short hard GRB? 

• Superluminal moDon of the radio counterpart  
→ existence of  a relaDvisDc jet
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Figure 2. The joint, multimessenger detection of GW170817 and GRB 170817A. Top: The summed GBM lightcurve for
sodium iodide (NaI) detectors 1, 2, and 5 for GRB 170817A between 10 and 50 keV, matching the 100 ms time bins of SPI-ACS
data. The background estimate from Goldstein et al. (2016) is overlaid in red. Second: The same as the top panel but in the
50–300 keV energy range. Third: The SPI-ACS lightcurve with the energy range starting approximately at 100 keV and with
a high energy limit of least 80 MeV. Bottom: The time-frequency map of GW170817 was obtained by coherently combining
LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-Livingston data. All times here are referenced to the GW170817 trigger time TGW

0 .

Figure 1: Proper motion of the radio counterpart of GW170817. The centroid offset posi-

tions (shown by 1� errorbars) and 3�-12� contours of the radio source detected 75 d (black)

and 230 d (red) post-merger with Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) at 4.5 GHz. The

two VLBI epochs have image RMS noise of 5.0 µJy beam�1 and 5.6 µJy beam�1 (natural-

weighting) respectively, and the peak flux densities of GW170817 are 58 µJy beam�1 and 48 µJy

beam�1 respectively. The radio source is consistent with being unresolved at both epochs. The

shape of the synthesized beam for the images from both epochs are shown as dotted ellipses to the

lower right corner. The proper motion vector of the radio source has a magnitude of 2.7± 0.3 mas

and a position angle of 86o ± 18o, over 155 d.

75	days
230	days

Ref:	LIGO/Virgo/Fermi/INTEGRAL		2017
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• A	Kilonova/macronova	model	with	mul4ple	components	well	interprets	the	op4cal-Infrared	observa4on  
(see	e.g.,	Kasliwal	et	al.	2017,	Cowperthwaite	et	al.	2017,	Kasen	et	al.	2017,	Villar	et	al.	2017)	

• early-blue	component	(~1day)	from	lanthanide-free	ejecta	(~0.01	M_sun,	opacity	~0.1-1	cm^2/g) 
+	long-las4ng	red	component	(~10days)	from	lanthanide-rich	ejecta	(~0.04	M_sun,	opacity	~10	cm^2/g)
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Figure 5 | A unified kilonova model explaining the optical/infrared counterpart of 

GW170817. The model is the superposition of the emission from two spatially distinct 

ejecta components: a ‘blue’ kilonova (light r-process ejecta with M = 0.025M
!

, vk = 0.3c 

and Xlan = 10"4) plus a ‘red’ kilonova (heavy r-process ejecta with M = 0.04M
!

, 

vk = 0.15c, and Xlan = 10"1.5). a, Optical–infrared spectral time series, where the black line 

is the sum of the light r-process (blue line) and heavy r-process (red line) contributions. 

b, Composite broadband light curves. The light r-process component produces the rapidly 

evolving optical emission while the heavy r-process component produces the extended 

infrared emission. The composite model predicts a distinctive colour evolution, spectral 

continuum shape and infrared spectral peaks, all of which resemble the properties of 

AT 2017gfo. 
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Red	kilonova	
			M	~	0.03	Msun	
			v	~	0.1	c

Blue	kilonova		
			M	~	0.02	Msun	
			v	~	0.25c Too	fast		

as	post-merger	ejecta??

Too	massive	as	
dynamical	ejecta??

See	e.g.,	Metzger+18,	 
Waxman+18

What	is	the	origin	of	blue/red	kilonova?

Post-merger	ejecta		
Inside	of	dynamical	ejecta	
(less	dynamical	ejecta	 
near	the	pole)

Blue	(lanthanide-free)

Red	(lanthanide-rich)

ref)	Masaomi’s	slide

81
※radia9on	transfer	effect	among	the	mul9ple	ejecta	components	would	change	the	ejecta	mass	es9ma9on



MulD-messenger Astronomy 

• The first opportunity of  
mul9-messenger	astronomy  
with the combinaDon GW and EM observaDon 

• Host galaxy + GW luminosity distance  
→ Hubble parameter 

• Time delay of Gamma ray observaDon: 
→ GW propagaDon speed  

• Tidal deformability + EM Constraint 
→ Tighter limit on the NS property  
(e.g. Radice & Dai  2018, Kiuchi et al. 2019)

14

4.1. Speed of Gravity

Assuming a small di↵erence in travel time �t between
photons and GWs, and the known travel distance D, the
fractional speed di↵erence during the trip can be written
�v/vEM ⇡ vEM�t/D, where �v = vGW�vEM is the dif-
ference between the speed of gravity vGW and the speed
of light vEM. This relation is less constraining for small
distances, hence we conservatively use here D = 26Mpc,
the lower bound of the 90% credible interval on luminos-
ity distance derived from the GW signal (Abbott et al.
2017a). If we conservatively assume that the peak of the
GW signal and the first photons were emitted simulta-
neously, attributing the entire (+1.74 ± 0.05) s lag to
faster travel by the GW signal, this time di↵erence pro-
vides an upper bound on �v. To obtain a lower bound
on �v, one can assume that the two signals were emitted
at times di↵ering by more than (+1.74±0.05) s with the
faster EM signal making up some of the di↵erence. As
a conservative bound relative to the few second delays
discussed in Section 2.1, we assume the SGRB signal
was emitted 10 s after the GW signal. The resulting
constraint on the fractional speed di↵erence is

�3 ⇥ 10�15  �v

vEM

 +7 ⇥ 10�16 . (1)

The intergalactic medium dispersion has negligible im-
pact on the gamma-ray photon speed, with an expected
propagation delay many orders of magnitude smaller
than our errors on vGW.

Lags much longer than 10 s are proposed in alterna-
tive models (e.g., Ciolfi & Siegel 2015; Rezzolla & Ku-
mar 2015), and emission of photons before the merger
is also possible (Tsang et al. 2012). Hence, certain ex-
otic scenarios can extend this time di↵erence window to
(�100 s, 1000 s), yielding a 2 orders of magnitude broad-
ening of the allowed velocity range on either side. While
the emission times of the two messengers are inherently
model dependent, conservative assumptions yield dra-
matic improvements over existing indirect (Kostelecký
& Russell 2017) and direct (Cornish et al. 2017) con-
straints, which allow for time di↵erences of more than
1000 years. Future joint GW-GRB detection should al-
low disentangling the emission time di↵erence from the
relative propagation time, as only the latter is expected
to depend on distance.

4.2. Lorentz Invariance Violation Limits

Within a comprehensive e↵ective field theory descrip-
tion of Lorentz violation (Colladay & Kostelecký 1997;
Colladay & Kostelecký 1998; Kostelecký 2004; Tasson
2014), the relative group velocity of GWs and EM waves,
is controlled by di↵erences in coe�cients for Lorentz vi-
olation in the gravitational sector and the photon sector

at each mass dimension d (Kostelecký & Mewes 2016,
2009; Kostelecký & Mewes 2008; Wei et al. 2017). We
focus here on the non-birefringent, non-dispersive limit
at mass dimension d = 4, as it yields by far the most
impressive results. In this case, the di↵erence in group
velocities for the two sectors takes the form

�v = �
X

`m
`2

Y`m(n̂)
⇣

1

2
(�1)1+`s(4)

`m � c(4)

(I)`m

⌘
. (2)

The result is presented in a spherical harmonic, Y`m, ba-
sis, s(4)

`m and c(4)

(I)`m being spherical-basis coe�cients for
Lorentz violation in the gravitational and EM sectors,
respectively. The direction n̂ refers to the sky position
(provided in Coulter et al. 2017b,a).

For ease of comparison with the many existing sen-
sitivities (Shao 2014a,b; Shao et al. 2017; Kostelecký
& Tasson 2015; Bourgoin et al. 2016; Le Poncin-Lafitte
et al. 2016; Kostelecký & Russell 2017) to the d = 4
gravity-sector coe�cients (Bailey & Kostelecký 2006;
Hees et al. 2016), an analysis in which the coe�cients are
constrained one at a time is useful (Flowers et al. 2016),
with all other coe�cients, including the EM sector ones,
set to zero. These results are presented in Table 1 along
with the best constraints for each coe�cient prior to this
work. These results can be compared with the isotropic
A, ↵LV Lorentz violation parametrization (Mirshekari
et al. 2012) used by Abbott et al. (2017g) in dispersive
GW tests. The ↵LV = 2 limit of this parametrization
is equivalent to the isotropic limit of the framework dis-
cussed above, with s(4)

00
!

p
4⇡A. Constraints on A for

↵LV = 2 can be obtained from the first line of Table 1;
these cannot be established within the analysis carried
out in Abbott et al. (2017g).

4.3. Test of the Equivalence Principle

Probing whether EM radiation and GWs are a↵ected
by background gravitational potentials in the same way
is a test of the equivalence principle (Will 2014). One
way to achieve this is to use the Shapiro e↵ect (Shapiro
1964), which predicts that the propagation time of mass-
less particles in curved spacetime, i.e., through gravi-
tational fields, is slightly increased with respect to the
flat spacetime case. We will consider the following sim-
ple parametrized form of the Shapiro delay (Krauss &
Tremaine 1988; Longo 1988; Gao et al. 2015; Kahya &
Desai 2016):

�tS = �1 + �

c3

Z ro

re

U(r(l))dl, (3)

where re and ro denote emission and observation po-
sitions, respectively, U(r) is the gravitational poten-
tial, and the integral is computed along the wave path.

3

The measurement of the GW polarization is cru-
cial for inferring the binary inclination. This in-
clination, ◆, is defined as the angle between the
line of sight vector from the source to the detec-
tor and the orbital angular momentum vector of
the binary system. For electromagnetic (EM) phe-
nomena it is typically not possible to tell whether a
system is orbiting clockwise or counter-clockwise
(or, equivalently, face-on or face-off), and sources
are therefore usually characterized by a viewing
angle: min (◆, 180� � ◆). By contrast, GW mea-
surements can identify the sense of the rotation,
and thus ◆ ranges from 0 (counter-clockwise) to
180 deg (clockwise). Previous GW detections by
LIGO had large uncertainties in luminosity dis-
tance and inclination (Abbott et al. 2016a) because
the two LIGO detectors that were involved are
nearly co-aligned, preventing a precise polariza-
tion measurement. In the present case, thanks to
Virgo as an additional detector, the cosine of the
inclination can be constrained at 68.3% (1�) con-
fidence to the range [�1.00,�0.81] corresponding
to inclination angles between [144, 180] deg. This
implies that the plane of the binary orbit is almost,
but not quite, perpendicular to our line of sight
to the source (◆ ⇡ 180 deg), which is consistent
with the observation of a coincident GRB (LVC,
GBM, & INTEGRAL 2017 in prep.; Goldstein et
al. 2017, ApJL, submitted; Savchenko et al. 2017,
ApJL, submitted). We report inferences on cos ◆
because our prior for it is flat, so the posterior is
proportional to the marginal likelihood for it from
the GW observations.

EM follow-up of the GW sky localization re-
gion (Abbott et al. 2017c) discovered an opti-
cal transient (Coulter et al. 2017; Soares-Santos
et al. 2017; Valenti et al. 2017; Arcavi et al. 2017;
Tanvir et al. 2017; Lipunov et al. 2017) in close
proximity to the galaxy NGC 4993. The location
of the transient was previously observed by the
Distance Less Than 40 Mpc (DLT40) survey on
2017 July 27.99 UT and no sources were found
(Valenti et al. 2017). We estimate the probability

Figure 1. GW170817 measurement of H0. Marginal-
ized posterior density for H0 (blue curve). Constraints
at 1- and 2� from Planck (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016) and SHoES (Riess et al. 2016) are shown in
green and orange. The maximum a posteriori value
and minimal 68.3% credible interval from this PDF is
H0 = 70.0+12.0

�8.0 km s�1Mpc�1. The 68.3% (1�) and
95.4% (2�) minimal credible intervals are indicated by
dashed and dotted lines.

of a random chance association between the opti-
cal counterpart and NGC 4993 to be 0.004% (see
the Methods section for details). In what follows
we assume that the optical counterpart is associ-
ated with GW170817, and that this source resides
in NGC 4993.

To compute H0 we need to estimate the back-
ground Hubble flow velocity at the position of
NGC 4993. In the traditional electromagnetic cal-
ibration of the cosmic “distance ladder” (Freed-
man et al. 2001), this step is commonly carried
out using secondary distance indicator informa-
tion, such as the Tully-Fisher relation (Sakai et al.
2000), which allows one to infer the background
Hubble flow velocity in the local Universe scaled
back from more distant secondary indicators cal-
ibrated in quiet Hubble flow. We do not adopt
this approach here, however, in order to preserve
more fully the independence of our results from
the electromagnetic distance ladder. Instead we
estimate the Hubble flow velocity at the position

Ref:	LIGO/Virgo		2017

Ref:	LIGO/Virgo/Fermi/INTEGRAL		2017
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2 David Radice, Liang Dai: Multimessenger Parameter Estimation of GW170817

Mdet = (1+ z) (M1 M2)3/5/(M1 +M2)1/5 is the detector-
frame chirp mass, q = M2/M1  1 is the binary mass
ratio, �e↵ = (M1�1z + M2�2z)/(M1 + M2) and �a =
(�1z � �2z)/2 are the parameters describing spin com-
ponents aligned with the binary orbital angular momen-
tum, and tc,1 and tc,2 are the arrival times at Livingston
and at Hanford, respectively. Not aiming to measure the
source’s orientation and its sky position, we independently
maximize the likelihood at each detector with respect to
a constant wave phase and an amplitude normalization,
and we assume that tc,1 and tc,2 can be independently ad-
justed. This approximation greatly simplifies the param-
eter estimation by reducing the number of parameters.
Since GW170817 has a high matched filtering signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), this simplification does not bias the
maximum-likelihood values of the parameters but only
leads to percent-level increase of their uncertainties [51].

Assuming GW and EM data to be independent, we
can write the joint GW and EM likelihood as the product
of the separate likelihoods, namely

P
⇥
{dGW, dEM}|✓

⇤
= P [dGW|✓] P [dEM|✓], (1)

where dGW and dEM denote the GW and EM data, re-
spectively.

We compute the first factor with the relative binning
method [52, 53]. We use the noise-subtracted LIGO data
release1 of GW170817 and include frequencies in the range
[23, 1000] Hz. The exclusion of higher frequency GW data
results in a slightly broader posterior of ⇤̃ whose support
also extends to somewhat larger values, as discussed in
detail in Ref. [53]. It is important, however, to remark that
the two NSs first touch when the GW frequency is between
1.0 kHz and 1.5 kHz [54]. It is thus not clear whether or not
current waveform models, which are typically constructed
by adding tidal corrections to point particle models, are
reliable past 1 kHz, e.g., Ref. [55]. Consequently, to be
conservative, we restrict our analysis to the part of the
GW signal below frequency of 1 kHz, which is theoretically
well understood. We use the phenomenological waveform
model IMRPhenomD NRTidal implemented in LALSuite.

We follow Ref. [2] for the choice of priors. Both com-
ponent masses have flat priors in the range [0.5, 7.7] M�.
The two dimensionless spin vectors have their moduli uni-
formly distributed in [0, 0.89] and have isotropic orienta-
tions. Their aligned components are then extracted and
used to evaluate the non-precessing waveform model
IMRPhenomD NRTidal.

Following the prescription of Ref. [24], we relate the
component tidal deformability parameters through ⇤1 =
⇤s q3 and ⇤2 = ⇤s/q3, where ⇤s is assigned a uniform
prior within [0, 5000]. This implicitly assumes that the
radii of the two NS are identical, which is a reasonable
approximation if no first-order phase transition occurs in
matter at densities intermediate between those achieved
in the secondary and in the primary NS. The error in-
troduced assuming that the NSs have a common radius

1 In the noise-substracted data release, the glitch that hap-
pened to overlap with GW170817 in the Livingston strain has
been removed by the LIGO/Virgo collaboration.
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Fig. 1. Remnant disk mass as a function of the tidal deforma-
bility parameter ⇤̃. The data points show the results from our
simulations, while the dashed line shows the fit in the form of
Eq. (3). The gray shaded region in the lower panel shows the
uncertainty � we use in Eq. (4). We find that disk formation
is suppressed in the case of prompt BH formation.

is much smaller than current statistical errors [24]. This
choice is also consistent with the use of data from our
simulations not accounting for the possibility of first or-
der phase transitions in dense matter. Finally, we exclude
⇤̃ > 5000 which is unreasonable with any plausible EOS.

Current models of the EM signal are not yet su�-
ciently advanced to follow the same procedure as for the
GW data. However, extant light curve models indicate
that 0.02�0.05 M� of material with a broad distribution
in electron fraction and asymptotic velocity of ⇠0.1 c is
needed to explain the observations [17,19–21,23]. Because
of their properties, these ejecta are thought to originate
from winds launched from the remnant accretion disk af-
ter merger, e.g., Ref. [56]. Long term simulations of post-
merger disks indicate that these winds can entrain 10�40 %
of the total disk mass [22, 57–74]. Consequently, we can
conservatively estimate that a disk of at least 0.04 M�
should have formed in GW170817. Accordingly, we ap-
proximate the EM likelihood as

P [dEM|✓] ' P [Mdisk(✓) > 0.04 M�]. (2)

We have performed numerical relativity simulations of
merging NS using the WhiskyTHC code [75–77]. We consid-
ered 29 binaries, including both equal and unequal mass
configurations and 4 temperature and composition depen-
dent nuclear EOSs: the DD2 EOS [78, 79], the BHB⇤�
EOS [80], the LS220 EOS [81], and the SFHo EOS [82].
The simulations included temperature and compositional
changes due to the emission of neutrinos using a leakage
scheme [83]. A detailed account of the numerical results is
given in Refs. [46, 49, 73].

The simulation data suggest that the remnant disk
masses can be related to the tidal deformability param-

�v = vGW � vEM
<latexit sha1_base64="2V5Q0UxgalilCVaroka4NJJOYes=">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</latexit>



GW170817:Further constraints on  
Λ/Radius/Maximum mass

• Analysis of GW data with further assumpDons 

• Lower limit on the NS Ddal deformability / radius  
based on EM observaDon 

• Upper limit on the maximum mass  
based on EM observaDon



Analysis of GW data with further 
assumpDons

• Tighter constraints on  
the NS Ddal deformability and radius  
are obtained by considering  

• the same NS EoS for two objects  
 (c.f. twin stars) 

• current lower limit for the NS maximum mass 
(Mmax > 1.97 Msun : Antoniadis et al. 2013) 
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directly in an EOS parameter space. We sample uni-
formly in all EOS parameters within the following ranges:
�0 2 [0.2, 2], �1 2 [�1.6, 1.7], �2 2 [�0.6, 0.6], and
�3 2 [�0.02, 0.02] and additionally impose that the adi-
abatic index �(p) 2 [0.6, 4.5]. This choice of prior
ranges for the EOS parameters was chosen such that our
parametrization encompasses a wide range of candidate
EOSs [110]. Then for each sample, the four EOS pa-
rameters and the masses are mapped to a (⇤1,⇤2) pair
through the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equa-
tions describing the equilibrium configuration of a spher-
ical star [119]. The two tidal deformabilities are then used
to compute the waveform template.

Sampling directly in the EOS parameter space allows for
certain prior constraints to be conveniently incorporated in
the analysis. In our analysis, we impose the following cri-
teria on all EOS and mass samples: (i) causality, the speed
of sound in the NS must be less than the speed of light (plus
10% to allow for imperfect parameterization) up to the cen-
tral pressure of the heaviest star supported by the EOS; (ii)
internal consistency, the EOS must support the proposed
masses of each component; and (iii) observational consis-
tency, the EOS must have a maximum mass at least as high
as previously observed NS masses, specifically 1.97M�.
Another condition the EOS must obey is that of thermody-
namic stability; the EOS must be monotonically increasing
(d✏/dp > 0). This condition is built into the parametriza-
tion [110], so we do not need to explicitly impose it.

RESULTS

We begin by demonstrating the improvement in the mea-
surement of the tidal deformability parameters due to im-
posing a common but unknown EOS for the two NSs. In
Fig. 1 we show the marginalized joint posterior PDF for
the individual tidal deformabilities. We show results from
our analysis using the ⇤a(⇤s, q) relation in green and the
parametrized EOS without a maximum mass constraint in
blue. These are compared to results from [52], where the
two tidal deformability parameters are sampled indepen-
dently, in orange. The shaded region marks the ⇤2 < ⇤1

region that is naturally excluded when a common realis-
tic EOS is assumed, but is not excluded from the analysis
of [52]. In both cases imposing a common EOS leads to
a smaller uncertainty in the tidal deformability measure-
ment. The area of the 90% credible region for the ⇤1–⇤2

posterior shrinks by a factor of ⇠ 3, which is consistent
with the results of [106] for soft EOSs and NSs with simi-
lar masses. The tidal deformability of a 1.4M� NS can be
estimated through a linear expansion of ⇤(m)m5 around
1.4M� as in [5, 48, 120] to be ⇤1.4 = 190+390

�120
at the 90%

level when a common EOS is imposed (here and through-
out this paper we quote symmetric credible intervals). Our
results suggest that “soft” EOSs such as APR4, which pre-
dict smaller values of the tidal deformability parameter, are

favored over “stiff” EOSs such as H4 or MS1, which pre-
dict larger values of the tidal deformability parameter and
lie outside the 90% credible region.
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FIG. 1. Marginalized posterior for the tidal deformabilities of the
two binary components of GW170817. The green shading shows
the posterior obtained using the ⇤a(⇤s, q) EOS-insensitive re-
lation to impose a common EOS for the two bodies, while the
green, blue, and orange lines denote 50% (dashed) and 90%
(solid) credible levels for the posteriors obtained using EOS-
insensitive relations, a parameterized EOS without a maximum
mass requirement, and independent EOSs (taken from [52]), re-
spectively. The grey shading corresponds to the unphysical re-
gion ⇤2 < ⇤1 while the seven black scatter regions give the
tidal parameters predicted by characteristic EOS models for this
event [113, 115, 121–125].

We next explore what inferences we can make about the
structure of NSs. We do this using the spectral EOS pa-
rameterization described above in combination with the re-
quirement that the EOS must support NSs up to at least
1.97M�, a conservative estimate based on the heaviest
known pulsar [65]. From this we obtain a posterior for
the NS interior pressure as a function of rest-mass density.
The result is shown in Fig. 2, along with predictions of
the pressure-density relationship from various EOS mod-
els. The pressure posterior is shifted from the 90% credible
prior region (marked by the orange lines) and towards the
soft floor of the parameterized family of EOS. This means
that the posterior is indicating more support for softer EOS
than the prior. The vertical lines denote the nuclear satu-
ration density and two more density values that are known
to approximately correlate with bulk macroscopic proper-
ties of NSs [19]. The pressure at twice (six times) the nu-
clear saturation density is measured to be 3.5+2.7

�1.7 ⇥ 1034

(9.0+7.9
�2.6 ⇥ 1035) dyn/cm2 at the 90% level.

The pressure posterior appears to show minor signs of a
bend above a density of ⇠ 5⇢nuc. Evidence of such behav-
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FIG. 3. The 90% credible region of the posterior probability for
the common radius R̂ and binary tidal deformability ⇤̃ with the
common EOS constraint for the three mass priors. The posteriors
for the individual parameters are shown with dotted lines at the
5%, 50% and 95% percentiles. The values of ⇤̃, and hence R̂
forbidden by causality have been excluded from the posteriors.

mon radius R̂ of the neutron stars in the binary. Our results
suggest a radius R̂ = 10.7+2.1

�1.6 ± 0.2 km (90% credible
interval, statistical and systematic errors) for the uniform
mass prior, R̂ = 10.9+2.1

�1.6±0.2 km for double neutron star
mass prior, and R̂ = 10.8+2.1

�1.6±0.2 km for the prior based
on all neutron star masses.

For the uniform mass prior, we computed the Bayes fac-
tor comparing a model with a prior ⇤s ⇠ U [0, 5000] to a
model with a prior ⇤s ⇠ U [0, 100]. We find log10(B) ⇠
1, suggesting that the data favors a model that includes
measurement of tidal deformability ⇤̃ & 100. However,
the evidences were calculated using thermodynamic inte-
gration of the MCMC chains [9]. We will investigate model
selection using, e.g., nested sampling [44] in a future work.

Finally, we note the post-Newtonian waveform family
used will result in systematic errors in our measurement of
the tidal deformability [45, 46]. However, this waveform
family allows a direct comparison to the results of Ref. [1].
Accurate modeling of the waveform is challenging, as the
errors in numerical simulations are comparable to the size
of the matter effects that we are trying to measure [47].
Waveform systematics and comparison of other waveform
models (e.g., [48]) will be investigated in a future work.

Discussion.—Using Bayesian parameter estimation, we
have measured the tidal deformability and common radius
of the neutron stars in GW170817. Table I summarizes
our findings. To compare to Ref. [1], which reports a 90%
upper limit on ⇤̃  800 under the assumption of a uni-
form prior on ⇤̃, we integrate the posterior for ⇤̃ to obtain
90% upper limits on ⇤̃. For the common EOS analyses,
these are 485, 521, and 516 for the uniform, double neu-

Mass prior ⇤̃ R̂ (km) B ⇤̃90%

Uniform 222+420
�138 10.7+2.1

�1.6 ± 0.2 369 < 485

Double neutron star 245+453
�151 10.9+2.1

�1.6 ± 0.2 125 < 521

Galactic neutron star 233+448
�144 10.8+2.1

�1.6 ± 0.2 612 < 516

TABLE I. Results from parameter estimation analyses using three
different mass prior choices with the common EOS constraint,
and applying the causal minimum constraint to ⇤(m). We show
90% credible intervals for ⇤̃, 90% credible intervals and system-
atic errors for R̂, Bayes factors B comparing our common EOS
to the unconstrained results, and the 90% upper limits on ⇤̃.

tron star, and Galactic neutron star component mass pri-
ors, respectively. We find that, in comparison to the un-
constrained analysis, the common EOS assumption signif-
icantly reduces the median value and 90% confidence up-
per bound of ⇤̃ by about 28% and 19%, respectively, for
all three mass priors. The difference between our common
EOS results for the three mass priors is consistent with the
physics of the gravitational waveform. At constant M, de-
creasing q causes the binary to inspiral more quickly [49].
At constant M and constant q, increasing ⇤̃ also causes the
binary to inspiral more quickly, so there is a mild degener-
acy between q and ⇤̃. The uniform mass prior allows the
largest range of mass ratios, so we can fit the data with a
larger q and smaller ⇤̃. The double neutron star mass prior
allows the smallest range of mass ratios, and so, a larger
⇤̃ is required to fit the data, with the Galactic neutron star
mass prior lying between these two cases.

Nevertheless, considering all analyses we performed
with different mass prior choices, we find a relatively ro-
bust measurement of the common neutron star radius with
a mean value hR̂i = 10.8 km bounded above by R̂ <

13.2 km and below by R̂ > 8.9 km. Nuclear theory and
experiment currently predict a somewhat smaller range by
2 km but with approximately the same centroid as our re-
sults [14, 50]. A minimum radius 10.5–11 km is strongly
supported by neutron matter theory [51–53], the unitary
gas [54], and most nuclear experiments [14, 50, 55]. The
only major nuclear experiment that could indicate radii
much larger than 13 km is the PREX neutron skin measure-
ment, but this has published error bars much larger than
previous analyses based on antiproton data, charge radii of
mirror nuclei, and dipole resonances. Our results are con-
sistent with photospheric radius expansion measurements
of x-ray binaries which obtain R ⇡ 10–12 km [12, 56, 57].
Reference [58] found from an analysis of five neutron stars
in quiescent low-mass x-ray binaries a common neutron
star radius 9.4 ± 1.2 km, but systematic effects includ-
ing uncertainties in interstellar absorption and the neutron
stars’ atmospheric compositions are large. Other analyses
have inferred 12± 0.7 [59] and 12.3± 1.8 km [60] for the
radii of 1.4M� quiescent sources.

We have found that the relation q
7.48

< ⇤1/⇤2 < q
5.76,

in fact, completely bounds the uncertainty for the range of
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FIG. 3. Marginalized posterior for the mass m and areal radius R of each binary component using EOS-insensitive relations (left panel)
and a parametrized EOS where we impose a lower limit on the maximum mass of 1.97M� (right panel). The top blue (bottom orange)
posterior corresponds to the heavier (lighter) NS. Example mass-radius curves for selected EOSs are overplotted in grey. The lines in
the top left denote the Schwarzschild BH (R = 2m) and Buchdahl (R = 9m/4) limits. In the one-dimensional plots, solid lines are
used for the posteriors, while dashed lines are used for the corresponding parameter priors. Dotted vertical lines are used for the bounds
of the 90% credible intervals.

ence [63] arrives at a similar conclusion using our ⇤̃ < 800
constraint [5] (though see [52] for an amended ⇤̃ bound)
and the observation that ⇤̃ is almost insensitive to the bi-
nary mass ratio [99]. Our improved estimate of ⇤1.4 =
190+390

�120
, and R1 = 10.8+2.0

�1.7 km and R2 = 10.7+2.1
�1.5 km

for the EOS-insensitive-relation analysis is roughly consis-
tent with these estimates (see for example Fig. 1 of [62]
and [58]). If we additionally enforce the heaviest ob-
served pulsar to be supported by placing direct constraints
on the EOS parameter space, we get further improvement
in the radius measurement, with R1 = 11.9+1.4

�1.4 km and
R2 = 11.9+1.4

�1.4 km.

A recent analysis of the GW170817 data was performed
in De et al. [53] using the TaylorF2 model, imposing that
the two NSs have the same radii which, under the addi-
tional assumption that ⇤ / C�6 (an alternative to the ⇤–
C relation used here [104]), directly relates the two tidal
deformabilities as ⇤1 = q6⇤2. De et al. constrain the
common NS radius to a 90% credible interval 8.7 km <
R̂ < 14.1 km, corresponding to a width of 5.4 km, which
is wider than the uncertainties on radii presented in this pa-
per by a factor of about two. There are differences in sev-
eral details of the set-up of the two analyses (most notably,
frequency range, data calibration, the noise PSD estima-
tion, waveform model, parameter priors, assumed relations
between radii and ⇤s and treatment of corresponding un-
certainties), each of which may be responsible for part of

the observed discrepancies. The analysis of De et al. re-
produces the initial tidal deformability results of Abbott
et al. [5], but improvements detailed in [52] and used in this
work improved our tidal constraints by ⇠ 10-20%. Here,
in contrast to De et al, we found that enforcing a common
EOS additionally restricts the recovered tidal parameters,
as shown in Fig 1. We note, however, that while our re-
sulting posteriors for the two NS radii are similar to each
other, a fraction of the posterior samples gives pairs with
significantly different NS radii, up to |R1 � R2| ⇠ 2 km.
Therefore, the De et al. analysis makes considerably dif-
ferent assumptions when enforcing a common EOS than
us.

Our results, and specifically the lower radius limit,
do not constitute observational proof of tidal effects in
GW170817, as our analysis has explicitly assumed that the
coalescing bodies were NSs both in terms of their spins
and tidal deformabilities. In particular, the spins are re-
stricted to small values typical for galactic NSs in binaries,
and the tidal deformabilites are calculated consistently as-
suming a common typical NS EoS. Moreover, the ⇤–C
map diverges as ⇤ approaches zero (BH), and therefore
the lower bounds obtained for the radii do not imply lower
bounds on the tidal deformabilities. Meanwhile, the analy-
sis of [52] assumes independent tidal parameters and finds
a lower bound on ⇤̃ only under the small-spin assumption
but not if spins larger than 0.05 are allowed.

The detection of GW170817 has opened new avenues in

⇤̃ = 222+420
�138
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Lower limit on  
the NS Ddal deformability / radius

• Constraints from the fact that  
EM counterparts are observed 

• Lower limit on the NS Ddal deformability 
/ radius based on the predicDon of 
numerical relaDvity simulaDons
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Mdet = (1+ z) (M1 M2)3/5/(M1 +M2)1/5 is the detector-
frame chirp mass, q = M2/M1  1 is the binary mass
ratio, �e↵ = (M1�1z + M2�2z)/(M1 + M2) and �a =
(�1z � �2z)/2 are the parameters describing spin com-
ponents aligned with the binary orbital angular momen-
tum, and tc,1 and tc,2 are the arrival times at Livingston
and at Hanford, respectively. Not aiming to measure the
source’s orientation and its sky position, we independently
maximize the likelihood at each detector with respect to
a constant wave phase and an amplitude normalization,
and we assume that tc,1 and tc,2 can be independently ad-
justed. This approximation greatly simplifies the param-
eter estimation by reducing the number of parameters.
Since GW170817 has a high matched filtering signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), this simplification does not bias the
maximum-likelihood values of the parameters but only
leads to percent-level increase of their uncertainties [51].

Assuming GW and EM data to be independent, we
can write the joint GW and EM likelihood as the product
of the separate likelihoods, namely

P
⇥
{dGW, dEM}|✓

⇤
= P [dGW|✓] P [dEM|✓], (1)

where dGW and dEM denote the GW and EM data, re-
spectively.

We compute the first factor with the relative binning
method [52, 53]. We use the noise-subtracted LIGO data
release1 of GW170817 and include frequencies in the range
[23, 1000] Hz. The exclusion of higher frequency GW data
results in a slightly broader posterior of ⇤̃ whose support
also extends to somewhat larger values, as discussed in
detail in Ref. [53]. It is important, however, to remark that
the two NSs first touch when the GW frequency is between
1.0 kHz and 1.5 kHz [54]. It is thus not clear whether or not
current waveform models, which are typically constructed
by adding tidal corrections to point particle models, are
reliable past 1 kHz, e.g., Ref. [55]. Consequently, to be
conservative, we restrict our analysis to the part of the
GW signal below frequency of 1 kHz, which is theoretically
well understood. We use the phenomenological waveform
model IMRPhenomD NRTidal implemented in LALSuite.

We follow Ref. [2] for the choice of priors. Both com-
ponent masses have flat priors in the range [0.5, 7.7] M�.
The two dimensionless spin vectors have their moduli uni-
formly distributed in [0, 0.89] and have isotropic orienta-
tions. Their aligned components are then extracted and
used to evaluate the non-precessing waveform model
IMRPhenomD NRTidal.

Following the prescription of Ref. [24], we relate the
component tidal deformability parameters through ⇤1 =
⇤s q3 and ⇤2 = ⇤s/q3, where ⇤s is assigned a uniform
prior within [0, 5000]. This implicitly assumes that the
radii of the two NS are identical, which is a reasonable
approximation if no first-order phase transition occurs in
matter at densities intermediate between those achieved
in the secondary and in the primary NS. The error in-
troduced assuming that the NSs have a common radius

1 In the noise-substracted data release, the glitch that hap-
pened to overlap with GW170817 in the Livingston strain has
been removed by the LIGO/Virgo collaboration.
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Fig. 1. Remnant disk mass as a function of the tidal deforma-
bility parameter ⇤̃. The data points show the results from our
simulations, while the dashed line shows the fit in the form of
Eq. (3). The gray shaded region in the lower panel shows the
uncertainty � we use in Eq. (4). We find that disk formation
is suppressed in the case of prompt BH formation.

is much smaller than current statistical errors [24]. This
choice is also consistent with the use of data from our
simulations not accounting for the possibility of first or-
der phase transitions in dense matter. Finally, we exclude
⇤̃ > 5000 which is unreasonable with any plausible EOS.

Current models of the EM signal are not yet su�-
ciently advanced to follow the same procedure as for the
GW data. However, extant light curve models indicate
that 0.02�0.05 M� of material with a broad distribution
in electron fraction and asymptotic velocity of ⇠0.1 c is
needed to explain the observations [17,19–21,23]. Because
of their properties, these ejecta are thought to originate
from winds launched from the remnant accretion disk af-
ter merger, e.g., Ref. [56]. Long term simulations of post-
merger disks indicate that these winds can entrain 10�40 %
of the total disk mass [22, 57–74]. Consequently, we can
conservatively estimate that a disk of at least 0.04 M�
should have formed in GW170817. Accordingly, we ap-
proximate the EM likelihood as

P [dEM|✓] ' P [Mdisk(✓) > 0.04 M�]. (2)

We have performed numerical relativity simulations of
merging NS using the WhiskyTHC code [75–77]. We consid-
ered 29 binaries, including both equal and unequal mass
configurations and 4 temperature and composition depen-
dent nuclear EOSs: the DD2 EOS [78, 79], the BHB⇤�
EOS [80], the LS220 EOS [81], and the SFHo EOS [82].
The simulations included temperature and compositional
changes due to the emission of neutrinos using a leakage
scheme [83]. A detailed account of the numerical results is
given in Refs. [46, 49, 73].

The simulation data suggest that the remnant disk
masses can be related to the tidal deformability param-

4 Bauswein et al.

The lower bound of Mthres given by the measured total
mass of GW170817 is shown as dark blue band. The
radius Rmax of the nonrotating maximum-mass NS is
thus constrained to be larger than 9.26+0.17

�0.03 km.
Instead of using Eq. (1) it may be more realistic to

assume that the remnant was stable for at least 10 mil-
liseconds to yield the observed ejecta properties (high
masses, blue component) (Margalit & Metzger 2017;
Nicholl et al. 2017; Cowperthwaite et al. 2017). In this
case our numerical simulations suggest that Mthres �
Mtot � 0.1 M�. This strengthens the radius constraints
to R1.6 � 10.68+0.15

�0.04 km and Rmax � 9.60+0.14
�0.03 km.

Figure 2 shows these radius constraints overlaid on
mass-radius relations of di↵erent EoSs available in the
literature. Our new radius constraints for R1.6 and Rmax

derived from GW170817 exclude EoS models describing
very soft nuclear matter. For the three EoSs excluded by
our “realistic” constraint in Fig. 2, e.g. the softest EoS
in Hebeler et al. (2013), we crosschecked that numeri-
cal simulations with the binary masses of GW170817 do
indeed result in a prompt collapse.
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Figure 2. Mass-radius relations of di↵erent EoSs with
very conservative (red area) and “realistic” (cyan area) con-
straints of this work for R1.6 and Rmax. Horizontal lines
display the limit by Antoniadis & et al. (2013). The dashed
line shows the causality limit.

3.3. Discussion: robustness and errors

We took an overall conservative approach in this first
study. Future refinements may strengthen these con-
straints. Our way of inferring NS radii is particularly
appealing and robust because it only relies on (1) a
well measured quantity (total binary mass with reli-
able error bars), (2) a single verifiable empirical relation

(Eqs. (2) or (3)) derived from simulations, and (3) a
clearly defined working hypothesis (delayed/no collapse
of the merger remnant). All assumptions can be fur-
ther substantiated and refined by more advanced models
and future observations, and error bars can be robustly
quantified.

(1) Mass measurement: The total binary mass can
be measured with good accuracy and the error bars are
given with high confidence. We fully propagate the error
through our analysis using the low-spin prior results of
Abbott et al. (2017). If GW170817 was an asymmetric
merger as tentatively suggested by the high ejecta mass,
the true Mtot lies at the upper bound of the error band
and our radius constraints become stronger.

(2) Accuracy of empirical relations for Mthres: The
empirical relations (Eqs. (2) and (3)) are inferred from
hydrodynamical simulations (Bauswein et al. 2013a,
2016) and carry a systematic error1 and an intrinsic scat-
ter (stemming from the sample of candidate EoSs, which
do not perfectly fulfill the analytic fit). Mthres has been
numerically determined with a precision of ±0.05 M�.
Deviations between fits and numerical data are on aver-
age less than 0.03 M� and at most 0.075 M�

2. We do
not include this uncertainty in our error analysis because
the numerically determined Mthres of all tested micro-
physical candidate EoSs is significantly smaller than the
maximum of the Mthres(Mmax) sequence for the radius
given by the respective EoS3. Recall that the maxima
of the Mthres(Mmax) sequences are given by maximally
(unrealistically) sti↵ EoSs only constrained by causality.
We thus remain conservative by determining minimum
NS radii through the maxima of the sequences defined
by causality.

1 Simulations for determining Mthres and corresponding fits
employ a conformally flat spatial metric with a GW backreac-
tion scheme (Oechslin et al. 2007; Bauswein et al. 2013a), which
results in a slightly decelerated inspiral (compared to fully rela-
tivistic calculations) and thus leads to a slight overestimation of
Mthres by ⇠ 0.05 M�. We will quantify this e↵ect in future work
and emphasize that a small overestimation implies that our radius
constraints are conservative.

2 We computed Mthres for six additional EoSs not included
in Bauswein et al. (2013a) to verify this accuracy in particular for
EoS models yielding relatively small NS radii (as small as R1.6 =
10.37 km).

3 Within our sample of 17 candidate EoSs the true Mthres

is on average 0.17 M� (0.14 M� for the Rmax sequence) be-
low the maximum Mup

thres of the Mthres(Mmax, R) relation, which
well justifies to neglect the scatter in Eqs. (2) and (3). Three
EoSs (eosAU, WFF1, LS375) are relatively close to the maximum
(⇠ 0.02 M� below Mup

thres). However, these EoS models become
acausal (vsound > c), i.e. unrealistically sti↵, at densities of high-
mass merger remnants, which artificially increases Mthres. For
these EoSs we determined Mthres with a precision of ±0.025 M�.

Ref:	Bauswein	et	al.	2017 Ref:	Kiuchi	et	al.	2019
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Figure 3. X-shooter spectra (black lines) in units of
log10(ergs/s/A) at the available epochs (in units of days on
the far left) and one and two component model fits to the
spectra (Pian et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017). The shown
spectra correspond to a maximum likelihood �2 fit to the
data. Shaded regions correspond to an assumed 1mag error
budget. The gray shaded regions mark ignored regions due
to atmospheric transmission.

fits such as those from Dietrich & Ujevic (2017). In
this work, we improve on the fit of Dietrich & Ujevic
(2017), which connects the intrinsic binary parameters
with dynamical ejecta properties extracted from full 3D
numerical relativity simulations. We describe these new
fits in Appendix F.
This fit allows us to directly tie the measured ejecta

mass and velocity to properties of the binary, includ-
ing the mass ratio and equation of state. Based on this
fit and the numerical relativity simulations that underly
it, the total amount of dynamical numerical relativity
ejecta will be largest when the NS involved are not very
compact. Therefore, based on our estimates for the to-
tal amount of ejecta required to explain the kilonova
as reported in Table 1, we expect that a self-consistent
analysis of EM and GW data will disfavor NSs that are
too compact and hence allow us to constrain the nuclear
equation of state.
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Figure 4. Corner plot for the constraining the mass ra-
tio q, and tidal deformability ⇤̃ assuming a chirp mass of
Mc = 1.188M� and based on the ejecta estimated obtained
from the lightcurve fitting. We include estimates for the tidal
deformability for a set of possible EOSs as orange lines show-
ing that too soft EOSs are ruled out by our analysis. The
numbers represent the 90% limits on the parameters.

Incorporating information from gravitational-wave
parameter estimation, namely a chirp mass Mc of
Mc = 1.188M� (Abbott et al. 2017a) and an upper
limit on the tidal deformability of ⇤̃ . 640 4 we are able
to place constraints on the mass ratio and tidal deforma-
bility of the system. Fig. 4 summarizes our findings. We
find that the mass ratio of GW170817 is with 90% confi-
dence smaller than q . 1.38, while the 90% lower bound
on the tidal deformability is ⇤̃ & 197. This lower bound
shows that too compact EOSs such as WFF1 are dis-
favored, see Fig. 4. These results can be compared to
estimates obtained from a reanalysis of GW170817 (De
et al. 2018), which incorporates quasi-universal rela-
tions for the tidal deformability and obtains 90% lower
bounds on the tidal deformability ⇤̃ & 117 and 90%
upper bounds on the mass ratio q . 1.51. Our analy-
sis shows that even without the use of quasi-universal
relations tighter constraints on the binary parameters

4
The exact value of ⇤̃ . 640 arises from the fact that as

stated in Abbott et al. (2017a) an analysis of GW170817 with the

SEOBNRv4 ROM NRtidal waveform model Bohe et al. (2017);

Dietrich et al. (2017a, 2018) gives an 80% tighter bound than the

PN based TaylorF2 model for which ⇤̃ = 800 was stated.

Ref:	Coughlin	et	al.	2018
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Table 3
Dependence of the Fate of the Remnant, Mdyn, and Mdisk on �th

q ⇤̃ �th type Mdyn [M�] Mdisk [M�]
0.774 242 1.8 long 0.013 0.26

1.7 short 0.011 0.045
1.6 short 7.6⇥ 10�3 0.036
1.5 short 6.5⇥ 10�3 0.033

0.774 272 1.8 long 0.011 0.26
1.7 long 0.013 0.26
1.6 long 0.014 0.27
1.5 short 9.8⇥ 10�3 0.042

Note. — We specify the models by q(= 0.774) and ⇤̃ to be
compared with those shown in Table 1.

chance of ejecting 0.05M�,9 but also the mass asymme-
try of q = 0.774 does not save any model with ⇤̃ < 377.
On the other hand, if the maximum mass is as large as
2.1M�, many models produce long-lived remnants. Ac-
tually, all the asymmetric binaries considered here are
capable of explaining the luminosity of AT 2017gfo. The
lowest value of ⇤̃ of models that can eject 0.05M� is 242.
Figure 2 suggests that, if Mmax is larger than 2.1M�,
then the lower bound on ⇤̃ derived by AT 2017gfo may
become looser than that found in this study.
We also find that all the models with ⇤̃ > 400 are

capable of ejecting 0.05M� if 100% ejection e�ciency is
adopted. This is consistent with the findings of Radice
et al. (2018b).
The fate of the merger remnant depends on the

strength of the finite-temperature e↵ect for marginal
cases. For example, the lowest value of ⇤̃ that can ex-
plain the luminosity of AT 2017gfo is 242 in our models
if the fiducial �th = 1.8 is adopted, where the outcome
is a long-lived remnant. However, the remnant becomes
short lived for �th  1.7 because of the reduced ther-
mal pressure and fails to eject 0.05M�. This indicates
that the finite-temperature e↵ect must be moderately
strong for this model to account for AT 2017gfo. We
also find that the model with ⇤̃ = 272 results in the
long-lived remnant only when �th � 1.6, whereas the
short-lived remnant for a very small value of �th = 1.5
can eject 0.05M� if 100% e�ciency is assumed. The
results for them are summarized in Table 3. Although
our conclusion that binaries with ⇤̃ . 400 are capable of
explaining the luminosity of AT 2017gfo is unchanged,
these observations imply that accurate incorporation of
the finite-temperature e↵ect is also crucial to infer pre-
cise properties of the zero-temperature equation of state
from electromagnetic counterparts.

5. DISCUSSION

We conclude that the lower bound on binary tidal de-
formability is ⇤̃  242 if an ejection of 0.05M� is re-
quired. We speculate that lower values of ⇤̃ than this
could even be acceptable if we employ an equation of
state that supports a maximum mass larger than 2.1M�
and/or increase the degree of asymmetry. The precise
value of the threshold depends also on the strength of
the finite-temperature e↵ect, represented by �th in our
study.

9 A model with ⇤̃ = 508 can eject 0.05M� if the e�ciency
exceeds 77%.
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Figure 3. Disk mass vs. the binary tidal deformability. The
errorbars denote the typical relative error of a factor of two and
absolute error of 10�3M� (see Sec. 3). The values for the thresh-
old density of 1012 g cm�3 and 1011 g cm�3 are shown with small
symbols for long-lived remnants. We also show the fit derived in
Radice & Dai (2019). The correlation between Mdisk and ⇤̃ is not
significant in our models, and the applicability of the fit due to
Radice & Dai (2019) is very limited.

We also find that an asymmetric binary that results
in a no-bounce collapse can explain the luminosity of
AT 2017gfo, if moderately high ⇡ 60% ejection e�ciency
from the remnant is admitted. The lower bounds pro-
posed in Bauswein et al. (2017) are satisfied for the
equation of state of this model, with which the radii of
1.6M� and maximum-mass configurations are 10.93 and
9.66 km, respectively. However, our finding would poten-
tially invalidate the argument of Bauswein et al. (2017)
and its future application.
Our results indicate that the mass ratio is critically

important to derive reliable constraints on neutron star
properties from electromagnetic emission as also argued
in Radice et al. (2018b). If the binary turns out to be
symmetric, it is possible that ⇤̃ & 400 is necessary as
Radice et al. (2018b) originally proposed. Indeed, we
find no symmetric model with ⇤̃ < 377 that can eject
0.05M�. However, Fig. 3 shows that the mass asym-
metry significantly obscures the correlation between the
disk mass and binary tidal deformability, which is the ba-
sis of previous attempts to constrain ⇤̃ from AT 2017gfo.
In light of our results, fitting formulas adopted in Radice
& Dai (2019) and Coughlin et al. (2018b) have severe
systematic errors. Further investigation is required to
clarify precisely the e↵ect of asymmetry. Although the
mass ratio can be determined from gravitational-wave
data analysis, the degeneracy with the spin must be re-
solved to achieve high precision (Hannam et al. 2013).
The velocity and the composition can potentially be

used as additional information to examine binary mod-
els. Some previous work attempted to associate either
the blue or red component of AT 2017gfo to dynamical
ejecta to improve parameter estimation (Gao et al. 2017;

R1.6 < 10.68 km
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Fig. 4.— Constraints on properties of the NS EOS — radius of
a 1.3M� NS, R1.3, and maximal non-rotating gravitational mass,
Mg

max — based on joint GW-EM observations of GW170817. Dif-
ferent EOS are represented as points, the color of which corre-
sponds to the consistency of the given EOS with observational
constraints. The similarly colored diagonal curves represent poly-
tropic EOSs of index n, while the grey shaded regions to the bot-
tom right are ruled out by the requirement of causality (see text).
Clearly, a low NS maximal mass is preferred due to constraints
ruling out SMNS formation. The background grey curve shows
the cumulative probability distribution function that the maxi-
mum mass Mg

max is less than a given value (see text), from which
we find Mg

max . 2.17M� at 90% confidence. The bottom panel
shows masses of observed Galactic NSs, from which a lower limit
on Mg

max can be placed (vertical dashed line).

Koranda et al. 1997) which is conservative since R1.3
is generally larger than the radius of a maximum mass
NS, Rmax. A tighter estimate of R1.3 � 3.1GMg

max/c
2

is therefore also shown (light shaded region). The back-
ground grey curve shows the cumulative probability dis-
tribution function that the maximum mass Mmax is less
than a given value. This was calculated by marginalizing
over the R1.3 axis and treating the consistency values as
points in a probability distribution function. We weight
EOS with Mg

max below 2.01M� by a Gaussian prior ac-
counting for consistency with the maximum measured
pulsar mass of 2.01 ± 0.04M� (Antoniadis et al. 2013).
Thus, we find Mg

max . 2.17M� at 90% confidence.

4. DISCUSSION

Several works have explored the potentially exotic EM
signals of BNS mergers in cases when a long-lived SMNS
or stable neutron star remnant is formed (Metzger et al.
2008b; Bucciantini et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2013; Metzger &
Bower 2014; Metzger & Piro 2014; Gao et al. 2016; Siegel
& Ciolfi 2016a,b). However, one of the biggest lessons
from GW170817 was the well-behaved nature of its EM
emission, under the simplest case of a relatively short-
lived HMNS remnant (Shibata & Taniguchi 2006), with
an o↵-axis afterglow (van Eerten & MacFadyen 2011)
and KN emission (Metzger et al. 2010) closely resembling
“vanilla” theoretical predictions.

Here we have made explicit the argument that the
BNS merger GW170817 formed a HMNS. In combination
with the GW-measured binary mass, this inferred out-
come places upper and lower limits on the maximum NS
mass. The lower limit on Mmax is not constraining com-
pared to those from well-measured pulsar masses, though
tighter constraints would be possible by the future detec-
tion of similar fast-expanding blue KN ejecta (indicating
HMNS formation) from a future BNS merger with a sim-
ilar observing inclination but higher binary mass than
GW170817. The lack of a luminous blue KN following
the short GRB050509b (Bloom et al. 2006; Metzger et al.
2010; Fong et al. 2017) may implicate a high mass binary
and prompt collapse for this event.2

On the other hand, our upper limits on Mmax .
2.17M� (90% confidence limit; Fig. 4) are more con-
straining than the previous weak upper limits from
causality, and less model-dependent than other methods
(e.g. Lasky et al. 2014; Lawrence et al. 2015; Fryer et al.
2015; Gao et al. 2016; Alsing et al. 2017). A low value
of Mmax has also been suggested based on Galactic NS
radius measurements (Özel et al. 2016; Özel & Freire
2016) and would be consistent with the relatively small
NS radius . 11 km inferred from modeling the blue KN
(Nicholl et al. 2017; Cowperthwaite et al. 2017). Further-
more, the lack of measurable tidal-e↵ects in the inspiral
of GW170817 similarly imply a small NS radius and thus
a low Mmax (LIGO Scientific Collaboration & Virgo Col-
laboration 2017). Upper limits onMmax will be improved
by the future discovery of EM emission from a merger
with a lower total mass than GW170817. Conversely, the
detection of a substantially brighter afterglow or faster
evolving KN emission could instead point to the forma-
tion of a long-lived SMNS or stable remnant. The NS
masses measured for GW170817 are broadly consistent
with being drawn from Galactic NS population, which is
well-fit by a Gaussian of mean µ = 1.32M� and standard
deviation � = 0.11M� (Kiziltan et al. 2013); this hints
that the HMNS formation inferred in GW170817 is likely
a common�if not the most frequent�outcome of a BNS
merger.
A simple analytic estimate of our result can be ob-

tained from Eq. (7), using the approximation Mb =
Mg + 0.075M2

g for the relation between baryonic and
gravitational masses (Timmes et al. 1996). From this
relation, the total baryonic binary mass is constrained,
Mb

rem . Mb
tot . 3.06M�. A typical value of ⇠ ⇡ 1.18

then implies that

Mg
max .

p
1 + 0.3Mb

rem/⇠ � 1

0.15
. 2.2M�, (8)

in agreement with our more elaborately calculated result.
We stress that the calculation above is intended only as
an approximate analytic estimate, and that we do not
use the Timmes et al. (1996) relation nor do we assume
a universal value for ⇠ in our complete analysis (§ 3).
Our approach di↵ers in several respects from simi-

lar works constraining Mmax (e.g. Lawrence et al. 2015;

2 A prompt collapse might also be consistent with the low mea-
sured gamma-ray fluence of GRB050509b, because the mass of
the remnant accretion torus responsible for powering the GRB jet
would also be lower for a prompt collapse than if a HMNS had
formed.

Ref:	Margalit	&	Metzger		2017
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FIG. 3.— Maximum-mass constraints MTOV (blue lines) as a function
of the observed gravitational mass of the BMP Mg and of the inferred blue
ejected mass Mej as obtained from (6). The dashed lines refer to conservative
error estimates of the disk mass of the merger product (Hanauske et al. 2017).
Shown in red is the 90% credibility interval of Mg (Abbott et al. 2017b),
with the red line denoting the most probable value from GW 170817. The
transparency of this area reflects the probability distribution of Mej.

where � = 1.20+0.02
�0.02 (Breu & Rezzolla 2016) and Mg =

⌘�1Mb = 2.74+0.04
�0.01, which is consistent with low-spin pri-

ors (Abbott et al. 2017b).
The assumption that the core collapses exactly at the max-

imum mass-shedding limit, i.e., � ' 1.2, brings in an error
that needs to be accounted for, by considering a lower value
for � (Equation (12) in Breu & Rezzolla (2016)). We thus set
the lower bound to � = 1.15, corresponding to a star close to,
but not at the maximum mass-shedding limit.

Hanauske et al. (2017) have found that the mass frac-
tion of the core after dynamical mass ejection is roughly
⇠ = 0.95+0.06

�0.06 [see table II in Hanauske et al. (2017)]. The
mass of the ejecta from the core is harder to estimate but, us-
ing standard kilonova models (Metzger 2017b; Shibata et al.
2017), it is reasonable to associate them with the blue ejecta
Mblue

ej
= 0.014+0.010

�0.010 (Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Drout et al.
2017), where we have assumed a conservative kilonova model
dependent error that we use as 2� for assigning a Gaussian
probability distribution to the blue ejecta.

The resulting fit for MTOV is shown in Fig. 3, where the
dashed lines refer to errors in ⇠ and the red shaded region is
modeled with a Gaussian distribution taking into account the
errors of Mej. This region is framed by the 90% credibility
levels of the binary mass (Abbott et al. 2017b).

In summary, collecting all available information, we con-
clude that the maximum mass that can be supported against
gravity by a compact nonrotating star is in the range

2.01+0.04
+0.04 < MTOV/M� < 2.16+0.17

�0.15 , (7)

where the lower limit in the range (7) is actually derived from
accurate observations of massive pulsars in binary systems
(Antoniadis et al. 2013).

The error corresponds to twice the standard deviation (⇠
90% confidence) computed with standard error propagation,
where the asymmetric errors in Mg and � are taken into ac-
count by computing the standard deviation for the upper and
lower limit separately. Clearly, values close to the upper and
lower limits are unlikely, given the fact that not all the values
of Mg and Mej are equally likely (compare to the red shaded

area).
Note the interesting general trend shown by the maximum

mass in Fig. 3: the estimates for MTOV grow systematically
with increasingly massive binary systems and with decreas-
ing ejected masses (compare to the shading from light to dark
blue). Hence, future detections of merging binary systems
with masses smaller than that of GW 170817 will help set
even tighter constraints on the maximum mass MTOV.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have combined the recent GW observations of merg-
ing systems of binary neutron stars via the event GW 170817
with a quasi-universal relation between the maximum mass
of nonrotating stellar models MTOV and the maximum mass
that can be supported through uniform rotation to set new and
tighter constraints on MTOV.

Our estimate follows a simple line of arguments and is
based on a single and reasonable assumption that the prod-
uct of the merger measured with GW170817 has collapsed
to a rotating black hole when it had reached a mass close to
the maximum mass for SMNS models. In this way, we can
exploit quasi-universal relations to deduce that the maximum
mass for nonrotating stellar configurations should be in the
range 2.012.01+0.04

�0.04  MTOV/M� . 2.16+0.17
�0.15. We note

that it is, in principle, possible to constrain the lower limit
for MTOV also with a quasi-universal relation on the maxi-
mum mass of a neutron star in differential rotation (Weih et al.
2018).

A few remarks before concluding. First, a much more con-
servative upper limit MTOV can be set uniquely assuming
that the maximum nonrotating mass MTOV cannot be smaller
than the mass in the uniformly rotating core Mcore. Tak-
ing into account the amount of mass ejected and the con-
version between baryon and gravitational mass, this yields
MTOV/M� . 2.59. Second, our predictions are compat-
ible with those recently presented by Shibata et al. (2017);
Margalit & Metzger (2017), sharing a number of similar con-
siderations with the latter. However, differently from these
other works, we have not employed a simple correlation be-
tween the maximum mass-shedding mass and the maximum
nonrotating mass, or fitting formulas stemming from numer-
ical simulations whose error budget is uncertain (Bauswein
et al. 2013), nor have we relied on direct comparisons with
numerical-relativity simulations for the electromagnetic emis-
sion. Rather, using basic arguments from kilonova model-
ing (Cowperthwaite et al. 2017), we have exploited the power
of universal relations for the maximum mass that are valid
for any value of the specific angular momentum (Breu &
Rezzolla 2016). Third, the results presented here already
have a direct impact on some of the EOSs describing mat-
ter at nuclear densities (see, e.g., Oertel et al. (2017) for a
recent review). For instance, a popular EOS routinely em-
ployed in numerical-relativity calculations such as the DD2
EOS (Typel et al. 2010), violates the constraint (7) since it
has MTOV = 2.419M�; at the same time, EOSs with hyper-
ons, e.g., BHB⇤� (Banik et al. 2014) and DD2Y (Marques
et al. 2017), have maximum masses . 2.1M� and there-
fore seem favoured (Richers et al. 2017). Finally, we note
that the procedure outlined here and the use of stacking tech-
niques, as those developed in the analysis of the GW signal
of BNSs (Del Pozzo et al. 2013; Agathos et al. 2015; Clark
et al. 2016; Bose et al. 2017), can be employed in the future
as the results of new detections become available to set new
and tighter constraints on the maximum mass. New obser-
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FIG. 3. Relation between f0/fMS and Mmax for marginally-stable rigidly-rotating neutron stars with several equations of
state listed in Table I. The lower and upper ends of each uncertainty range correspond to J = 0 and J = Jmax, respectively.
The numbers attached in each data denote the model equations of state. The tilted lines show the relation of Eq. (2.17) for
fr = 1.20, 1.18, 1.16, · · · , 1.04, 1.02, and 1.00 (from left to right) with (Mout +Meje)/fMS = 0.04M

⊙
(left panel) and 0.08M

⊙

(right panel) and with M = 2.74M
⊙
. The thick lines are for fr = 1.20, 1.10, and 1.00.

Here the variation in η by ±0.003 systematically changes
the values of EGW,p and Eν only by at most ±0.007M⊙

and ∓0.007M⊙. Hence, we only show the results with
η = 0.247. Since the dependence of Jout + Jeje on Rout

is not very strong (compared with the dependence on
Mout + Meje), we fix Rout to be 140km. On the other
hand, Mout + Meje has a strong effect on the solution.
Thus, we vary it in a wide range (e.g., see Fig. 4).

With these preparations, Eq. (2.17) can be considered
as a relation between fr and fMS. Here, in Eq. (2.17), M
is given (2.74M⊙), f0 is determined for a given equation
of state and each mass of binary, and Mout +Meje is an
input parameter. An equilibrium sequence of rigidly ro-
tating neutron stars along the turning points for a given
equation of state also gives another monotonic relation
between these two variables as found in Fig. 2. Thus,
we first determine fr and fMS by solving a simultane-
ous equation composed of two independent relations and
specify a model for the rigidly rotating neutron star at a
turning point. (We note that for some equations of state,
e.g., EOS-12, the solution does not exist.) We can then
obtain Jf , Mf , ΩMS, and RMS for this model using the
monotonic relations of fMS(Jf ), Mf(Jf ), ΩMS(Jf ), and
RMS(Jf ): cf. Fig. 2.

We can subsequently determine EGW,p + Eν and
JGW,p+Jν from Eqs. (2.8) and (2.11). For Eq. (2.11), we
employ J0, MMNS(= Mf ), Rout, RMNS(= RMS), f , and
Ω(= ΩMS) for each equation of state. Then these two
relations, EGW,p + Eν =const and JGW,p + Jν =const,
constitute a simultaneous equation for EGW,p and Eν be-
cause we have already given the values of RMNS, Ω, and
f , which are necessary to relate JGW,p and Jν to EGW,p

and Eν , respectively. Thus, these two quantities are im-
mediately determined, if the solution exists. (Again we
note that for some equations of state, a physical solution
does not exist: see below.)

C. Results

Table III shows the solutions that self-consistently sat-
isfy the conservation relations of energy and angular mo-
mentum for each equation of state with the selected val-
ues of Mout + Meje; 0.048M⊙, 0.096M⊙, and 0.150M⊙.
Figure 4 also shows representative results: The top-left,
top-right, and bottom-left panels display EGW,p and Eν

as functions of Mout +Meje for EOS-3, 6, and 9, respec-
tively, and the bottom-right panel shows fr as a func-
tion of Mout + Meje for EOS-1, 3, 6, 9, and 11. Here,
associated with the uncertainties in J0 and EGW,i by
±0.1× 1049 erg s, and 0.005M⊙c2, respectively, an uncer-
tainty, typically, of ±0.007M⊙c2 and ∓0.012M⊙c2, exists
in EGW,p and Eν , respectively. The three curves for each
plot in the the top-left, top-right, and bottom-left panels
of Fig. 4 denote the upper and lower bounds as well as the
central value for EGW,p and Eν . In addition, the change
of f0 from the 1.35-1.40M⊙ case to the 1.20-1.55M⊙ case
varies EGW,p and Eν typically by −0.003M⊙c2 for both
quantities.
For EOS-12, no solution is found for given parame-

ters. The reason for this is that (i) for large values
of Mout + Meje, the predicted final mass of the rem-
nant neutron star, Mf , becomes smaller than Mmax, and
hence, no solution with fr ≥ 1 is present and (ii) for
Mout + Meje ! 0.057M⊙, the value of fr is determined
but physical (positive) values for the set of (EGW,p, Eν)
are not found. If this type of equation of state with
Mmax " 2.4M⊙ would be the real one, the final outcome
should be a stable neutron star in the GW170817 event.
However, this is not likely as we discuss in Sec. III D.
For EOS-1 and 2 for which Mmax is rather small,

! 2.1M⊙, we often fail to find a solution. The rea-
son for this is that Eq. (2.17) can be satisfied only for
a high value of fr ∼ 1.2, and thus, for small values of
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